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Foreword
The Review of the Rural Water and Sanitation Handbook for Extension Workers (2000) in
2016, reaffirms the Government of Uganda’s commitment towards ensuring availability
and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all by 2030. This is in line with
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The first hand book was developed in 2000
with the major aim of enabling Extension Workers to facilitate community action with
regard to water and sanitation development, management, operation and maintenance of
facilities, and eventually sustainability.
Prior to the review of the handbook, a study was undertaken in 2014, to assess the
effectiveness of the participatory community management approaches highlighted in the
handbook. The study findings indicated that the sector had made progress regarding the
functionality and management of water facilities as indicated by 85% functionality of
water sources and 72% functionality of water and sanitation management committees.
The study further indicated a number of challenges affecting the sector including, lack of
access to spare-parts, unwillingness of water users to contribute towards the management
of installed facilities, voluntary nature of water and sanitation committees and inadequate
support to communities by extension staff. The study further revealed that a number of
good management and technological innovations had emerged.
The Revised Rural Water and Sanitation Extension Workers Handbook (2016) has
therefore taken stock of the challenges mentioned above and the emerging innovations.
New innovations have been highlighted in the areas of communal fund management,
Sub County management structures, Self- Supply approaches, Rainwater Harvesting
Technologies and Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) among others. Effort has
been undertaken to ensure that the Handbook is well illustrated, user friendly and that it
captures best practices and experiences for use by extension workers.
Special thanks and acknowledgements go to the staff of the Ministry of Water and
Environment, Local Government staff, Sector Development Partners, more especially
EU Water Facility and WaterAid Uganda. More thanks go to the selected communities
that assisted and provided information in various ways during the review process.
It is my sincere hope that this handbook which contains well itemized procedures, processes
and tools to use, guides Extension Workers to facilitate communities towards increased
utilization, sustainable operation and maintenance of water and sanitation facilities.
I commend this handbook to Community Development Workers, Health Workers and
Water Engineers who work in both public, Civil Society and private sectors within the
communities.

Prof. Ephraim Kamuntu
MINISTER OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENT - UGANDA
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Definition of Common Terms
Term
Accountability

Being answerable for resources and responsibilities

Advocacy

Process where the community aims to influence decisions within their
systems and institutions. It is an act of pleading or arguing in favour of
something.

Capacity Building

Is an ongoing process of equipping individuals, communities and
institutions with the understanding, knowledge, skills, and access to
information, and training that enables them to identify their needs,
challenges and make informed decisions on the best ways of addressing
them. It can be achieved through a mix of training, coaching and learningby-doing while implementing water and sanitation projects.

Communication

A two-way process of sharing information and receiving feedback

Community

A group of people living within the same geographical area sharing
common
resources and comprising of different categories of people
with common but also different needs and interests.

Community Management

Issues pertaining to responsibility in taking on the ownership, decision
making authority and control over the water and sanitation facilities
development and system operations. In other words, community
management means that the community exercises full responsibility for
decision making and control over the development of its own water and
sanitation system to ensure sustainability

Community Mobilisation

Community mobilisation is the process of involving people to organise
and take action to achieve a common objective which will be beneficial
to them. The common goal is development.

Community-Based

A system whereby the community takes overall responsibility for the
management of the installed water facility, and the district and sub-county
levels are responsible for providing back up support to the communities

Management System
Demand Responsive
Approach

viii

Definition

This is when the target group (community) expresses interest for a
service or a facility to be installed in their locality

Efficacy

Effectiveness or usefulness of an action

Emergency Situation

A sudden situation that poses an immediate risk to health, life, property,
or environment.

Empower

To enable people to do things for themselves

Evaluate

To look at the short and long term results of a piece of work

Extension Worker

A technical person with excellent people skills who facilitates community
processes

Facilitate

Guide, support and create a friendly environment to allow people to do
things for themselves.

Gender

Is the social and cultural construct of roles, responsibilities, attributes,
opportunities, privileges, status, access to and control over resources and
benefits between women and men, boys and girls in a given society
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Term

Definition

Gender Mainstreaming

This is a conscious approach of an organization or individual to take
into account gender equality concerns by carrying out an assessment
of the implications of a planned action for both men and women. This
approach seeks to ensure that men and women, boys and girls benefit
equally by integrating their experiences and concerns into the design,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of community development
policies and programs.

Maintenance

This is the periodic inspection of an installation and replacement of parts
that are worn out or show other signs of deterioration. Its aim is to prolong
the life of any part and avoid unnecessary breakdowns.

Mobilise

To put in motion; organise for action

Monitor

Check or keep track of the progress of a piece of work, job or activity

Objectives

Concrete statements describing what the project/program is trying to
achieve.

Operation

The day to day running and handling of a water facility involving the
actual delivery of services. It entails the following:
•
•

Major operations required to access safe drinking water to users
Correct handling of facilities by users to ensure sustainability

Operation
Maintenance

and

This is the sum of total activities required to achieve smooth running and
continuous sustenance of a WASH facility to ensure long service.

Planned
maintenance

preventive

An organized system of inspections on a daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly
basis, which should maximize the time for which a facility or system can
deliver good drinking water.

Preventive maintenance

Where a water/sanitation facility is taken care of before break down occurs.

Programme

Set of activities/projects to address a problem(s) over a long period
of time

Quality Assurance

Checking whether the work done is to set standards.

Resources

Available money, human, time, property or assets that can be drawn upon.

Sensitisation

The act of making the community aware of a new happening and
empowering them to take action

Sustainability

When a facility continues functioning or behaviour continues even if
external intervention has been withdrawn.

Tool

An apparatus, instrument used to get the job done
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION - WHAT THIS
HANDBOOK IS ALL ABOUT

CHAPTER 1

1.1
Purpose of the Handbook
This is a 2nd edition of the Extension Workers Handbook which was produced in 2000.
The main purpose of this Community Management Handbook is to enable Extension
Workers or their agents facilitate community actions with regard to water supply and
sanitation facilities. Specifically the handbook will assist the Extension Workers in:
a. Planning for implementation of water and sanitation activities
b. Promotion of sustainable development and management
c. Mobilization and training of the community members
d. Standardization of systems and procedures
e. Effective Operation and Maintenance (O&M) of water and sanitation facilities
f. Monitoring and adaptation to ensure sustainability of systems and facilities
g. Establishment of management structures.
1.2
Intended Users of the Handbook
This Handbook is for Extension Workers working at Sub-County and County level
(Figure 1). These may include the following categories of people who are involved in
rural water supply and sanitation development:
a. Public Health Workers
b. Community Development Workers,
c. NGO and CBO Extension Workers,
d. Individuals and staff from the private sector
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Figure 1: Intended users of this handbook
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CHAPTER 1

1.3
How to use this Handbook
The Handbook gives the overall summary description of the procedures for Extension
Workers on what needs to be done and how in relation to rural water and sanitation
development. This Handbook is supposed to be used with other relevant policies
and guidelines on water supply, hygiene and sanitation that provide more detailed
information. It has guiding notes and Annexes to each Chapter which need to be referred
to for the activities.
The supportive Handbook on Technology Development (Vol.2) describes the choice
of technology designs in a given situation and the procedures for construction and
supervision of construction. It also includes Operation and Maintenance guidelines for
each technology.
Assumptions
Two assumptions have been made for the proper use of the Extension Workers Handbook:
a. The Extension Worker is trained on participatory approaches such as Participatory
Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation (PHAST), Participatory Rural Appraisal
(PRA) and Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS).
b. The Extension Worker has access to other supplementary sector policies and
guidelines.
1.4
An overview of the chapters in the handbook
The Community Management Handbook specifically deals with community development
and management issues of water supply and sanitation development. A synopsis of the
chapters is highlighted below (Figure 2)
Chapter 1: What this handbook is all about focuses on the purpose of the handbook;
intended users; how to use the handbook; and a synopsis of the Chapters in the handbook.
Chapter 2: The Institutional and legal framework provides information on the
legal, policy and institutional framework for rural water supply, sanitation and hygiene
development in Uganda. It explains who the main actors are, their roles and responsibilities
and the arrangements that help them work effectively together.
Chapter 3: General Planning and Advocacy Phase – focuses on planning and
advocacy done at the Sub County level. Critical in this stage is the provision of
information to Sub Counties and communities to demand for services and to provide
communities with information regarding behavioral change and the need to meet
critical requirements before a water facility is provided. It also focuses on screening
and approval community applications; feedback to communities on the status of their
applications; and formation of the Water and Sanitation Committee (WSC)/Valley Tank
User Committee (VTUC).
Chapter 4: Pre-construction Phase- This phase focuses on training of the WSC/VTUC
and follows up on the community compliance with the six critical requirements.
Chapter 5: Construction phase- During this phase, construction of facilities is carried
out by the Private Sector (Consultants and Contractors) coordinated by the Extension
Worker with the community playing a monitoring role. It is also important for Extension
Workers to facilitate the communities during this stage of implementation to play an
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oversight role as well as prepare them for O&M.
Chapter 6: Post-Construction Phase- During this phase the Extension Worker will
further guide communities especially the WSCs/VTUCs and the Caretakers, and further
develop their capacity to ensure effective O&M of the installed facilities. The phase
focuses on re-fresher training of WSCs/VTUCs, continuation of hygiene and sanitation
promotion, monitoring and follow up support.
Figure 2: WASH Implementation cycle

Chapter 7: Water and Sanitation activities during emergency situations: The chapter
highlights mechanisms of provision of water supply and sanitation services during
emergency and other special situations in order to protect public health. Even during
emergencies it is important to put people at the centre of any action affecting their lives.
Chapter 8: Crosscutting issues- focuses on the important development issues that
have to be deliberately mainstreamed in the promotion of community development and
management of water supply and sanitation services in each phase of the implementation
cycle. These include HIV/AIDS, gender, human rights, governance, environment and
climate change concerns.
Chapter 9: Additional notes for the Facilitators provide information on hygiene
and sanitation promotion; management options for rural water supply and sanitation
facilities; water and sanitation technology options; and self-supply.
Chapter 10: Tips on how to work with communities provides techniques on
community mobilization and conflict management, preparation of work plans, effective
communication as well as a troubleshooting guide whilst working with communities.
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INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL
FRAMEWORK

CHAPTER 2
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Introduction
This Chapter provides information on the legal, policy and institutional framework for
rural water supply, sanitation and hygiene development in Uganda. It explains who the
main actors are, their roles and responsibilities and the arrangements that help them work
effectively together.
2.1 Legal and Policy Framework
2.1.1 Legal Framework
The Government of Uganda (GOU) has put in place rules and regulations to guide the
key actors involved in the implementation of water and sanitation activities. In addition,
the GOU has developed various economic reform policies and enacted a number of Acts
of Parliament (Figure 3) which have impacted on the water supply and sanitation subsector. These include:

Figure 3: Acts of parliament for implementation of WASH
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The Constitution for the Republic of Uganda (1995) which defines water supply and
sanitation as a fundamental right for all Ugandans.
The Local Government Act (1997) as revised in 2000 which defines the roles and
empowers different levels of Local Government in the provision and management of
water and sanitation. These include planning and allocation of resources towards O&M
support activities.

CHAPTER 2

Land Act (1998) vests all land in the citizens of Uganda to be owned in accordance
with customary, freehold, mailo and leasehold tenure systems. This implies that both
Government and private owners of land can set up facilities on the land which they occupy
and own. Land tenure issues are critical to the development of water infrastructure. Any
location of a water supply project must respect the proprietary rights of the land-owner or
occupier, as protected by law.
The Uganda Water Act (1997) provides for the use, protection and management of water
resources and supply; to provide for the constitution of water and sewerage authorities;
and to facilitate the devolution of water supply and sewerage undertakings.
The Public Health Act (2000), aims to consolidate the law regarding the preservation of
public health. The Act is particularly relevant for the implementation and enforcement of
hygiene and sanitation standards.
2.1.2

Sector Policy and Planning Framework

The sector policies provide the principles of action to be followed in the implementation
of water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) activities, as well as the rules of practice. The
key policies and planning frameworks include the following:
The National Water Policy (1999) provides the key principles as decentralization, a
demand- responsive approach, community management, appropriate technology and
women’s involvement.
The Health Policy (1999) provides guiding principles on cost effective interventions
to be targeted with the most important priorities among which sanitation is included.
More attention is paid to health promotion collaboration with NGOs, inter-sectoral
coordination, gender sensitive programming and sustainable financing.
The National Community Development Policy (2012) seeks to contribute to the
attainment of socio-economic development goals and promote the participation of
communities in the overall national development.
The Environmental Health Policy (2005) establishes the environmental health priorities
of the GOU and provides a framework for the development of services and programmes
at national and Local Government levels.
The National Gender Policy (2007) provides all stakeholders with guidance for
mainstreaming gender in all development initiatives. Among the stated guiding principles
for its implementation is “sensitization on gender issues at all levels and promoting
community dialogue to address gender issues at household level”.
RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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National Development Plan II (2015/16-2019/20) is the second in a series of six fiveyear plans aimed at achieving the Uganda Vision 2040. The goal of the NDP II is to propel
the country towards a middle income status by 2020. In this planning period, the water
and sanitation sub sector will focus on increasing: access to safe water, sanitation and
hygiene levels, functionality of water supply systems and promoting catchment based
integrated water resources management. The Water for Production sub sector will focus on
increasing: provision of water for production facilities, their functionality and utilization.
Uganda Vision 2040 is the national vision of “a transformed Ugandan Society from a
peasant to a modern and prosperous country within 30 years”. Water development is stated
as one of the opportunities that can foster socio-economic transformation hence GoU is
committed to strengthening the relevant fundamentals to facilitate optimal and sustainable
utilization. Provision of water will also improve health, sanitation and hygiene.
Sustainable Development Goals: The 2030 agenda for Sustainable Development
envisions a world where we reaffirm our commitments regarding the human right to
safe drinking water and sanitation and where there is improved hygiene. SDG number 6
highlights clean water and Sanitation and focuses on ensuring availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all.
2.2 Strategies
The Water and Sanitation Gender Strategy (2010) provides guidelines to sector
players for appropriate planning and implementation of gender mainstreaming into water
programs and activities at national and Local Government levels.
The Community Mobilization and Empowerment Strategy (2013) ensures effective
community participation in the design and implementation of development programs
in various sectors and empowers communities to implement, manage and sustain such
programs over time.
The Water and Sanitation Sector Strategy for mainstreaming HIV/AIDS (20052010) provides Districts and Sub-Counties with guidelines on how to mainstream HIV/
AIDS in the Sector.
The National Framework for O&M of Rural Water Supplies (2011) sets guidelines
for all sector players in the use and maintenance of water facilities for rural
communities.
The Pro-Poor Strategy for the Water and Sanitation Sector (2006) aims to improve
the effectiveness of the WASH sector in providing services to the poor. It presents general
and specific actions on how to provide services to the poor.
2.3 Actors and their Roles/Responsibilities
It is important for the Extension Worker to know all the various actors involved in
planning, implementing, operating, maintaining and sustaining of water and sanitation
facilities, as well as their respective roles and responsibilities. Figure 1 highlights the
roles and responsibilities of each of the actors.
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CHAPTER 2

Figure 4: WASH Actors and their Roles and Responsibilities
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At all the key stages of Water Supply and Sanitation (WSS) service delivery, it is important
to ensure that the actors work in an organized and coordinated manner. While emphasis
is placed on the use of existing community organisations and structures, and reactivation
of old groups, formation of new ones may be recommended to facilitate management of
facilities established and to promote hygiene and sanitation
At all the key stages of WSS service delivery, it is important to ensure that the actors
work in an organized way. While emphasis is placed on the use of existing community
organisations and reactivation of old groups, formation of new ones may be recommended
to facilitate management of facilities established and to promote hygiene and sanitation
2.4 Key institutions for delivery of WASH services at Local Government level
Extension Workers should collaborate with the following institutions which are either
established by the Local Government Act or set up by the water sector to enhance service
delivery.
2.4.1 District level
District Council
The overall responsibility for the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation (RWSS) coordination and prioritisation in the district lies with the District Council i.e. the Works
and Technical Services Sectoral Committee. The duties of the committee include, but
are not limited to overseeing the allocation of water sources guided by a set criteria, and
coordinating and monitoring activities in the district.
The District Water Office
The District Water Office in collaboration with the District Directorate of Health (Health
Inspectorate Department) and the Community Based Services supervises and monitors
activities undertaken by Extension Workers, Contractors and NGOs.
District Water Supply and Sanitation Coordination Committee
In order to promote coordination amongst stakeholders in the implementation of WSS,
District Local Governments must establish District Water Supply and Sanitation
Coordination Committee (DWSSCC). The DWSSCC which is chaired by the Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO) is a Technical Committee that reports to the Technical
Planning Committee and meets on a quarterly basis. The DWSSCC comprises of district
technocrats (i.e. DWO, District Planner, Assistant District Health Officer- Environmental
Health, District Education Officer, District Community Development Officer, Town
Clerk, Urban Development Officer) , Secretary of District Committee responsible for
Water; Secretary of District Committee responsible for Social Services; representatives
from NGOs and Private Sector organisations involved in water and sanitation activities
in the district.
2.4.2 Sub-county level
Sub County Sectoral Committee
At Sub-County level, the sectoral committee of the council allocates water sources based
on community demand criteria, monitors and co-ordinates activities at Sub-County and
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lower levels. The district Extension Workers provide technical support to the Sub-County
administration and together with staff from NGOs and private sector carry out
implementation of water and sanitation services
Sub County Water Supply and Sanitation Board (SCWSSB)
It is an optional entity established at the Sub County level by the water sector. It mobilises
and manages resources for all WSCs in its jurisdiction. The Main function of a SCWSSB
is to take responsibility and oversight of rural water supply and sanitation services e.g.
improving budgetary strategy, defining and realizing benefits, and monitoring risks,
quality, and timeliness in rural water and sanitation service delivery at the Sub County
level.
2.4.3 Community level
Water and Sanitation Committee/ Valley Tank User Committee
At source/water supply level, Water and Sanitation Committee (WSC) OR Valley
Tank User Committee (VTUC) is elected by the community to manage the water or
sanitation facility and promote improved hygiene and sanitation practices among
users. The WSC/VTUC term of office should be two years at the end of which the water
source users, with support from the Extension Workers and village leaders should conduct
re-election. Individual WSC/VTUC members are eligible for re-election.
Private Operators (PO)
The Private Operator is appointed by the Water Authority (Sub County) to manage day-today operations and maintenance of the water supply system and all related operations. This
system is mostly used in the management of Gravity Flow Schemes and other piped water
systems. The Private Operator signs an agreement (Contract) with the Water Authority
and is paid a management fee. Involvement of the private sector has seen private firms
and individuals getting involved in the provision of management and operations services.

RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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GENERAL PLANNING AND
ADVOCACY PHASE
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This section describes the initial information and mobilization efforts that are required
to be conducted by Extension Workers at Sub-County and community level to raise
awareness and create demand for WSS services. The main objective of advocacy/
awareness creation is to generate and increase demand for water and sanitation services
as well as promote hygiene behavior change by providing as much information to
communities as possible. This phase also focuses on:
a) Screening of community applications
b) Approval of community applications
3.1 Planning and Advocacy meeting at Sub County level
Introduction

CHAPTER 3

The advocacy/planning meeting at the Sub-County level will be organised by the
District Water Office. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the water and sanitation
situation in the Sub County, disseminate Government policies, strategies and guidelines,
communicate the water and sanitation facilities allocated to the Sub County, solicit
applications for water services from communities, agree on priorities and the way
forward. The meeting should be held in the first or second quarter of every Financial
Year.
Objectives
•

To promote coordination and collaboration between the Sub County and the
District, within the Sub County departments and between the Sub County and
other development actors

•

To disseminate Government policies, strategies and guidelines

•

To inform Sub County Local Governments about District water and sanitation
programs, approaches and technologies

•

Identification of capacity gaps at the Sub County

Participants: Technical Support Unit (TSU), Sub County Council, Sub-County
Extension Workers, Parish Chiefs, Local Council (LC) I Chairpersons, Sectoral NGO
representatives (Figure 5).

RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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Figure 5: Participants of the advocacy and planning meeting

What should be discussed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Sub County Water and Sanitation achievements, Work Plans and budgets.
Role of the Sub County in WASH service provision
Other stakeholders, their roles and responsibilities
Clarifying on water and sanitation promotional messages which have been
transmitted or are to be transmitted
Clarify on the water source management options i.e. SCWSSB, privatized
management (pay as you fetch) or Community Based Management Systems
( refer to Section 9.2 for detail)
Clarify that households can also get safe water through the self-supply options
available
The District Water Officer will provide information on the following aspects:
 District and Sub-county Water supply/coverage,
 Functionality status of water facilities, and Water and Sanitation
Committees.
 Operation and Maintenance strategies,
 Sanitation and hygiene status,
 Water sector grant allocation (indicative).
 Sector policies and guidelines
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 How to apply for water sources to be developed,
 Criteria for allocation of water sources focusing on the underserved areas,
 Critical requirements, gender, environmental issues related to water supply,
Duration: 1 day
Tools/Resources to use
•
•
•
•

Flip chart
Markers
Masking tape
Appropriate WASH sector guidelines e.g. District Implementation Manual,
District Water Supply Conditional Grand guidelines and budget allocations.

Expected outputs of the advocacy meeting
•
•

•

Knowledge on how to effectively promote sustainable WASH service delivery

•

Depending on the capacity gaps identified, the District will plan to provide
capacity development support to the Sub-County through workshops and/or offer
support to activities at community level.

CHAPTER 3

•

Awareness of key stakeholder organizations and key staff within the Sub County
and their roles
An arrangement to coordinate with existing community organizations, reactivation
of old structures and formation of new WSCs/VTUCs recommended where
necessary
Knowledge on available funding for the development and improvement of water
and sanitation facilities in the Sub County.

3.2 Sensitisation and planning meeting at village level
Introduction
This section describes the initial information and mobilization efforts by Extension
Workers at community level to raise awareness and create demand for water supply
and sanitation services.
The main objective of community sensitisation is to generate and increase demand for
water and sanitation services as well as promote hygiene behaviour change by providing
as much information to communities as possible. The meeting should be held in the first
or second quarter of every Financial Year.
Objectives:
• To analyse the water and sanitation situation in the community before the
intervention
• To discuss household hygiene and sanitation and possible options for improvement
• To discuss technology options and self-supply
• To discuss application criteria and community roles and responsibilities
• To discuss the critical requirements
Participants: community leaders i.e. Local Council (LC I) Executive OR LC II Executive
and Parish Chief for VTUC; opinion leaders, natural leaders, entire community (men,
RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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women, children, the elderly, people with disabilities etc.)
Duration: 1 -2 days (depending on whether baseline survey is conducted)
Resources/Tools to use
•
•
•

Mapping tool and Sanitation ladder
Technology handbook
Application forms and screening criteria

Programme
Topic

Tools

Time

Reference

Community Diagnosis

Community Mapping

3 hrs

Annex 3A;
section 9.4

Hygiene Behaviours

Three pile sorting/Good and
bad practices

30 min

Annex 3B

Sanitation Status and
technology options

Sanitation ladder, SWAG –
Sanitation, Discussions

1½

Water technology options
including self-supply
options

SWAG-Water

1 hr

Community roles and
responsibilities/ Six

Presentation and
Discussion on the six

Critical requirements

Critical requirements

Application Screening/
Appraisal criteria

Screening/Appraisal
criteria. Discussion

Discussion

hr

&

Annex 3C; 3R &
Section 9.5.1
Annex 3S; 3D;
section 9.5.2 & 9.7
Annex 3E

1 hr
1 hr

Annex 3F

Expected outputs of the meeting
Community map (Figure 6) with resources highlighting especially water and sanitation
situation
•
•
•
•
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Action plans for sanitation and hygiene improvements
Filled in application form for a water supply facility (Annex 3G or Annex 3H).
Appreciation of self-supply as another alternative to accessing water services
Awareness of the six critical requirements and the roles of the community
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Figure 6: An example of a community map

CHAPTER 3
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3.3 Screening of community applications
1) Meeting of the Sub-County Technical committee (responsible for wate r)
to screen applications and prepare appraisal report
Objective: Appraisal of community applications to ensure equity in the approval
procedures.
Participants: Extension Workers, Engineering Assistant
Duration: 1 day
Resources /tools: note books, application forms, pens
Method: desk assessment and field investigation.
Expected output: appraisal report
Facilitators Notes:
The aspects of technical feasibility are detailed in the Technology Development
Handbook. The Extension Worker will prepare an appraisal report for each
community and submit to the Sub-County Sectoral Committee for screening.
The appraisal report should have the following documentation:
•
•
•
•

Map of the community within its Parish and Sub-County
Location of the selected water and/or sanitation sites in
relation to the households in the community/the village
Application form submitted by the community
Appraisal report prepared by the Sub-County staff for approval
by the Sub-County Council

2) Sub-County Sectoral Committee meeting to screen community approve the
appraisal report applications:
After the Sub-County Sectoral Committee has received a report of the field appraisal
report from the Sub County Technical committee, they conduct a meeting to
screen the applications based on the criteria agreed upon by the Sub-County
Council (Annex 3J).
Objective: To select the villages/communities to receive assistance for construction
of water supply and/or sanitation facilities based on criteria agreed upon by the
Sub-County Council from the sources allocated by the District.
Duration: 1 -2 days (depends on the number of applications)
Resources/ tools: notebooks, appraisal report
Participants:
•
•
•

18

Sub-County Sectoral Committee members
Extension staff (CDO, HA and Engineering Assistant) attend as technical
staff in the Sub-County and will prepare the minutes of meeting
District Water Officer attends the meeting as a resource person
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Program for screening
Topic

Method

Time

Reference

Review of criteria

Discussion

30 mins

Annex 3J

Scrutinize applications

Review of each application
basing on criteria

1-2 days*

Expected output: List of agreed upon/selected communities for submission to the SubCounty Council.
3.4 Approval of selected villages by the Sub County Council
Introduction:

CHAPTER 3

After screening by the Sub-County Technical Committee, the Sub-County staff will
prepare a report based on minutes of the Technical Committee meeting to screen
applications and submit it to the Sub- County Council for approval with a copy to the
District Water Office. The District Water Office will verify the report from a technical
point of view while, the Sub-County Council approves the applications based on the SubCounty criteria.
Objective: The objective is to scrutinise and endorse the results of the allocation exercise
done by the Sub- County Technical Committee.
Participants:
LC III Council members
DWO. The Health Assistant and Community Development Officer as resource
persons if required
Duration: ½ day
•
•

Tools/resources: List of agreed upon/selected communities
Expected output:
•
•

Approved list of beneficiary communities to be displayed at the Sub-County
Headquarters
After approval by the Sub-county Council and verification of the technical
feasibility by the District Water Office, the District Water Officer will complete
the community file.

RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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Annex to Chapter 3
Annex 3 A: Community Mapping
Community Mapping
Objectives: To facilitate dialogue with the community and collect baseline information by:
•

Drawing a map of the village;

•

Indicating important community landmarks on the map such as roads, settlement patterns,
schools, religious centres, markets, health facilities, etc;

•

Indicating water supply and sanitation facilities

•

Appreciating resources they have in the village and identify missing resources e.g.
latrines, hand washing facilities, protected springs etc.

Materials:
This activity can be done on the ground using local materials such as ash for the boundaries,
stones, leaves, sticks etc., to identify various resources.
After drawing on the ground the map can be transferred to paper. The materials required
are; Newsprint, Markers, Masking tape.
Duration:
2 Hours
•

Procedures:
1. Let the members form groups of 6 to 10 people taking into account gender balance,
including children.
2. Ask each group to select a secretary who will do the drawing
3. Give instructions to the community to draw a map of their community/LCI/village
indicating the various resources they have e.g.
•

Physical features

•

Plantations and trees

•

Roads and paths

•

Homesteads and sanitary facilities

•

Social services i.e. schools and churches/mosques, health centres etc.

•

Water sources (both protected and un-protected)

•

Users of the different water sources including those beyond their village/LCI

• And any other resource they deem useful to them
4. On completing the task, let the groups come together and make a presentation of
their maps.
5. Let them discuss the similarities and differences.
6. Agree on common content
7. Let the communities discuss on how they can acquire the missing resources and
prioritise them.
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Facilitators’ Notes:
The Extension Workers should link the findings to water and sanitation resources and let
the community draw their own conclusions from the activity.
Allow community to come up with their own understanding of the village map
i.e. let them explain their own village as it looks. The Extension Worker should use this
information to help the communities in setting their own priorities and look for possible
solutions to any challenges identified during mapping. Priorities can be made based on
what the community is able to solve by themselves with little outside assistance e.g.
• Latrine construction
• Maintenance of water sources
• Having granaries
• Household hygiene

Annex 3B: 3 Pile Sorting/ Good water and sanitation practices

CHAPTER 3

Purpose: To exchange information, discuss common hygiene practices and their good and
bad impacts on human health.
Method: Group work
Tool: 3 Pile sorting / Good and bad practices tool
Time: 45min
Materials:
• 3 pile sorting cards OR
• Good and bad practices cards
Procedures:
1. Ask participants to form groups of 5-8 people each
2. Give the groups the 18 pictures/ cards and task them to “sort” the drawings into three
piles of different activities under the three heading cards as follows
a) “good”- those which you think show activities that are good for health (Figure 8)
b) “bad”- those which you think show activities that are bad for health
c) “in-between”- those which you think are neither good nor bad for human health or
which you are not sure of/about
3. Each group should work with an identical set of drawings
4. Discuss the way forward

RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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Figure 7: Good and bad Water and Sanitation practices
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Figure 8:

Group Work

CHAPTER 3
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Annex 3C: Sanitation ladder
Objective:
To assist the community members to identify the level at which their community
is at with regard to safe disposal of feaces. The discussion will also provoke the
community to move from the least desired method of faecal disposal to the most
desired.
Method: Investigative and discussion
Materials/Resources: The activity consists of the following pictures:
• Defecating in the bush (Man/Woman)
• Covering feaces with a hoe
• Dropping / throwing feaces in a latrine with a hoe
• A pit without a superstructure
• Pit and superstructure but without a roof
• A latrine with a superstructure without a door
• A latrine with a super structure and a door
• A latrine with a superstructure, good door, roof but without a
handwashing facility
• Pit latrine with a superstructure, door and handwashing facility
outside
• Pit latrine with a superstructure, door and handwashing facility
with water outside
• Pit latrine with a superstructure, door and handwashing facility
with water and soap outside
Time: 30 minutes
Procedures:
1. Let the community members form two groups of 4-6 people each.
2. Give the pictures to the groups to identify and understand what is depicted in each
picture
3. Let the groups arrange the pictures from the least desired to the most desired
method of faecal disposal.
4. Ask the groups to discuss and answer the following questions:
i.
Whether they have a common understanding of the message in the
picture
ii.
Discuss the similarities and differences/ advantages and disadvantages of
each method of feacal disposal in the pictures
iii.
What are the most common types of latrines found in your community?
iv.
Ask members to identify reasons why it is difficult to climb the ladder ( note
down the reasons)
v.
What are the communities problems/constraints associated with the
construction and use of latrines in the community?
vi. Let each group suggest possible solutions to improve sanitation coverage
within their community
vii.
Let the community agree on a simple plan of action to improve on sanitation
in their village by answering the 5Ws and H (what, when, how, with what
resources and who will be responsible for checking progress)
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Annex 3D: Criteria for selecting technology options
Objective:
To help a community understand the different water technologies in the Sector, clearly
visualize the costs and benefits of different technology options available to them.
Method:
Matrix ranking is a common tool used by PRA (Participatory Rapid Appraisal) practitioners.
In essence it consists of a ranking process of objects or situations on a set of criteria. This is
a versatile tool, which can be applied to any activity in which it is important to uncover the
criteria for making choices and the relative importance of different criteria.
Time: 1-1 ½ hours
Participants: Community members
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Materials: There is no need for specific materials. However, if the discussion is to include
new technologies that are not equally familiar to everyone, it is useful for the Extension
Worker to have small models of the technologies or pictures. More information on
technologies can be gotten from the revised District Implementation Manual (2013).
Procedure:
1. First focus on the water technologies known to local people. Later in the
discussion other technologies technically feasible for the area can be introduced
by the facilitator and rated by the group on the same criteria
2. Group the participants into groups of 6-10 people each. Let participants first list
all the water technologies known to them. Once the list is exhausted ask people
what criteria they use to judge the usefulness of the technology. This elicits
responses such as: available at no cost, cheap technology, brings water right to the
home, too heavy for women, frequent break down, expensive, does not affect
relations with neighbor etc.
3. Depending on the size of the group, invite one or two people to draw a matrix on
the ground, a large box and on the vertical axis list all the important criteria to rate
the technology. The technology may be depicted as a drawing.
4. Next ask people to reflect on the various technologies and list them on the
horizontal axis.
5. If the criteria or technology attributes have been identified, give people ten
stones for each technology, and have them distribute the stones to indicate their
technology choice based on priority criteria.
6. Once the above process is completed, focus the discussion on the attributes and
strength of different technologies and discuss the patterns that have emerged
7. Gives people three stones that to indicate their overall technology choice. People
RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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can use all three stones to give one technology-increased priority. Discuss the
technology preferences emerging
8. Depending on how long the discussion has continued, you can introduce new
technologies or if the discussion has already been long and involved, introduce the
new technologies at a follow up meeting
9. Gender difference can be brought out by conducting the activity in separate groups
of men and women. Income differences can be identified by different types of
beans, stones or sticks.
Facilitators’ Notes:
The group discussion is usually very active sometimes with much disagreement between
men and women. It is important that the extension worker/facilitator points out that there
is no right or wrong answer. Differences do not have to be immediately reconciled but the
process is important in the community selection of the technology most appropriate for
their situation but also which they will be able to operate and maintain.
Annex 3E: The Six Critical Requirements
Objective:
To highlight to the participants the six critical requirements which are needed to achieve
sustainability of the water and sanitation facilities. These critical requirements also spell
out community roles and responsibilities in the provision of WASH services and they
should be met before the construction of a water point.
Method: Mini Lecture / Discussion
Duration: 1 hour
Materials: Newsprint, Markers, Masking tape and a copy of the six critical requirements
as guided by the Ministry of Water and Environment.
Procedure:
The Extension Worker should explain to the community that the six critical requirements
constitute pre-conditions for a village to get a water source. The six critical requirements
(Figure 9) that must be fulfilled by the communities are outlined below as:
1.
A signed Memorandum of Understanding
2. Meaningful involvement of Women
3. Hygiene and sanitation promotion
4. Community Contribution
5. Settlement of Land and Ownership Conflicts
6.
Operation and Maintenance Plan.
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Figure 9:

The Six critical requirements
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i. A signed Memorandum of Understanding
This stipulates the nature of co-operation, obligations and responsibilities of
signatory parties between:
•
•
•
•

GoU and Districts
Districts and Sub-counties
Communities and Sub-counties/Districts
Clients and contractors should sign before the go-ahead is given for
construction.

ii. Meaningful involvement of women
Before construction goes ahead the community mobilization and empowerment
should have reached the following minimum requirements for the meaningful
involvement of women (Figure 10):
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Figure 10: Election of women to key decision positions e.g chairperson
and Treasurer

•
•
•
•
•

•

The composition of Water and Sanitation Committees shall include at least
50% women.
The election of women to key positions of: WSC Chairperson and WSC
Treasurer should be promoted to ensure that women play a key role in
decision-making and management processes within community structures.
Caretakers are encouraged to be women.
Skills training shall be targeted to these women in particular plus their
appointed/elected male colleagues, so that all can perform their jobs as
required
The entire community shall be involved in discussions involving siting of
water sources and the choice of technology, with men and women initially
being consulted separately to ensure that women’s viewpoints come forth in
the process.
All communications/information to communities shall target both women
and men.

iii. Hygiene and Sanitation Promotion
Improvement in health requires an integrated approach to the provision of water,
sanitation facilities and hygiene promotion. The provision of water offers an
excellent opportunity to stimulate improved household latrine coverage and
general household hygiene practices through community participation and
empowerment.
In view of this, the following critical requirements are adopted and shall apply
in communities being assisted with provision of water:
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•
•

•

•

All households of community leaders shall have latrines that are safe, clean
and used
During the mobilisation phase, household latrine coverage shall be increased
by at least 30 percent (in addition to the above requirement for all community
leaders) the latrines should be safe, clean and used within three months of
submission of application.
How the community intends to increase coverage and usage to a 100 percent
level within one year after installation of its water point/facility shall be
included as one aspect of the One-Year O&M Plan, which also is a minimum
requirement.
Districts and Sub-Counties shall show evidence that they are putting in place
health and sanitation ordinances where applicable, and enforcing them in the
community concerned.

iv. Community Contribution to the capital cost of construction
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A demand responsive approach requires communities to contribute towards the
capital cost of construction of a water source (Figure 11). The contribution
which is in cash will be a signal that the community is prepared to assume
ownership and responsibility for ongoing operation and maintenance of
installed water supply and sanitation facilities.
The funds should be banked on the District General Account under the “others”
vote line. The funds should be clearly specified as Community Contribution
towards Capital Cost. The WSC Treasurer should avail a copy of the deposit
bank slip to the DWO for record purposes.
Figure 11: Communities contributing towards the capital cost of 		
construction of a water source
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v. Settlement of land and ownership conflicts
To avoid land ownership conflicts, communities being assisted shall be required
to satisfactorily prove e.g. with written agreements or land titles where possible
(Figure 12). that all potential foreseeable land access and ownership issues have
been resolved beforehand. Copy of land agreement is attached as an Annex in
Chapter 3.
Land owners will be compensated where applicable i.e. for major structures.
However in case of pipelines, they should be buried at least one meter deep
so that the owner can use the land (so no compensation is necessary) but there
should be markings along the pipeline to avoid accidental cuts.
Figure 12: Avoid land ownership conflicts

vi. Operation and Maintenance Plan
Operation and Maintenance studies confirm that Operation and Maintenance
is proving to be the weakest aspect in the provision of rural water supply and
sanitation services. In order to address this weakness, as an integral part of the
planning process and prior to commencement of any construction, there must be
an approved one year Operation and Maintenance plan for sustainability of the
completed facility. The plan has to be a realistic, viable to ensure continuous,
reliable operation of the completed facility for at least one year. (Refer to O&M
plan in Chapter 4). The community is responsible for development of this plan
with the help of the Extension Worker.
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Annex 3F: Screening/Appraisal Criteria
Objective:
To inform community members about the criteria that will be used by the sub-county
during the selection of communities to benefit from water supply services.
Materials:
Newsprint, markers and masking tape
Duration: 1 hour
Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
a.
•

•
•
b.
•
•
•
•
•

c.
•
•
•
•
d.
•
•
•
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•

Inform participants that due to the high demand for water facilities, to
ensure fairness and avoid bias it is important to screen the applications.
Inform the participants that the screening process will be important in order
to ensure equity in the approval procedures.
The different criteria that will be used to screen community applications for
water supply facilities will include:
Social Criteria:
Participation of women in the community meeting and the preparation of
the application
The application for a new water supply facility to be prepared through
community participation
The request for the water supply facility should reflect the community priorities
The ordinary community members must be aware of and interested in the water
supply and sanitation improvements
Technical Criteria:
Existence of sufficient implementation capacity
The technology choice must be appropriate
The technology choice must be socially feasible
In case there is need for latrine construction, community members must be willing
to dig pit latrines
The impact of latrine construction on the environment (Wood should not be used
for the construction of walls, and if there are no other construction materials in the
locality, consider measures like replanting of trees at a minimum to the same extent
as those to be used)
Economic Criteria:
The community request should be realistic and feasible in terms of costs involved
The cost per beneficiary should be established
The amount of community contribution to be collected
The community members must be willing to cover operation and maintenance
costs
Sustainability Criteria
There must be a minimum representation of 50% women at the meeting for choice
of technology (1/2 of the members)
The community should be able to manage the facilities by themselves after the
programme provided they are sufficiently trained
Necessary maintenance should be possible after training of the committee in
O&M, the technicians (hand pump mechanics, masons, plumbers, etc.) training of
caretakers and availability of spare-parts
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Annex 3G: Sample Village/Parish Application Form For A
Water Source
SAMPLE VILLAGE/PARISH APPLICATION FORM FOR A WATER SOURCE
We the LC 1 council ………………………………………village …..… Parish of
………………. Sub-county do here by apply for ………………… (Indicate which
type: Spring, Shallow Well, Borehole, Piped Water System, RWHT, Valley Tank/Dam
or according to technical feasibility)
Our village/Parish has ……………….. Households (number), ………………….
improved traditional latrines (number) and communal water sources of the following
types;
a)…………………….....Protected spring
b)…...........................Boreholes
c)……………………....Piped Water System
d)……………………..Shallow well
e) …………………….Valley Tank/Dam
We are fully aware of our commitments, in case we are offered the
water source, these include;
1.
2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.
4.
5.
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Forming a Water and Sanitation Committee/ Valley Tank User Committee
within 3weeks from the village/ parish feedback meeting.
Paying community contributions within 3 months from the date of offer of
the water source of Uganda shillings:
200,000 for deep borehole
50,000 for a small spring
50,000 for a medium spring
75,000 for an extra-large spring
100,000 for major rehabilitation of borehole
50,000 for a tap stand
100,000 for a shallow well
1% investment cost for Valley Tanks and Dams
1% investment cost for rainwater harvesting tank to be met by the institutions
Taking full responsibility for O&M of the water source
Increasing latrines coverage by at least 50% within the three months from
the date of submission of this application.
We are also aware that if we do not meet the above commitments in the
stated time, (more so the raising of community contributions) the offer of the
water source will be transferred to another village and the money so far
collected refunded.
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Signed:
LC 1 Chairperson
Name:…………………………Signed…………………………………………………
Date:……………………………………Official Stamp)
LC 1 Secretary for Women
Name ……………………………sign…………………….
Date …………………………
Other LC1 Executive members
Name…………………………………sign…………………….Date…………………
Name………………………………..sign…………………….Date………………………
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Community members: (At least 3 of the signatories should be women)
Name ………………… sign ……………………. Date ………………
Name ………………… sign ……………………. Date ………………
Name ………………… sign ……………………. Date ………………
Name ………………… sign ……………………. Date ………………
Name ………………… sign ……………………. Date ………………
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Annex 3H: School Application Form For A Water Source

SCHOOL APPLICATION FORM FOR A WATER SOURCE
We the ………………………………. School , ……………………. Parish of
…………………………………………
Sub-county
do
hereby
apply
for…………………………….. (indicate type of source: Spring, Shallow well, deep
borehole, rehabilitation of water source, Rainwater harvesting tank or according
to technical feasibility).
Our School has……..pupils (number), ……….boys and ……….girls and
……….staff (…….Female, …….Male, ………….resident at school). The school
has………………latrine stances and water sources of the following types;
a)…………………..protected spring
b)…………………..boreholes
c)…………………..tapstands
d) ………………….Shallow wells
e)……………….....Rainwater Harvesting Tanks ( of ………..capacity each)

We are fully aware of our commitments, in case we are offered the
water source, these include;
1.
2.

3.
4.
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Forming a Water and Sanitation Committee within 3 weeks from the
school management committee feedback meeting.
Paying school contributions within 3 months from the date of offer of the
water source, of Uganda Shillings;
200,000 in case of deep borehole
50,000 in case of a small spring
50,000 in case of a medium spring
75,000 in case of an extra-large spring
100,000 in case of major rehabilitation of borehole
50,000 in case of a Gravity Flow Scheme tap stand
100,000 in case of a shallow well
1% investment cost in case of rainwater harvesting tank
Taking full responsibility for O&M of the water source
We are also aware that if we do not meet the above requirements in the
stated time, (more so the raising of the school contribution) the offer of
the water source will be transferred to another school or community
and the money so far collected refunded.
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Signed by:
Chairperson School Management Committee
Name………………………………Signature…………….Date…………………..
(Official Stamp)…………..
Head teacher
Name………………………………Signature…………….Date…………………..
(Official Stamp)…………..
LC I Chairperson
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Annex 3G:
Appraisal Criteria Form For Community
Applications to be used at Sub County Meeting
Appraisal Criteria
Social criteria
•
•
•
•

Did women participate in the community meeting and the preparation of the
application?
Has the application been made through community participation?
Does the request reflect the community priorities?
Are the ordinary community members aware of and interested in the water
supply and sanitation improvements?

Technical Criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Is there sufficient implementation capacity?
Is the technology choice appropriate?
Is it socially feasible?
If there is an interest in latrine construction? Will the community members dig
the pits?
What will be the impact on the environment? (Wood should not be used for
the construction of walls/ superstructure, and if there are no other construction
materials in the locality, consider measures like replanting of trees at a
minimum to the same extent as those to be used.)

Economic Criteria
•
•
•
•

Is the request realistic and feasible in terms of costs involved?
What is the cost per beneficiary?
Amount of community contribution to be collected?
Are the community members willing to cover Operation and Maintenance
costs?

Sustainability Criteria
•
•
•
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Do women have a minimum representation of 50% at the meeting for choice
of technology (1/2 of the members)
Is the community likely to be able to manage the facilities by themselves
after the programme provided they are sufficiently trained?
Will the necessary maintenance be possible after training of the committee
in O&M, the technicians (hand pump mechanics, masons, plumbers, etc.)
training of caretakers and availability of spare-parts
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Introduction
This phase focuses on:
a) Feedback to communities on the status of their applications
b) Formation of WSC/VTUC
c) Training of WSC/VTUC
d) Compliance with 6 critical requirements
The Extension Worker should train WSCs/VTUCs and subsequently follow up on
community contributions. Th e activities are expounded below:
4.1 Feedback to successful communities
The Extension Worker will meet with the shortlisted community.
Objectives:
• To give feedback on the results of the community’s application
• Guide community choose preliminary site for a water source
• Plan for detailed hydro-geological siting
• Include (by register) all the households that constitute water users for a particular
source
• Agree on actions to fulfill the six critical requirements
• Guide the community members to select a Water and Sanitation Committee/Valley
Tank User Committee
• Provide water users with financial management options for O&M funds
Participants:
LCI Executive Committee or LC II Executive Committee, community members (men,
women, children, youth and persons with disability) and NGO/CBO operating in that
community
Duration: 1 day
Tools/resources:
• Community map
• List of critical requirements
• Gender tools-Task and gender analysis, Resource and gender analysis women’s time
management
• WSC Roles and responsibilities tool
Programme
Topic
Presentation of
application results
Review Community map
and select /indicate 3
preliminary sites
Presentation on the Six
Critical Requirements
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Method/tool
Discussion
Discussion

Time
10 mins
45 mins.

Annex 3B ( use
map drawn in
sensitization
meeting)

1 hr

Annex 3E &
Section 9.6

Community Map
Mini Lecture and
discussion on actions
to fulfill the six critical
requirements
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References

Promotion of women’s
involvement in
management

Gender task and Resource
Analysis, and women’s
time management

2 hrs

Annex 4A, 4B and
4C

Roles and
Responsibilities tool

45min

Annex 4D and 4E

Human Rights vis-à-vis
water and sanitation

Mini Lecture and
discussion

15min

Section 8.4

HIV/AIDS vis-à-vis water
and sanitation

Mini Lecture and
discussion

30min

Section 8.1

Environment vis-à-vis
water and sanitation

Mini Lecture and
discussion

30min

Section 8.2 & 8.3

Selection of WSC
/VTUC

Voting

15 min

Section 9.2.1

Selection of HPM
/scheme attendant
(technician)

Mini Lecture and
discussion

20 min

Section 9.3

Management options for
O&M funds.

Mini Lecture and
discussion

1 hr

List of beneficiaries

Household register

CHAPTER 4

Roles and responsibilities
of the community &
WSC / VTUC

Annex 4G (i, ii
& iii)
Section 9.2.2;
9.2.3 & 9.2.5.
Annex 4F

Action plan and
date for training
WSC/VTUC
& fulfilling
other critical
requirements

Discussion

30 min

Expected output:
• Community map with 3 preliminary preferred sites selected by the community
• WSC/VTUC selected (list of members) and roles clearly defined
• A register of all households that constitute water users for the source (Annex 4F)
disaggregated by gender.
• Date for training of WSC /VTUC agreed upon
• Plan for raising community contribution and fulfillment of the other critical
requirements agreed upon
Facilitators’ notes:
• During this meeting the Extension Worker should:
• Explain the role of the community in siting. The community is expected to work
with the hydro-geologist and follow his/her guidance
• Discuss the reasons why site selection must be based on prevailing hydrogeological conditions. The Extension Worker should explain to the community
RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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•

•
•

that water is not everywhere and that it is only after detailed investigations that it
is possible to estimate if a water point has good groundwater potential or a spring
has good yield in case of GFS
Explain to the community the importance of hydro-geological studies, these to;
 Locate the best points, which will be highly productive and thus supply
substantial water to the community
 Identify areas which are likely to cause contamination to the water sources
like graveyards, latrines, and inorganic farming.
 Reduce on distance travelled and time spent collecting water.
Explain that the hydro-geological survey helps the community to protect the water
catchment area from contamination and ensure climate change adaption in order
to ensure sustainable productivity of the water point.
Guide the community in choosing three areas where the hydro-geologist
should carry out detailed investigations. These areas are chosen through use of
participatory tools, e.g. community map with priority given to sites preferred
by women, as they are the main user group. In choosing the sites community
members should consider the following:
 Choose areas near valleys where the water table is shallow. Avoid areas near
ridges, at the top of hills or areas covered with rocks
 Consider the accessibility of the sites and avoid areas, which are slippery
during wet seasons, consider socially acceptable sites.
 Sites that are not in wetlands and flood prone
 Schools and Health Centres may be considered but the maintenance aspects
should be discussed with the institutional authorities.
 Keep away from road gazette road reserves.
 Ensure that the communities get the consent of the landowners, for the chosen
sites.
 The chosen areas should be indicated on the community map.

During the meeting the draft Memorandum of Understanding form will be presented so
that the community understands their obligations (See Annex 4M).
The Extension Worker will explain to the community the importance of generating and
always keeping a household beneficiary register. The register is important for the WSC
to know the number of household that are supposed to pay user fees, the nature and
number of households exempted from payment by the community, and also important in
determining the most effective tariff that will ensure sustainability of functionality of the
facility (See section 9.2.5).
4.2

Feedback to communities that were not shortlisted

Depending on the resource envelope, the Extension Worker should provide feedback to
those villages that were left out clearly explaining the reasons why.
Objective: to give feedback on the results of the community application.
Participants:
LCI Executive Committee OR LC II Executive Committee, community members (men,
women, children) and NGO/CBO operating in that community
Duration: 1- 2 hrs
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Agenda:
• Highlight criteria for application ( Annex 3F)
• Reasons for not being selected
Expected results output:
• Information on why the community was not selected
Facilitators’ notes:
• Base your response on the selection criteria
4.3 Training of WSC/VTUC on their roles and responsibilities
A convenient and central venue within the beneficiary village should be selected for
training each individual WSC/VTUC.
Objective: to equip the WSC with skills to:
a. Collect and manage community contributions including O&M fund management options
b. Facilitate communities to improve their hygiene and sanitation status

CHAPTER 4

c. Promote participation of women and other marginalized groups
d. Mainstream HIV/AIDS; environment and human rights issues in water and sanitation
activities.
e. Conduct effective meetings
Duration: 1 day
Tools/ resources:
Roles and responsibilities tool
Sanitation ladder
Feacal-Oral Routes and barriers
Gender tools – women’s time management
Village Savings and Lending Association (VSLA)/ Savings and Credit Cooperatives
(SACCO) notes
• HIV/AIDS notes
• Environment notes
• Human Rights notes
• How to conduct effective meetings
• Financial management and record keeping notes
Participants:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

WSC members/VTUC members
LCI Executive committee members/LC II Executive committee members
Village Health Teams
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Programme:
Topic

Method/tool

Time

Reference

WSC/VTUC roles and responsibilities

Roles and
responsibilities tool

25 min

Annex 4D or 4E

Sanitation Promotion

Sanitation ladder

40 min

Annex 3C & Section 9.5.1

Hygiene education

Disease transmission
and barriers

1hr

Annex 4G & 4H

Human rights vis-à-vis water and
sanitation

Mini Lecture and
discussion

15min

Section 8.4

HIV/AIDS vis-à-vis water and
sanitation

Mini Lecture and
discussion

30min

Section 8.1

Environment vis-à-vis water and
sanitation

Mini Lecture and
discussion

30min

Section 8.2 & 8.3

Financial management and
accounting

Mini Lecture and
discussion

45 min

Annex 4J

Recording keeping

Mini Lecture and
discussion

30 min

Annex 4J (iii)

Conducting effective community
& WSC meetings

Mini Lecture and
discussion/ role play

45 min

Section 10.5

Participatory Community Based
Monitoring

Establishment of
Community-Based
Monitoring System.

1 ½ hrs

Annex 4K & 4L

45 min

Annex 4F

Household hygiene and
sanitation monitoring
form
Action plan and date for collection of community contributions
and promotion of improved hygiene and sanitation

Group work and discussion.
List of beneficiary
households to guide
the planning

Facilitators notes:
The Extension Worker should emphasize that the water point that will be constructed belongs to the community and therefore the community has the responsibility of operating
and maintaining it to ensure that it is functional.
The WSC/VTUC plays an important oversight role in supporting the community to construct and manage and maintain the water facility. The committee should have term limits and the community should be guided on procedures for re-election and re-training.
During training, the Facilitator should also emphasise the need for transparency and
accountability on the part of the WSC/VTUC to the community.
Expected output:
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•
•
•
•

Trained WSC/VTUC on their roles and responsibilities
Empowered WSC/VTUC with skills to collect and manage funds for construction
and operation & maintenance of water points
Action plan for collection of community contribution
Action plan for household hygiene and sanitation improvement

4.4 Conducting a sanitation baseline survey and follow-up surveys
Objective: To establish the existing hygiene and sanitation status in the community
that is going to benefit from the improved water source
Duration: 2 – 3 days
Activities:
•
•

CHAPTER 4

•
•

Identify user households
Parish leaders/ village leaders , WSC/VTUC and VHTs visit households in the
area to verify physical existence of basic sanitation facilities like (Latrines, refuse
disposal, drying racks) and evidence of good hygiene practices (Hand washing and
safe water chain) and fill in the household sanitation forms (Annex 4L)
Extension staff verifies data on the filled in forms, analyze and compile report
Review baseline survey results with community members

Participants: Extension Workers, WSC/VTUC members, LC I Executive/LC Executive
and entire community
Tools/resources: Markers, pens, Community map, newsprint, Household sanitation
baseline survey forms.
Expected results output:
OR

•

Results of the baseline survey (to be copied to the sub-county),

The household sanitation baseline status can be obtained by facilitating a community
mapping exercise whereby the communities indicate their homesteads and places of defecation.
The detailed steps for carrying out this activity are outlined in the CLTS guidelines
4.5
Field verification to assess community response towards fulfilling critical
requirements
This activity is done after the deadline set by the community for accomplishing the action
plan for fulfilling the critical requirements.
Objective: To examine the extent to which the community has fulfilled the commitments
set out in the action plan in regard to meeting the critical requirements.
It is done before the commencement of construction.
Participants: Extension Worker, LC 1 Executive and the community.
Duration: 2 hrs
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Tools/resources: notebooks, pens, monitoring forms
Programme:
The Extension Worker will facilitate a discussion where the community will present documentation that proves that the following critical requirements have been met.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A signed Memorandum of Understanding
Meaningful involvement of Women
Hygiene promotion and sanitation
Community Contribution to the capital cost of construction
Settlement of Land and Ownership Conflicts
Operation and Maintenance Plan.

Expected results Output: critical requirements fulfilled. Therefore community is ready for construction phase.
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Annex to Chapter 4
Figure 13:

Causes of Diarhoea

CHAPTER 4
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Figure 14:
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Causes of Diarrhoea
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Annex 4A: Task and gender analysis
What is Gender Analysis?
At its simplest, gender analysis is seeing what our eyes have been trained not to see. It is
asking questions about the differences between men’s and women’s activities, roles, and
resources to identify their developmental needs. Assessing these differences makes it possible to determine men’s and women’s constraints and opportunities within the water and
sanitation sector. Gender analysis can help ensure provision of services that are needed by
men and women and are appropriate to their circumstances. This requires understanding
men’s and women’s roles in the sector by analysing quantitative and qualitative information about their activities, resources and constraints, and benefits and incentives.
Objective:
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This activity is aimed at showing how society and culture assign men and women different tasks with inadequate flexibility. It also points out to the participants that the women
tend to carry out all the tasks and own none of the resources in the family, while the man
has control over all the resources and yet performs the least tasks. At the end of the activity, the participants should be able to find ways of balancing the tasks between the men,
women, boys and girls in each community.
Materials:
•

Gender task analysis tool depicting bigger Pictures of a woman, a man and both
woman and man (Figure 15).

•

Smaller Pictures showing the following activities (Figure 16) being carried out by
either; a man , woman, man and woman.
a) Washing of clothes
b) Cooking
c) Fetching water
d) Washing utensils
e) Assisting children to wash their hands
f) Removing baby’s faeces
g) Digging a pit latrine
h) Participation in a meeting
i) Thatching a house
j) Spare parts outlets
k) Hand pump mechanic

Time: 1hr
Procedure:
1. Let the participants form groups of 5 to ten people each.
2. Give out the large pictures of the man, woman, and one with both let the participants
identify them. (i.e. what they see in the pictures). These are to serve as the headings
RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
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under which the small ones will be arranged.
3. Give out the small pictures; let the participants identify them. (i.e. what they see as
activities going on in each picture). The participants could be asked to add some
other activities conducted by either women or men and are not represented in the
pictures.
4. Ask members to arrange the pictures according to what activities are done by women
and those done by men and both men and women in their communities.
5. Let each group present its arrangements.
6. Discuss the similarities and differences between the different group presentations.
7. Ask members to count the number of activities under each heading Women or Men
or both.
8. The Extension Worker should lead the community in a discuss how activities can be
shared between the different gender, particularly if the results show that women are
overburdened.

Facilitator’s Notes:
What is gender?
In all societies men and women play different roles, have different needs, and face different constraints. Gender roles differ from the biological roles of men and women, although
they may overlap in nearly all societies. Gender roles are socially constructed. They demarcate responsibilities between men and women, social and economic activities, access
to resources, and decision-making authority. Biological roles are fixed, but gender roles
can and do change with social, economic, and technological change.
Gender roles or tasks are learned behaviours in a given society or community that condition which activities, tasks and responsibilities are perceived as male or female. Gender
roles vary considerably across settings and also change over time. The underlying factors
that shape and change gender roles include age; class; race; ethnicity; religion and other
ideologies; and geographical, economic and political environment.
Gender planning recognises that in most societies low-income women have a triple role:
women undertake reproductive, productive, and community managing activities, while
men primarily undertake productive and community politics activities as outlines below:
1. Reproductive role – are the childbearing responsibilities and domestic tasks done
by women, required to guarantee the maintenance and reproduction of the labour
force. It includes not only biological reproduction but also the care and maintenance of the work force.
2. Productive role – is the work done by both men and women for pay in cash or
kind.
3. Community managing role – includes activities undertaken primarily by women
at the community level, as an extension of their reproductive role, to ensure the
maintenance of scarce resources of collective consumption, such as water points.
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4. Community politics role – includes activities undertaken primarily by men at
community level, organizing at the formal political level, often within the framework of national politics. This is usually paid work, directly or indirectly, through
status or power.
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It is useful to note that both men and women also play multiple roles. The major difference however is that men typically play their roles sequentially, focusing on a single
reproductive role at any one time, while women must usually play their roles simultaneously, balancing the demands of each within their very limited time constraints.
Therefore, this gender-based analysis and discussion about division of labour should help
determine the roles that men and women actually perform. The Facilitator should note
that since men and women play different roles, they often face very different cultural,
institutional, physical and economic constraints, many of which are rooted in systematic
biases and discrimination. This task and gender analysis tool provides the first step towards awareness creation about unequal gender and power relations in communities. It
provides opportunity for community members to plan for what needs to change in order
to make women and men participate equally and meaningfully in water and sanitation
projects and programmes
Figure 15: Pictures of a woman, a man and both woman and man
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Figure 16: Common activities done by a Man and/or Woman
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Annex 4B: Resource and gender analysis
Objective:
The activity is aimed at reviewing the family resources and ownership as directed constructed by society. At the end of the exercise, the participants should be able to acknowledge that the women are discriminated against in a family and yet they carry out most of
the tasks in a family or home. The participants should therefore be able to, suggest ways
of narrowing down the gap between men and women in communities.
Materials: Pictures consisting;
1. Pictures of man, woman and one with both man and woman
2. Pictures of family resources e.g.
a) Radio
b) Cows
c) Mat
d) Bed
e) Bicycle
f) Children
g) Money
h) Goats
i) House
j) Baskets
k) Saucepans
Time: 30 minutes
Procedure:
1. Divide the members into groups of 6 to 10 people each.
1. Give out the large pictures and let participants identify them. These are to serve as
the headings under which the small ones will be arranged.
2. Give out the small pictures and let the participants identify them.
3. Ask members to arrange the pictures according to what resources are owned by
the woman, man and to both in the communities.
4. Let each group present it’s arrangements
5. Discuss the similarities and differences.
6. Ask members to compare the task analysis tool to the resource analysis tool.
7. Discuss how the gap between these two can be narrowed down.
Tips to the Facilitator
Remember, when people discover things for themselves they are much likely to understand and take action than if they are told to do something.
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Annex 4C: Daily routine time analysis
Objective:
This tool is to encourage women analyse their own situation in terms of time management. At the end of the task, the participants should be able to see how many of their tasks
are involved in water and sanitation activities, which will encourage them to take part in
the Water and Sanitation activities to improve the condition. By seeing how much time is
spent on tasks involved in Water and Sanitation, the participants will gain interest in the
reduction of time.
Materials:
Pictures include the woman’s daily activities (Figure 17) and sticks as counters to show
the estimated time on each activity.
a) Digging
b) Collecting water
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c) Cooking all meals
d) Looking after goats
e) Sweeping
f) Washing dishes
g) Washing clothes
h) Cleaning the compound
i) Bathing children
j) Feeding babies
k) Marital responsibilities

Time: 30 minutes
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Figure 17:
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A typical woman’s daily activities
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Procedure:
1. Let the participants form groups of 6 to 10 people
2. Give out the pictures.
3. Let the members identify the pictures
4. Ask the members to arrange the pictures starting with the first activity in the morning and the last activity in the evening.
5. Give them the sticks, which will assist them in deciding on how much time is
spent on an activity. One stick will represent one hour.
6. Let them place the stick against each activity e.g. if collecting water takes 4 hours,
they should put 4 sticks against that activity.
7. Let each group present its arrangement.
8. Discuss the similarities and differences.
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9. Discuss how much time is spent on the activities. Why and how can the time be
reduced
Facilitators’ Notes:
It is important for men also to be involved in this activity so they can contribute on
how to reduce time spent on some activities. It will also encourage them to get involved
in the water and sanitation project by reducing on the time spent on other activities.
Annex 4D : Water and Sanitation Committee, and community roles and
responsibilities
Objective: The WSC and the community are responsible for the maintenance of their
water facilities. This training is geared to enabling the WSC and the community know
their different yet complementary roles. By the end of the activity/training, the WSC will
know their roles and the roles of the community.
Materials:
Picture set of WSC roles and responsibilities (Figure 18-12 pic). Examples
of roles in the pictures include:
a) The WSC
b) The community
c) Cleaning the water source
d) Holding committee meetings
e) Holding village/user committee meetings
f) Raising funds
g) Buying spare parts
h) Conducting household visits to monitor hygiene and sanitation
i) Fencing water source (borehole, spring)
j) Cleaning the water source (borehole, spring)
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k) Chasing animals away from water source (spring, borehole)
l) Accountability for O&M funds
m) Maintaining an updated record of water users
The WSC and the community pictures are to be used as headings for the other pictures
showing different activities

Figure 18:

Roles and Responsibilities of Water and Sanitation committees

Holding village/
user committee
meetings
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Cleaning the
water source

Raising funds
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Fencing water source

Cleaning the water source
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Chasing animals away
from water source
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Duration:

30 minutes

Procedure:
Let the community form groups each of six to ten people each.
1. Distribute the pictures
2. Let the participants identify the pictures
3. Ask the participants to arrange the 5 pictures depicting activities carried out by
either the community or the WSC under the 2 big pictures of the community and
WSC.
4. Let each group present its activities
5. Discuss the presentations from each group.
6. Come up with an agreed set up of activities and roles for community and the committee.
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Facilitators’ Notes:
Any roles/responsibilities not raised by the members should be mentioned by the facilitator

Annex 4E: Valley Tank User Committee, and community roles and
responsibilities
Objective: The VTUC and the community are responsible for the maintenance of their
water facilities. This training is geared to enabling the VTUC and the community knows
their different yet complementing roles. By the end of the activity/training, the community will know their roles and the roles of the WSC VTUC.
Duration: 45 minutes
Procedure: Discussion in plenary
Facilitators Notes:
The following roles should be highlighted by the members.
Roles and Responsibilities of the VTUC
•

Maintain an update record (list) of water users

•

Mobilize users to pay the O&M funds for preventive maintenance that shall include payment of the operator who will in turn make sure regular slashing of the
tank,

•

Sensitise water users about the general sanitation like construction and use of
household pit latrines to avoid contamination of water,

•

Avoid of animals to encroach on the valley tank embankment,

•

Uproot the trees that are too near to the embankment,
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•

Avoidance of digging within the reach of 50 meters of the shore of the tank and
construction of water troughs some distance away from the shores of the tank are
done.

•

Ensure transparency and proper accountability of users’ funds

•

Regularly visit and monitor performance of the tank in respect to each committees’ tank portion

•

Participate in the enactment of the valley tank users’ rules and regulations as may
be proposed by the Sub-County and thereafter ensure the enforcement of these
rules and regulations.

•

Maintain the public sanitation facility in acceptable hygienic standards. The activities should include slashing around it, sweeping and keeping the pit latrine in
a usable manner.

•

Ensure good cooperation with the Contractors during construction

•

Ensure that the availability of the land allocated for the construction is availed.
This should be done in consultation with the district

•

Protecting the catchment area by planting trees

Roles and responsibilities of the Community
The community shall be defined as water users of the tank in their respective villages of
the valley tank operation. The community users may include those who may use the water
for irrigation, human consumption, fishing, construction and livestock production, crop
production and other activities that may arise. Roles and responsibilities of the community in Operation and Maintenance of the dam include;
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•

Election (and removal when necessary) of the VTUC members including caretakers

•

Contribution in cash or kind as shall be agreed by the water users to enable the
VTUC perform their functions.

•

to attend meetings related to O & M

•

Propose rules and regulations to govern use of the dam.

•

Report any major problem that requires the attention of VTUC or district

B.

Management

i)

Description of beneficiaries
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Annex 4F: Sample of beneficiary household register
Sn.

Name of
Household

Number of People in the
Household
Female

Male

Total Number of
household members

Children Below 13 years
Female
Male

Annex 4G: Disease Transmission and Barriers: Faecal-Oral
Contamination Routes and Diseases
Objective: To improve hygiene practices to prevent faecal-oral disease transmission by
identifying and analyzing different faecal-oral routes;
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Duration: 20 minutes
Materials: Pictures of disease transmission routes (7 pictures) –(Figure 20), manila paper, markers
Method: Group/plenary discussion
Together with community, identify and analyse different faecal-oral routes
1. Give the participants picture set of transmission routes; ask them to identify the
message in each picture and help clarify where need be
2. Place the pictures either on the ground or on manila paper on the wall ( depending
on the venue of the meeting)
3. Ask them to draw lines between the different pictures showing different faecaloral routes through which people get germs into human bodies;
4. Ask them to explain the different routes and make adjustments where necessary;
5. Check which routes they think are common in their communities;
Facilitators’ Notes:
•

Mention the routes that they cannot identify

•

Do not dismantle presentations on paper or on the ground because they will be
required for the next tool

•

Note that the most common and dangerous faecal-oral routes are around the critical behaviours relating to latrines & latrine use; hand washing and drinking unsafe
water.
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Figure 20:
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Faecal oral Transmission routes and barriers
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Annex 4H: Disease Transmission and Barriers: Contamination and Disease Prevention
Objective: To improve hygiene practices by preventing faecal-oral disease transmission
through identifying hygiene practices that break or provide barriers to the faecal-oral
routes.
Method: Group/plenary discussion
Time: 30 minutes
Materials: Pictures of contamination barriers consisting a set of 6 pictures
Procedures:
1. Let each group refer to the results of the faecal routes discussion
2. Give the participants the picture set of contamination barriers
3. Ask them to identify a barrier for each transmission route
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4.

Ask each group to place the pictures on top of the arrow where they think the
route can be blocked (intervention)

5. Ask them to explain how such hygiene practices prevent disease transmission
6. Discuss the presentations;
i. Ask the groups which of the barriers are being practiced and encourage
their promotion
ii. Ask the groups which barriers are easy or difficult to practice (note them
down) and why
iii. Discuss with the groups which barriers are not being practiced in the communities and why
iv. Discuss how they can be encouraged to practice them.
v. Discuss how they will promote the selected hygiene practices in their community
vi. Identify who will be responsible for doing what
vii. Plan when and where things will happen
viii. Discuss how the community will monitor progress
Facilitator’s Notes:
Feacal-Oral Routes (FoR) of disease transmission and contamination as well as barriers
to disease transmission can be discussed using the “F-diagram” The F- diagram shows
how diseases from faecal matter can be spread through the “6 Fs” i.e. faeces, fluids, fingers, flies, fields, food.
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•

Fluids – one way is through drinking contaminated water. Germs from faeces
on the ground can get into the water (fluids) and be drunk by someone in your
family.

•

Fingers – the second way is through faecal contamination of fingers, or hands
that haven’t been washed after going to the toilet. These dirty hands can transmit
the germs onto foods, which are then eaten.

•

Flies – the third way is through flies, which spread diseases from faeces to water
and food. Flies can transfer germs from faeces to food, so it’s important to keep
flies and other bugs out of the kitchen area.

•

Food – eating food contaminated with faecal matter

•

Fields/floors – the fourth way is through contaminated soil/fields, crops, fruits, or
floors, etc. by contaminated human excreta. Germs can seep into crops and other
sources of food if faeces are not disposed of properly. To prevent field contamination, it’s important that faeces are disposed in toilets or latrines.

Annex 4J: Financial Management and Accountability/ Ways of
Collecting Money for Maintaining Water Facilities
Objectives: To enable the members (participants) identify ways through which the WSC/
VTUC may raise funds for O&M of the water facilities.
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Method:		

Group work and discussions

Materials:

Newsprint and Markers

Duration:

30 minutes
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Procedure:
1. Let the committee form two groups of at least 3 people each
2. Let each group list down different methods through which a WSC/VTUC may
raise funds for O&M.
3. Let each group present its methods
4. Agree on the methods that are practically possible for the WSCs/VTUC to raise
funds

Facilitators’ Notes
Methods of collecting money
How can you raise money for maintaining the water source? People in different areas
have different ways of raising funds. The WSC/VTUC should collect money using the
best method suitable for a specific area. Some possible ways are;
User Fees: This is a periodic contribution from members of the community that
benefit from the water point. The amount is usually paid by each household and is
determined at the village council meeting.

•

Fines: The WSC/VTUC sets rules and regulations that govern (Figure 21) the use
of the water source. Those who break the rules are charged a fee agreed upon by
the committee and community.

•

Fund Raising: People contribute items which are auctioned and the money realised is put on the O&M account.

•

Donations: WSC / VTUC may get donations that may come from the members of
the public.

Figure 21:
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•

WSC Meeting
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What can affect your plans for collecting and using money?
•

The number of people using the water source (either they are not known or are
very few)

•

The number of people who contribute user fees

•

How well the WSC/VTUC mobilise the people, and how efficiently the money
collected is used

•

Changes in prices of items needed

•

Poor record keeping about money collected and used

•

The people’s willingness to contribute money

•

The season when money is collected; or

•

Natural problems like famine.

Figure 22:
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Operation and maintenance of a valley tank
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Methods of funds management
i.

Sub-county WSC Treasurers Associations
This system is one of the operational practices in some districts in Uganda.
The steps involved include:
•

WSCs of a particular Sub-County form an association of Water Source Treasurers, who then elected an Executive Committee at Sub County level

•

Water users pay a monthly fee to their local WSC treasurer (Figure 23)

Figure 23:

WSC fund collection
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•

WSC Treasurer records the contribution and gives receipt to each person who has
paid the user fee

•

WSC Treasurer banks the monthly contribution of community members to the
WSC treasurers’ association bank account

•

When a water source breaks down, the treasurer of that particular water source
forwards the concern to the Association’s executive committee at the Sub County.
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•

The Chairperson of the Association’s executive committee then assigns a HPM at
the Sub County to assess the breakdown and cost it.

•

After the assessment, funds are released and the source is repaired.

N.B The cost of repair should however not exceed the amount contributed by the water
users of the respective water source. In a scenario that the cost is beyond the monthly
contribution of the local community, the association provides a loan to the community at
a low interest rate.
ii. WSC/VTUC Bank Account
The steps involved include:

•

The WSC/VTUC opens up a Bank Account (Figure 24)

•

Water users pay a monthly fee to the WSC treasurer,

•

WSC /VTUC Treasurer records the contribution and gives a receipt to the person
who has paid the user fee

•

WSC/VTUC Treasurer banks the monthly contribution of community members
to the bank account

•

When a water source breaks down, the caretaker forwards the concern to the
WSC/VTUC.

•

The Chairperson of the WSC/VTUC informs the HPM at the Sub County to assess
the breakdown and cost it.

•

After the assessment, funds are released and the source is repaired.

Figure 24:
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Opening a WSC bank account
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•

iii. Village Loans and Savings Associations
VSLA is a community-led initiative. The overall aim is to ensure proper Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) of water facilities. It responds to the persistent challenge of nonfunctionality of Water Source Committees (WSCs) which are always formed and trained
but are only active for a short period of time. It also responds to lack of accountability
for O&M funds by WSCs, all of which result in communities loosing zeal for O&M activities including unwillingness to pay O&M fees causing delayed repairs and eventual
breakdown of water facilities.
Under the VSLA strategy the water users, who are households, are grouped around a
water source. The group develops rules and regulations to govern their operations, and
to ensure funds and the water facility are properly used. The group may register with sub
county authorities as community based organization or VSLA. Users collect user fees,
save them and loan them out on a revolving basis. The user fees are kept in a credit circle
while some money is retained for repairs and lending out.
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The group holds regular meetings (e.g. monthly) in which water users review the status
of their water point, bring in their user fees, recover funds lent out, borrow money (if they
need), and reward or punish those who might have gone against the set by-laws. The user
fees are determined unanimously by members. The fees vary from group to group or water source to water source, depending on income levels of that particular group.
Rules and regulations are enacted to ensure that the revolving fund is properly used. Under this approach it is important to ensure that:
•

Proper records are kept

•

Enforcement of rules and regulations on those community members who do not
pay the water user fee or do not repay loans

•

Some money is always available to cater for a sudden breakdown of the water
point

•

The women and youths who are the main collectors/users of the water source occupy key positions on the WSC

•

There is collaboration between the WSC and the LC1 chairperson on the enforcement of the rules and regulations

•

Reliability of the water supply as motivation to achieve high level payment of the
water user fees. Payment of user fees will not be regular if the water source is not
functioning.

•

Training of users in income generating activities such as liquid soap making,
mushroom growing etc to link WASH services to wealth creation

•

Regular community meetings are held at the water point for O&M and accountability purposes
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iv. Accountability and book keeping

Brief background
Financial management of user fees for a water supply involves the collection
and keeping of O&M funds. In order to avoid mismanagement of funds collected for O&M, an effective system of handling funds need to be put in place
together with proper bookkeeping. This session, therefore, aims at sensitizing
community leaders particularly WSC/VTUC about bookkeeping in order to
build confidence, and impart knowledge and skills for maintaining proper financial records of the water source.
Overall Objective: To enable participants understand documents that can be
used by the WSCs/VTUC to record money received and money paid out. This
session also arms WSCs with information that helps them provide accountability to users and ensure transparent use of O&M fees. The specific objectives are:
•

To impart knowledge and understanding on the need for bookkeeping.

•

For participants to be familiar with different books of accounts and how
they are recorded.

Method: Group work and discussion
Materials: Newsprint, Cash sheet
Time: 45 Minutes
Procedure:
1. Give each of the members a copy of the receipt and cash sheet
2. Give the participants some time to study the documents
3. In plenary let members discuss how they think the documents can be
used. Advice where they have not understood
4. Fill in each form together in plenary as an example
5. Wrap up by emphasizing the importance of proper documentation and
accountability to the community members to ensure confidence building
in the committee and continous submission of O&M funds.
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Examples of receipts

Or Receipt book (Exercise book)

CHAPTER 4
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Examples of a cash flow sheet
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Sample expenditure book
SN

Date

Reason for
spending

Amount
spent

Payers
signature

Purchase receipt
available (yes /
no)/ signature of
receiver
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Facilitators’ Notes
Definition of bookkeeping: Bookkeeping is defined as a method of recording business
and financial transactions in a permanent and convenient situation that will make it easy
and possible at any time, to ascertain the business’ financial position.
Purpose of bookkeeping: Book keeping is important for accountability – the records
assist committees when accounting for money used and forecasting budgets and plans
Receipts and cash sheets will help WSC/VTUC members in keeping proper records of the
funds collected and used in the management of their water sources.
a) As a WSC how can you make a good money plan? A money plan identifies the
amount of money needed and how the money will be obtained. You need to know:•

How many people use the water source;

•

Prices of what you need to buy, like spanners and spare parts;

•

What other items need money, like paying the hand pump mechanic; and

•

How much money you should collect to meet all the expenses well.

b) How can you best record money received and paid out?
•

A Receipt Book will help you keep records of money received
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•

The WSC/VTUC Treasurer should keep one copy of all receipts and expenditures.
Cash sheets can be used to record all the money received and paid out.

•

This method of recording helps you show money coming in and going out and the
balance left after transactions. The WSC/VTUC can use these records to explain
to the water users how their money is being used.

•

The WSC/VTUC should buy the most necessary things (spanners and rubber spare
parts) as soon as it collects some money. The WSC/VTUC can collect money for
paying the hand pump mechanic for carrying out routine maintenance and repairs.

•

It is important to keep proper money records because they assist the WSC/VTUC
when accounting for money received and used to the users.

•

Money can also be kept in SACCOs/VSLA

Annex 4K: Establishment of Community-Based Monitoring System
Objective: By the end of the session participants would have gained knowledge of
designing and using monitoring and reporting formats for water and sanitation activities.
Method:
•

Participatory, involving discussions and group work

Materials:
•

Newsprint, markers and copies of monitoring formats.

Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes
Participants:
WSC members and LCI executive
Procedure:
1. Let the participants form groups
2. Give each group a copy of the monitoring format and let them discuss each question on the form (Annex 4L)
3. Let each group identify any areas that are not clear or may need to be changed
4. Let each group present their findings in plenary
5. Organize a field visit and let each group visit one household and fill in the sanitation and hygiene monitoring form
6. Each group should present in the plenary on return.
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Facilitators’ Notes
Home Visits
The Extension Worker should point out that the community has a right to monitor and
evaluate the implementation of WASH services.
Highlight the key aspects of conducting a home visit:
•

Introduce yourself and explain why you are visiting the home

•

Ask the head of the family if you can have a look around their household to discuss and help you obtain more knowledge of sanitation and hygiene aspects. (If
you are denied the visit please do not insist, thank the household head and leave).

CHAPTER 4
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Figure 25:

Sanitation and Hygiene household monitoring form

Annex 4L: HHousehold sanitation and hygiene village monitoring form (Figure 25)

Annex 4M: Memorandum of Understanding between the Sub- County
Council and Community
Memorandum of Understanding between the Sub- County Council and Community
This agreement is made on ………………………………..20……………….. Between…………………………..Village of ………………Parish (herein after referred
to as the Village)
And………………Sub-county, in response to the Village successful application for
allocation of a water point, and the Village accepts to abide by the agreed terms.
1. The village accepts the aforementioned allocation and shall:
Form a Water and Sanitation Committee, including the Caretakers

ii.

By consensus accept a technology option as decided upon by the technical
staff and in case of borehole choose 3 alternative sites and indicate them
on a community map (the final location of borehole will depend on hydrogeological findings)

iii.

Collect community contribution of Uganda Shillings………………… and bank
it at the water account as provided by the District Water Office three months
from the date of signing this Agreement. If the source is not successful, the
Community contribution shall be refunded.

iv.

Take full responsibility for the Operation and Maintenance (including
simple maintenance and entering into a preventive maintenance agreement
with a hand pump mechanic in case of hand pump based water supply or
technicians for GFS and other piped supplies)

v.

Provide land for the water point free of any encumbrances so that water users
can access water freely at any time

vi.

Increase household sanitation coverage and usage to 100% within one year of
construction of the water facility
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i.

2. The Sub-County shall:
i.

Carry out community mobilisation through Extension Staff (Assistant Community Development Officer and Health Assistant).

ii.

Supervise and monitor the performance of Extension Staff and WSCs.

iii.

Report regularly on progress of water and sanitation activities in the village/
Parish to the district and request for district support or clarification where
appropriate.
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3. If the Village does not meet its commitments in the stated time, the offer
of a water source shall be transferred to another village.
Signed on behalf of the village:

Signature_ _______________ Name ________________________

Official stamp
LC1 CHAIRPERSON
Witnessed by: (two of the witnesses must be women)
LC1 Executive Members:
1…………………………………
2…………………………………
3…………………………………
4………………………………….

Signed on behalf of the Sub-county:

Signature______________________ Name______________________
Official stamp
LC 3 CHAIRPERSON
Witnessed by:
Chairperson Sub-county Technical Committee …………………
DWO ………………………
CDO or HA ……………….
LC2 Chairperson …………………
LC3 Councilors:
…………………………………….
…………………………………….
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Annex 4N (1): Land agreement between the land owner and
community for construction of water point/sanitation facility
Land agreement between t h e land owner and community for construction
of water point/sanitation facility

This
agreement
is
made
between
Mr./Mrs/Ms/Dr/Rev/Sheikh
………………………………… being the land owner and the Community
o f … … … … … Vi l l a g e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … … … … … … … … … … … P a r i s h
…………………………… Sub- county. (Water Users/Beneficiaries).
The Land Owner willingly gives part of his/her land measuring
………………………………………………………
construction of a community water/sanitation facility.

dimensions

for

the

CHAPTER 4

The Landowner agrees to allow full access to his/her land to the Contractors and
members of the community for the construction of a water source and thereafter the
use of the facility by the community.
The Land Owner understands that some minimal damage may occur to the crops
in the affected area, however, no cash or material compensation shall be given by
the District or the community to the land owner for the use of the land to construct
the water facility.
Signed:

Name:………………….Signature:………………… Date:…………………
Land Owner.

LCI Chairperson:…………………… Signature:………………… .................
Date: ………………… (official stamp)
Witnessed by:
Name:……………….....Signature………………………Date………………
Land Owners spouse/ adult child
Name:………………….Signature:……………………Date…………………
Name:………………..…Signature………………………Date………………
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Annex 4N (2): Declaration of consent and acceptance of proposed sites,
access roads to the valley tanks, and availability of land for the valley
tanks
PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION OF ……………………………VALLEY TANK IN
……………………………. DISTRICT
The Government of Uganda through Ministry of Water and Environment have embarked on
construction of …………………………………valley tank in ……………………….Sub
County …………………………… District . The objective of the intervention is to establish
effective and sustainable water management structures through participatory approaches
and implementation procedures.
The Ministry of Water and Environment has interacted and discussed harmoniously with the
intended beneficiary farmers and Local Government stakeholders matters concerning the access roads, availability of land for the valley tanks, consent and acceptance of the construction
of valley tanks; …………………………………… valley tank in ……………….. District
including the objectives benefits, implementation, sustainability requirements, supervision
and monitoring activities under the project. Special focus on gender including women and
youth participation in the proposed project has been accorded due attention.
We, the undersigned, as intended beneficiary farmers of the valley tank hereby desirously declare our consent and acceptance to the construction, respect and recognition that
land on which the valley tank is to be constructed belongs to Mr./Ms./Mrs./Rev/Sheikh .
……………………………………………… and has desirously offered it to the community for a valley tank project. The intended beneficially community here by declare that shall
participate in the project implementation and sustainable management of the valley tank. We
further give consent to Ministry of Water and Environment to implement the project.
I/We ………………………………………………… the undersigned land owners(s)
hereby desirously declare that i/we have offered …………..acres of land, free from any encumbrances to the Government and the Beneficiary Community for the construction of the
……………………………… valley tank. The Government is free to start the implementation of the project. In addition, the access roads to the valley tank by the Government and users
during construction and after are guaranteed.
I/We, the ………………………………………District and Sub County administrator desirously consent to the implementation of the project and further guarantee that the …………….
acres of land is available and free from any encumbrances and undertake to sort out the land
matters that may arise in future.
SIGNED BY THE LAND OWNER
Name………………………………………………….…………………………..………
Signature……………………………Date ………….………………………………….
CO-SIGNED BY THE LAND OWNERS SPOUSE/ ADULT CHILD
Name………………………………………………….…………………………..………
Signature…………………………Date ………….………………………………….
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SIGNED BY FARMERS/LOCAL COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES
No. NAME

TITLE

SIGNATURE

DATE

…………………………………………..SUB COUNTY
Name:…..………………………………………………………………………..………
Position:………………………..………………………………………………………..
Signature:….…………………………………………………………………………….
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Date and stamp…………………………………………………………..………….
……………………………………………. DISTRICT
Name………………………………………………………………………..…………
Position:……………………………………………………………………………….
Signature……………………………………………………………………………….

Date and stamp…………………………………………………………..………….
ALL WITNESSED BY:
Name:..………………………………………………………………………….……
Position: …………………………………………………………………………….
Signature:…………………………………………………………………………….
Date and stamp…………………………………………………………………….
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Annex 4P: Operation and Maintenance Plan Form
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PLAN FORM
A. Description of Water Facility
Name of Water Facility
Number of Water Facility
Type of Water Facility (Deep Borehole,
Spring, shallow well, tapstand, valley
tank etc)
GPS 1 Location:

Village/Ward
Parish
Sub-county
District:
Description of Water Source
Location of components (kiosks, tanks,
etc.)
Attach a sketch map of the facility
B.

Management

i)

Description of beneficiaries

Sn.

Name of
Household

Number of People in the
hold
Female

1

84

Male

House-

Children Below
13 years
Female Male

Global Positioning system
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Total Number of
household members

(ii)

Water and Sanitation Committee/ Valley Tank User Committee

Name of Committee
Member

Sex

Position on the
committee

Role of that person

The WSC/VTUC will serve for three years. After the expiry of the WSC term of office,
the community with the guidance of the Extension Worker will hold a meeting to elect a
new committee. Before the three years elapse an individual WSC member or the entire
committee may be replaced under the following conditions;
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• Failure to hold regular WSC meetings
• Failure to organize users’ meetings and provide accountability for the O&M funds
• Misuse of Operation and Maintenance Funds
• Death or migration from the village
Other Actors involved in the O&M of the water facility
Sn

Actor

Roles

1.

Hand Pump Mechanic Association

2.

Assistant Community Development Officer/ Health
Assistant

3.

District Water Officer

Carry out preventive maintenance
Carry out major repairs
Training of WSC
Facilitate replacement of
WSC members
Re-train WSC members
Technical Support in case
of aspects that cannot be
handled by the community

C.

Where and how to Find
Actor(s)
Inform the Sub-county Extension Workers
Sub-county Headquarters
Call them by phone

ACTIVITY AND EXPENDITURE PLAN

Component

Activity to be
carried out

Frequency

Requirements

Costs incurred
monthly
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D. INCOME
Source of
Funds

Strategy for Mobilization of
funds

Amount
Expected

Annual Expected
Amount

User fees
Donations
Fines

E: PROJECTED MONTHLY CASH FLOW
ITEM

Jan

Feb

March

April

F: STRATEGY FOR RAISING AND MAINTAINING SANITATION
COVERAGE
Current number of households with safe latrines, i.e. one with firm and easy to clean
floor, firm super structure, roofed, with privacy. Current number of household with handwashing facilities
Activity to be carried Out

Expected
Output

Indicator

Time Frame/ Fre- Person
quency
Responsible

Household Sanitation and Hygiene Baseline Status
Name of
household

Presence
of latrine

Latrine
with
firm
floor

Latrine with Latrine
firm super- with door
structure;
shutter

Management
Preventive
Maintenance
Financial
Management
Environmental Management
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Latrine
with
HWF

HWF has
soap &
water

G. O&M PLAN
Aspects
to
Monitor

Type of
information to be
collected

Operation
of the
Water
Facility

Water
source
functionality

Methods
for collecting information

Frequency
for collecting
information

Persons to
participate
in monitoring

How
collected
information will
be used

Ways of
sharing the
information
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Maintenance of
water
facility
Records
on
O&M
funds

H. REGULATORY ISSUES
Agreements with Artisans/Technicians and copy of contract
By-laws or community rules regarding how to use the facilities, e.g.
a. How will the WSC/VTUC ensure users participate in O&M activities and
make their cash contributions? What will happen to members of the community who
do not comply?
b. Control of misuse of facilities, e.g. grazing and washing
c. Schedules for use and cleaning

Notes to Facilitator: Activity and Expenditure Plan

Management: all those activities to be carried out to ensure that systems are operating,
e.g. community and WSC meetings to check progress, updating of user lists and other
records, monitoring and follow up, collection of funds, annual planning.
Maintenance: routine/preventive maintenance, repairs and replacements of broken or
worn out parts to ensure facilities remain functional at all times, e.g. purchase of spare
parts, paying handpump mechanics or other technicians.
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Financial: all those activities related to the effective resource mobilization, safe keeping
and utilization of funds, e.g. maintenance of financial records, sharing information on
financial utilization, collection of funds, checking books of accounts, etc.
Environmental management: activities related to maintenance of water quality and
prevention of contamination of the water source or degradation of environment, e.g.
catchment protection activities which include fencing, planting vegetation, making and
clearing cut off drains, clearing drainage channels and soak pits, etc.)
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CHAPTER 5

CONSTRUCTION PHASE
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Introduction
This Chapter presents the guidelines on facilitating community participation during the
construction phase of WSS facilities. The Extension Worker should note that the construction phase starts when the community has fulfilled the critical requirements.
The chapter presents guidance on:
a. roles of the community during construction
b. training of WSC/VTUC and caretakers preventive maintenance
c. training technicians in O&M
d. training in O&M of public sanitation facilities
e. selection of Caretakers
f. official handover of construction site to the Contractor
g. Commissioning of water/sanitation facilities
Facilitators’ Notes:
Water and Sanitation construction work must be fitted into the community’s seasonal pattern of activities. Labour contribution for construction may be interrupted during market
days, weddings, funerals, gardening during the rainy seasons etc.
The following activities should be carried out during the construction phase:
5.1 Mobilization of communities to participate in construction activities
Objective: to sensitise the community about their roles during construction
Duration: ½ day
Tools/ resources: markers, masking tape, newsprint
Participants: LC I Executive/LC II Executive, WSC/VTUC, Community (men & women, boys & girls, People with disability)
Program
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Topic
Roles of the community
Roles of a Care Taker

Method/tool
Mini lecture/ discussion
Mini lecture/ discussion

Criteria of selecting a
Caretaker
Selecting a caretaker
Drafting water source
rules and regulations
Action plan for implementing community
roles

Selection
20
Group work then plenary 1 hr
discussion
Plenary discussion
45
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Time
45 min
45 min

Reference
Facilitators notes
Facilitators notes

Facilitators notes

Expected output:
• Community aware of their roles and responsibilities during construction
• Community Action plan for implementing community roles
• Caretaker(s) selected
• Water source rules and regulations
•

Technician introduced to the Contractor

Facilitators’ notes
The Extension Worker will mobilise and facilitate the meeting where the Sub County
Official will introduce the Contractor to the community. The LC I Chairperson/ LC II
Chairperson should hand over the site to the contractor. The LC I Chairperson/ LC II
Chairperson will use this opportunity to introduce the Technician identified during the
pre-construction stage (to work with the Contractor)
The Extension Worker will mobilize the community to carry out the following activities:
a) To have a cordial working relationship with the contractors
b) Provide security to Contractor’s equipment
c) To select a caretaker. This is a paid person who should not be a member of the
WSC/VTUC but should reside near the water point. The remuneration should be
determined by the WSC/VTUC but should not exceed 20% of the monthly collections
d) To monitor the Contractor and report progress to the Extension Worker and/or
County Water Officer
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e) To agree on how to assist families affected by HIV/AIDS in regard to access to
safe water (on a case by case basis)
f) Catchment protection
g) Tree planting (is a must) for each water point under the guidance of the Environment Officer.
h) Ensure that children do not abandon school to work on the site.
i) Developing water source rules and regulations
Criteria for selection of a caretaker
• Ability to read and write
• At least one should be a woman ( this doesn’t apply to the valley tank)
• Knowledge of English and local languages
• Willing and interested
• Not on a Government pay-roll
• A longtime resident in the area and unlikely to leave
• Resides near the water point
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Roles of a Caretaker
Caretakers are:
•

Responsible for the routine maintenance of the above ground parts of a hand
pump/borehole.

•

Pay regular visits to the water facility to carry out preventive maintenance and to
see to it that other maintenance activities like cleaning around the water source to
ensure good sanitary condition are carried out by the water users with guidance
of the WSC.

As the Caretakers do their work, the other members of the WSC will:
• Provide assistance where necessary
• Monitor their work
• Help them organize communal labour for site cleaning
• Help them contact the Hand pump Mechanic when there is a major fault
• Advise Caretakers and HPMs on where to buy spare parts.
Using the existing sector guidelines and strategies, the Extension Worker should keep in
mind the need to integrate the following cross cutting issues:
Issue
Gender

HIV/AIDS
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Mainstreaming mechanism
• Women participate in planning the construction schedule
•

Women selected as caretakers

•

Women participate in commissioning/official opening of
the facilities

•

General contentment of women with technical designs of
water and sanitation facilities
Provide accessible safe water sources nearer to the affected households

•
•

Provide information on appropriate and affordable latrine
designs for PLWHA

•

Promote the safe water chain

•

Sensitise all affected and infected persons about the need
for clean safe drinking water while taking drugs since immunity is already compromised
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Environment

Climate change
management

•

Community should monitor the Contractor to ensure safe
disposal of all harmful waste, drilling fluids and discharged water in a manner that does not adversely affect
the surrounding

•

The Contractor should clear the site of debris, garbage
from construction activities upon completion of the water
point

•

The community should fence the water point to protect
it from interference and contamination by animal and
human activities

•

Protection of the catchment areas by planting grass to
avoid soil erosion

•

Proper location of sanitation facilities by following the
recommended distances from water sources to prevent
contamination of ground water
Conservation of water through recycling, use of grey water and using water saving devices like tippy tap for hand
washing

•

5.2 Handing over construction site to Contractor
Objectives:
•

To formally handover the site to the contractor

•

Present relevant information about the water source or sanitation facility.
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Materials: programme for the day
Duration: 2hrs
Participants:
•

District Water Office

•

Sub-County officials

•

Village/LCI Executive OR Parish/ LC II Executive

•

WSC/VTUC

•

Community members/water users

•

Contractor

Methodology:
Formal handover ceremony of the construction site presided over by the Sub County officials and LC I Chairperson or LC II Chairperson. The Extension Worker may use this
opportunity to re-emphasize the roles of the community and the need for the Contractor
to provide quality services.
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Proceedings:
•

After the Community members have gathered at the venue, the Extension Worker
will invite the different guest speakers (Sub County and LC I Chairperson or LC
II Chairperson) to give their speeches. The speeches will re-emphasize the roles of
the community and the need for the Contractor to provide quality services.

•

The LC 1 Chairperson or LC 2 Chairperson after giving his/her speech will formally hand over the site to the contractor.

Expected outputs:
•

Site is officially handed over to Contractor

•

Contractor is officially introduced to the community

•

Community is reminded of and aware of its roles and responsibilities during construction

•

Important information is shared with the community for supervision purposes

5.3 Training of WSC/VTUC and Caretakers in Preventive Maintenance
Objectives:
• To equip the WSC/VTUC and water source caretakers with basic knowledge and
skills in preventive maintenance, record keeping and conflict management.
Duration: 1 day
Participants: Caretakers, WSC/VTUC or school sanitation management committee, LC
I Executive/ LCII Executive, HPM or Scheme Attendant
Materials/Tools:
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•

Story with a Gap water

•

Hand pump issues

•

Women’s involvement in O&M (Figure 26)

•

Sample book keeping forms

•

One Year O&M plan filled in

•

Preventive Maintenance Guidelines
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Programme:
Topic
O&M of water supply
facilities
Preventive Maintenance Guidelines for
Water Sources (the focus should be specific
for the technology under construction)

Catchment protection

Method/tool
Time
Story with a Gap (hand 1 hr
pump, Environment)
Presentation and Discus- 1 hr
sion:
Preventive
maintenance
of a hand pump; Preventive maintenance of a GFS;
O&M for protected springs;
O&M of valley tanks; Preventive maintenance of diesel water pumping systems;
Preventive maintenance of
solar water pumping systems; Preventive maintenance of windmill water
pumping system; O&M of
iron removal plants.
Mini lecture and discussion 30 min

Annex 5B, 5C
or 5D
Annex 5E
Annex 5F 5E,
Annex 5G 5F ,
5H or 5J

Table 1; Section
8.2 & 8.3

30 mins

Annex 5E (4)
Annex 4J iv
(Chapter 4)
Annex 5K

30 min

Section 10.2

1 hr

Section 10.3

1 ½ hrs

CHAPTER 5

Book keeping and ac- Case studies and Discussion
countability
Participation of Women Women’s involvement in
O&M
Conflict management
Presentation and discussion
/ or role play basing on notes
Action planning for Discussion and group work
O&M

References
Annex 5A

Expected output:
•

Trained WSC and caretakers

•

WSC and Caretakers aware of activities to be carried out as preventive maintenance

•

WSC and Caretakers knowledgeable about how to manage conflicts particularly
with community members

•

Action plan for O&M

Facilitators’ notes:
After the participatory sessions follow up with a discussion
•

Based on the story with a gap on O&M what activities need to be planned in order
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to avoid a situation of a deteriorating water supply?
•

Should any of these activities be reflected in the duties and work plan of the Water
and Sanitation Committee. If yes, record these activities and discuss who should
carry them out and when.

•

It should be noted that proper O&M is spread over time and leads to extended
lifespan of the equipment, User satisfaction and improves willingness for the
community to pay for services

5.4 Training of Technicians on maintenance
The technicians identified during the pre-construction stage will be trained by the District
Water Office.
Objective: To equip technicians with skills to maintain water facilities.
The District Water Office will determine the program but technicians will be trained as
follows.
•

For hand pump: the technicians will undergo training in pump repairs to carry
out major repairs especially for deep wells

•

For springs: the masons will be trained in the construction of springs and will
undertake repair works.

•

For piped schemes: plumbers/technicians trained in the repair of the pipeline,
repair of gravity flow systems, repair of broken down tapstands and aprons, construction of rainwater harvesting tanks and toilets.

•

For rainwater harvesting tanks and jars: local masons (including women and
youth) will be trained in the construction of tanks/jars of different capacities and
will be contracted by households to construct and repair tanks and jars

•

For toilets: masons will be trained in construction works of sanitation facilities
e.g. pit latrines and Ecological Sanitation facilities

•

For valley tanks: the technicians will undergo training in de-silting and pump
repairs.

Expected results
•

Technicians equipped with skills to construct and maintain water facilities/ construct and maintain sanitation facilities

Expected output
•

Preventive Maintenance Agreements signed between WSC/ Central GFS Committee and HPMs/ Scheme Attendants ( Annex 5N or 5P)

5.5 Training in O&M of Public Sanitation facilities
Objective:
To equip the public sanitation facility caretakers with knowledge and skills necessary for
carrying out their roles and responsibilities in relation to O&M of communal hygiene and
sanitation facilities
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Participants:
•

Public latrine management committee/ school management committee

•

LC 1 Executive

Duration: ½ day
Tools/resources: Tools: Story with a gap for sanitation
Program:
Topic
Sanitation Management
issues

Book keeping and
accountability
Conflict management
Action plan

Method /tool
Group work and
discussion

Time
1hr

SWAG tool
Case studies and
1 ½ hrs
Discussion
30 min
Presentation and
discussion/ or role
play basing on notes
Discussion and group 30 mins
work

Annex
Annex 5L

Annex 4J iv
(Chapter 4)
Section 10.2

Expected output:
Trained User committees and caretakers

•

Action plan for O&M (which may include mechanisms of ensuring daily supply
of water for hand washing, collection of user fees, toilet paper, routine emptying,
record keeping and accountability etc.)
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•

5.6 Commissioning of Water Supply and/or Sanitation Facilities
This activity is performed after technical commissioning which is done by the District
Water Officer. The purpose of technical commissioning is to certify that the works have
been done to substantial completion according to design and specification. The DWO issues the Contractor with a certificate of completion.
Objective:
•

To formally handover the new facility to the community/users and remind them of
their roles and responsibilities

•

To present relevant information about the water source or sanitation facility.

Duration: 3 hrs
Participants:
•

Resident District Commissioner

•

District and Sub-County officials
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•

Opinion leaders

•

WSC/VTUC Members

•

LCI Executive/ LC II Executive

•

Community members/water and sanitation users

Tools/resources:
•

Completion certificate and forms

•

Commissioning Certificate (Annex 5M)

•

Recognition awards

•

GFS O&M manual to be handed over (in case of GFS)

Methodology:
Formal ceremony presided over by a chief guest preferably the Resident District Commissioner. The Extension Worker may use this opportunity to recognize/award prizes for
cleanest/ most hygienic homes, promote environmental conservation by tree planting etc.
Programme:
•

After the Community members have gathered at the venue, the Extension Worker
will invite the different guest speakers to give speeches. The speeches should
focus on encouraging the community members to maintain the facility properly
and to continue practicing good hygiene and sanitation behaviors.

•

The Guest of Honour, after giving his/her speech will formally hand over the water/
sanitation facility to the LC I Chairperson or LC II Chairperson and Community/
WSC or VTUC, and congratulate the community upon receiving the improved
facility

•

In case there are nearby schools, the school children can be invited to sing or
perform drama relevant to water supply, hygiene and sanitation.

Output:		
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Commissioned Water or Sanitation facility.
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Annex to Chapter 5
Annex 5A: Story with a Gap: training in O&M of water supply facilities
Participants: WSC Members/ or School Committee, LCI Executive, Caretaker
Objective: To enable participants (i) Identify possible challenges in O&M of water supply facilities (ii) What needs to be done to avoid water sources breaking down (iii) facilitate a WSC come up with their own solutions to broken down water facilities in their
community.
Materials: Story With A Gap Water pictures comprising; hand pump issues, women’s
involvement in O&M.
The water source pictures should depict the following scenarios

OR

•

Picture of a water source:
Before scene (problem situation) A broken down borehole, children playing on it,
animals grazing around it, a broken fence, without water flowing

•

After scene (improved situation) An operating borehole, well fenced borehole,
well managed drainage.
One group should discuss on the steps involved in improving the situation

Procedure
1. Let the participants form groups of 5 to 10 people each
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2. Give out the same sets of pictures to each group (showing a well maintained and
a poorly maintained water source)
3. Let the participants identify and discuss the activities in each picture
4. Ask members to discuss the factors that could lead to deterioration of a water
point from the best condition to the worst condition
5. In groups, ask members to come up with ways of preventing break down of the
water source, (note them down).
6. Discuss the proposed ways and effective and sustainable means of operation and
maintenance.
7. Mention the relevant options which have not been mentioned by the groups especially on raising funds, utilization and accountability e.g. fixed rate system,
graded rate system etc.
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Annex 5B: Preventive maintenance of a Hand Pump
Objective: To enable participants discuss and identify the need and benefits for carrying
out preventive maintenance of a hand pump equipped water source. By the end of the session participants would have:
•

Appreciated the importance of preventive maintenance

•

Outlined the preventive maintenance schedule.

•

Identified the need for signing the preventive maintenance agreement.

Method:

Presentations and discussions.

Participants: WSC, HPM, Caretaker, LC I Executive
Duration:

30 minutes.

Materials:
•

Newsprint.

•

Markers.

•

Grease.

•

Double ended spanners.

•

A sample of the maintenance agreement (5M &5N)

•

Hand pump

Procedure:
1. Ask participants to discuss reasons why there is need for carrying out preventive
maintenance.
2. Explain that the preventive maintenance schedule consists of minor service done
periodically by caretakers (e.g. monthly) plus minor and major services done by
the handpump mechanic and/or district.
3. Explain that Caretakers are supposed to be equipped with two double ended spanner (17 x 19mm) by the WSCs. Explain that these spanners are available at the
local spare parts dealer’s shop.
4. Emphasize that Caretakers are supposed to carry out greasing of the hand pump
once a month and also tighten loose bolts and nuts, using the spanners.
5. For minor service done by the handpump mechanic explain the tasks to be carried
out, when it should be carried out and mention the recommended charges.
6. For major service (also done by the handpump mechanic or the district) explain
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the tasks to be carried out, when it should be carried out and at what recommended
charges.
7. Introduce and explain the importance of the preventive maintenance agreement,
which is signed by the HPM and the WSC.
8. Mention the sources of spare parts to the WSC and encourage them to buy the
spares themselves to avoid over being overcharged by middlemen. Inform the
WSC about the availability and contacts of a handpump mechanic in the Subcounty.
Facilitators’ notes:
What is Preventive/Routine Maintenance? It is the process of doing regular checks
on borehole/hand pump, gravity flow schemes and springs before they break down.
Routine maintenance involves doing day-to-day inspection, timely servicing of the hand
pump and other water facilities and carrying out simple activities like replacing bush
bearings, rubber seal, bolts and nuts, etc.
Reasons for carrying out preventive maintenance:
•

To service the different parts of a borehole so as to prolong its life span.

•

To identify and rectify faults before actual breakdown

•

It reduces the rate of major breakdown and keep facilities working all the time.

Hiring Services for the Borehole/Hand pump repair:
When there is a major problem with the water facility,
The hand pump Mechanic should be contacted by the WSC and the fault described to him/her. He/She will then assess the problem and inform the WSC of
the spare parts to be bought and how much he/she will charge for his/her services.

•

Services of the Hand pump Mechanic should be paid for from the maintenance
fund. The Hand pump Mechanic should be issued with a receipt with a copy maintained in the WSC’s file and the amount involved should be recorded in the cash
sheet. The maintenance work done and the parts used for the work should also be
recorded in the Maintenance Record.

•

In order to prevent major problems occurring and avoid prolonged periods of
breakdowns the communities should enter into preventive maintenance contracts
with mechanics. The WSC buy spare parts from shops or from mechanics.
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•

NB. The Extension Worker should invite the hand pump mechanic during the training to
demonstrate to the Caretakers how to carry out tightening of bolts and nuts and greasing
the chain. The demonstration can be done on a nearby borehole.
The preventive maintenance agreement
Purpose of agreement:
•

To encourage the WSCs to carry out both minor and major servicing on the hand
pump
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•

To agree with the HPM on what activities to be carried out during servicing of the
borehole.

•

To agree on how much to be paid to HPM by the WSCs.

•

To allow for periodic review of the contract based on the changes in the environment and performance of the mechanic

Parties involved:
•

The WSCs

•

The HPMs

•

The LCI

Preventive maintenance schedule and Record Keeping of Facilities
Caretakers will keep records on all maintenance work carried out on the borehole (directly or by Caretaker together with Mechanics). These records will provide information
on the performance of the borehole/hand pump and will also provide useful information
for accounting purposes.
Below is a suggested format on how Caretakers can keep records on facilities they work
on.
The preventive maintenance schedule:
TYPE OF SERVICE/ ACTIVITIES
REPAIRS

Minor Service by •
Caretakers

WHEN

Greasing the chain of the Once a Free
hand pump
month

• Tightening bolts and nuts
Minor Service by This is done for above the S i x
months
Hand pump Me- ground parts of a borehole.
after inchanic
Examine the pump and check : s t a l l a tion and
• If the hand pump is clean
there
after ev• If the handle is shaky
ery six
• If the chain has worn out
months
after a
• For loose bolts and nuts
major
• For insufficient lubrication. service.
•
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COST

If the hand pump drainage is
working properly
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The recommended
charges should be
UShs 5000= (but
can change depending on the prevailing
market forces).

TYPE OF SERVICE/ ACTIVITIES
REPAIRS

WHEN

COST

Major service by This is done for underground Once a The recommended
Year
charges should be
the handpump me- parts of a borehole.
UShs 20,000/ = (but
chanic
• Pull out rods from the pump.
can change depending on the prevail• Check on condition of rods
ing
market forces).
and centralisers.
•

Check condition of water
tank and riser piper holder, pull out plunger, check
valve assembly and replace
pump buckets, upper and
lower rubber seating and ‘O’
ring.

•

Reinstall the plunger and the
rods.

•

Examine the platform and
soakway.

•

Carry out the full schedule
of minor service.

Caretaker’s Diary
By
Hand pump
Mechanic
Hand pump
Mechanic
Hand pump
Mechanic

Date
7/9/2016

Parts used
Chain

17/10/2016

Pipes (Rising 20,000/Main)
Check nut
10,000/-

7/9/2017

Cost Ushs
20,000/-
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Repair Work Done
Replacement of worn
out chain
Replacement of cracked
pipes
Replacement of worn
out centraliser

Annex 5C: Preventive Maintenance for Gravity Flow Schemes/ piped
schemes
Purpose:

To enable participants discuss and identify the need for carrying out preventive maintenance and also outline the activities to be carried out by the
Caretaker and Scheme Attendant.

Objective:

By the end of the session participants shall be able to:

•

Give reasons for carrying out preventive maintenance on gravity flow schemes/
piped schemes.

•

Outline the preventive maintenance activities to be carried out, when and by
whom.
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Method:

Presentation and discussions

Time : 1 ½ hrs.
Materials:
•

Newsprint.

•

Markers.

Procedure:
1. Ask participants to mention the reasons why there is need to for carrying out preventive maintenance on a gravity scheme/ piped scheme.
2. Explain that Caretakers are required to carry out preventive maintenance on the
a)

Intake area

b)

Sedimentation tank and

c)

Pipeline

3.

Explain also that Caretakers are required to carry out maintenance on the tapstand
and its surrounding on a daily basis.

4.

Present and explain the activities to be carried out by Caretaker

5.

Explain that the Scheme Attendant is required to carry out maintenance activities
on the following:
a)

Sedimentation tank.

b)

Pipeline

c)

Wash out.

d)

Air valve.

e)

Reservoir tank and

f)

Valve box.
Explain the activities to be carried out on each of those components and when.

6.

Reasons for carrying out preventive maintenance
•

To carry out servicing of the different parts of the gravity scheme to minimize
breakdowns.

•

To identify and rectify faults before actual breakdowns.

•

Preventive maintenance activities carried out by caretakers.

Intake area:
•
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Intake pipeline should be inspected daily therefore the Caretaker should go to
the intake sedimentation tank. All leaks, erosion sections and any abnormalities
should be reported to the scheme attendant immediately.
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•

Remove all the debris which has collected under the fence screen. This can be
done once every two weeks.

•

Check for any leaks / cracks seepage around the wire and inform scheme attendant
immediately. This can be done once every two weeks.

Sedimentation:
•

Check the water level in the tank at least once every two weeks. If the level is too
low, report to the scheme attendant.

Check on the construction work, and if any leaks are detected report to the scheme attendant.
Pipeline:
•

Trim the grass and clear the immediate vicinity of the pipe

•

Alignment when the grass has become dense and high.

•

If the pipes have become exposed, cover with soil and plant grass to prevent further erosion.

•

Put markings where pipeline passes

Preventive maintenance activities carried out by caretakers
SN
1.

ACTIVITY
WHERE
• Check on construction Sedimentation tank
work, leaks, inlet, overflow,
wash out & control valves

•

Clean the drain tank and
surrounding tank

3.

•
•
•

Check for leaks, line mark Pipeline
joints of branch lines and
erosion. Clear trees on the
line
Check for leaks and funcWash out
tionality of valves
Clean the open valves and
the drainage of the wash out
Check for leaks and func- Air Valve
tionality of valves
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Check on the yield

•

4.

One in 6 months

•

2.

WHEN
Once a month

Once a month
Once a month

Once a month

Once a month
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SN
5.

ACTIVITY
• Check on
work, leaks

6.

WHERE
construction Reservoir tank

•

Examine outlet flow wash
out and control valves

•

Check on the yield and water quality
Check on functionality of Valve box
valves

•

WHEN
Once in 6 months

Once in 6 months

Annex 5D: Operation and Maintenance for Protected Springs
Objective: to enable participants discuss and identify the need for preventive maintenance, and also identify activities carried out by stakeholders’ in order to maintain protected springs. By the end of the session participants shall be able to:
•

Give reasons for carrying out preventive maintenance on protected springs.

•

Outline the preventive maintenance activities to be carried out, when and
by whom.

Method:

Presentation and discussions

Time : 30 minutes.
Materials:
•

Newsprint.

•

Markers.

•

Masking tape and SWAG-Springs

Procedure:
1. Ask participants to mention the reasons why there is need to for carrying out preventive maintenance on a protected spring.
2. Ask participants to mention the stakeholders in the management of springs and
their roles in preventive in maintenance
3. Fill in gaps where necessary
4. Note that the tool (SWAG-Spring) also works for the discussions on O&M of
Springs. The procedures laid out in Annex 5A apply
Facilitators’ notes
The operation and maintenance of springs is the responsibility of the users. O&M of
springs should be conducted at community level mainly by the communities, WSC and
caretakers with the extension staff providing support in terms of mobilisation, training
and follow-up.
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The local council (LCs) leaders and WSC support the O&M system through mobilizing,
budgeting and disbursing funds for O&M. They also support enforcement of water point
rules and regulations for O&M, and engage the services of a mason for any repairs needed
on the springs, i.e. carrying out repair of cracks, the spring pool etc.
Roles of the Community
After construction of the spring, the community is responsible for the following:
•

Selecting a caretaker

•

Protecting the spring’s immediate catchment by erecting a fence
preferably a live one. In addition, the community should ensure that
the immediate land upstream is well protected and not bare, any
farming should follow good agricultural practices

•

Cutting tall grass around the water source

•

Maintaining a clear drainage to avoid stagnant water

•

Clearing and maintaining the run off drainage channel of the spring
to prevent the runoff water from getting into the pool and contaminating the water.

•

Ensure that animals do not graze near the spring and move around the
catchment area.

•

Ensure that children do not play at the Spring

Roles of the Water and Sanitation Committee
Promote improved sanitation and hygienic behavior through
mobilising the community for sanitation and hygiene improvement.

•

Maintain an up to date record (list) of water users

•

Mobilise users to pay for maintenance fees and properly keep financial records of the water source funds

•

Regularly visit and monitor the performance of the spring

•

Ensure preventive maintenance i.e. minor service and major service
is carried out on the spring, e.g. repair of cracks

•

Engage a mason in case there is need for repairs and remunerate
the mason

•

Purchase any materials needed for repairs e.g. cement

•

Propose, enact, and enforce bylaws to govern the use of the water
source
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•
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•

Sign agreements with the Spring Mason.

Roles of the Caretaker
•

Mobilise people to improve on sanitation and hygiene particularly
at the water point

•

Promote the safe water chain by sensitizing the water users on using clean water collection containers and maintaining the water
safe upto the point of use.

•

Prevent children from playing at the water source and chase away
animals from the source.

•

Ensure that the area around the water source environment including
the drainage channel is kept clean.

•

Ensure that the area around the catchment is fenced, preferably
with a live fence. Keep the live fence trimmed

Roles of the Extension Worker
•

Sensitise communities on their roles and responsibilities towards
the proper O&M of the spring

•

Train the WSC on their roles and responsibilities

•

Carry out regular follow-up visits to the spring to advise on its usage

•

Ensure that users carry out proper maintenance of the spring.

•

Provide back up support on O&M for aspects beyond the capacity
of the community to handle

Roles of the LCI Executive
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•

Organize Community for selection of WSCs

•

Monitoring the performance of WSCs to ensure proper accountability of funds

•

Mobilise users to pay O&M funds

•

Encourage cleanliness of the water sources.

•

Include water and sanitation in the budget estimates at different
levels and provide funds for maintenance problems beyond the
financial capacity of the water users.

•

Monitor activities of the WSC, Caretakers and Sub County
Extension Staff

•

Support the WSC to enact and enforce water source rules and
regulations
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Annex 5E: Operation and Maintenance of valley tanks
Annex 5E (1) : Preventive Maintenance of Valley Tanks
Objective: By the end of the session the participants would have:
•

Identified reasons why the user community may fail to properly maintain their
valley tank facility

•

Outlined measures that could be taken to improve on use and maintenance of their
valley tank.

Duration: 45 Minutes
Method: Group work & Lecture
Materials:

Newsprint, Markers

Procedure:
1. Divide participants into groups each not exceeding 10 members.
2. Give the groups two scenarios: one of a well maintained valley tank (after); and
another of a poorly maintained valley tank (before).
3. Ask participants in their respective group to outline the elements of features of
the two scenarios. i.e., what does a poorly maintained valley tank, and a wellmaintained valley look like?
4. Ask each group to discuss the “before” scenario and why the situation deteriorated to that point.
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5. Ask each group to discuss the “after” scenario of the improved/ well maintained
valley tank and what steps they think the user community could have used to
make the situation better.
6. Let each group present in a plenary.
7. Encourage further discussions in plenary. Encourage them to reach consensus on
the necessary steps or activities required to keep a valley tank well maintained.
Explain that this list of activities/ steps will be useful during the discussion of the
roles and responsibilities of the key players
Annex 5E (2): Operation and Maintenance participatory tools: The Role and Responsibilities of Key Stakeholders in O&M of Valley Tanks
Objective:
•

By the end of the session participants would have attained consensus on:

The roles and responsibilities of the key players in the operation and management
of the valley tank.
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Participants: community, local leadership (LC), Valley tank user Committee, Sub County and district officials.
Time: 1hr
Method: Group work
Materials:

Big cards representing the key players, and smaller cards showing the different roles in writing (in absence of pictures).

Procedure:
1. Ask participants, by show of hands, to identify the key players in the management
of the valley tank. For each of the identified key player let them give reasons to
justify their choice.
2. Agree on the main key players relevant for the operation, maintenance and management.
3. Later divide participants into two groups.
4. Distribute the cards on which the roles are written (one role on one card)- in absence of pictures.
5. Ask participants to arrange the cards (activities) carried/ to be carried out by the
identified key players: Valley Tank User Committee/ caretaker; Local Council
(LC).
6. Let each group present its activities.
7. Discuss the presentations from each group
8. Guide participants to come up with an agreed set of activities and roles for the key
players. A record of this set should be kept and used as a reference guide to the
managers (ie VTUC) of the facility
Annex 5E (3): The factors that can fail the O&M structure and lead to non
functionality
Trainer’s Notes
Some of the reasons for deterioration of the situation at the valley tank may include:
•

Lack of valley tank user committee

•

Inactive committee/ caretakers

•

Lack of funds for maintenance

•

Lack of sense of ownership

•

Inadequate mobilisation of the communities.

Valley Tank User Committees
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The Parish Valley Tank users committees will be elected by local leaders listed as
participants of second level training session for each Valley tank. The elected committee members are not necessarily the same as LCs
Composition of VTUCs (at parish level)
The Valley Tank User Committee shall comprise of the following 5 members at least two
of whom shall be women:
• Chairperson
• Secretary
• Treasurer
• 2 members
• An LCII representative and Assistant Community Development Officer
(Ex-Officios)
The Caretakers will not be members of the VTUC but paid for their services.
Criteria for selection of VTUC members
While selecting VTUC members, the beneficiaries of the valley tank should ensure that
those to be selected are:• Permanent residents of the parish
• Trust worthy
• Dedicated to self-help community work
• Living near the valley tank
Election of VTUC and duration in office
The VTUCs shall always be elected through voting by the users of the valley
tank in the parish.

•

VTUCs are expected to serve for a period of three (3) years

•

The community (of valley tank users) should always conduct an election after
every three years either to replace their entire committee or to replace nonactive members or those that have dropped out.
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•

Experience has shown that after three years some members of the VTUCs would have
proved to be inactive, or others would have dropped out completely, therefore making it
necessary to conduct fresh elections for the VTUCs.
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Annex 5E (4): Environmental Sanitation and Hygiene of the Valley Tank
Objective:

By the end of the session participants will be able to:

•

Identify the major environmental factors with regards to Valley Tanks.

•

Identify the level at which their community is with regard to safe disposal of
faecal matter.

•

Analyse how disease can be spread through common personal practices
involving water, sanitation and other aspects of the environment

•

Suggest preventive actions on disease spread and environmental safety.

Time: 45 Min
Method:

Group Work /Discussions

Materials:

Newsprint, Markers, Disease transmission cycle & Latrine

Procedure:
1.

Divide the participants into groups

2.

Let them identify some of the environmental issues and concerns of the VT

3.

Let them also discuss the hygiene and sanitation issues of the VT and the people
of the surrounding community

4.

Ask participants to present their deliberations

5.

Wrap the discussion on the basis of the notes below.

Facilitators’ Notes:
Reservoir: The main problems that can occur to this reservoir are listed in the Table
below:
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Possible
problems

Preventive or Corrective measures

Silting up of the
reservoir

- Ensure silt traps (in form of drains) are maintained regularly to
remove the silt that accumulates during the season.
- Maintain the grass on the banks of the reservoir so that the banks
are not eroded and the soil washed into the reservoir.

Contamination of
water by livestock
and people

- Maintain the fence so that livestock doesn’t drink directly from
the reservoir
- Provide latrine downstream of tank for people’s use.
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Possible
problems

Preventive or Corrective measures

Hazard of
people especially
Children and
Livestock
drowning in
the 5m deep
reservoir

- Deny all access by the children to the reservoir. Children and
adults shouldn’t enter the fenced area unless the caretaker is
around and has permitted them.
- The padlock on the entrance gate must be locked at all times
except when allowing in people to use the treadle pumps
- Reinforce the fence by planting thorny plants
- Keep the gate to the inside of the reservoir always locked up.

Excessive
evaporation from
the tank

- The live fence around the reservoir assist in breaking the wind.
Evaporation increases as the speed to the wind increases.
- Introduction of water cabbages on the surface of water also
reduces the rate of evaporation

Catchment area
The quantity and quality of water reaching the valley tank for any given storm depend on
the agricultural activities and sanitation within the area where water is collected.
Corrective measures

Excessive soil erosion can take all
the eroded silt into the reservoir and
fill up the silt trap very fast

- Agricultural practices should include soil
conservation measures

Overstocking of livestock can
encourage destruction of natural
vegetation cover and soil erosion

- The Veterinary Officer of the area shall advise
the user community regarding the optimum
animal population for the parish, which
depends on the area.
- The community should be sensitised on the
advantage of keeping fewer quality livestock
other than concentrating increasing numbers in
their herds.

Formation of other reservoirs within
the catchment can eliminate the
flow to the reservoir

- Before any other valley tanks are constructed,
the effect on the downstream valley tanks has
to be investigated.

Sanitation

- Residents around/near VT to have proper pit
latrines.
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Possible problems

Collection drains/dykes
The collector drains collect water that would otherwise bypass the valley tank. This
ensures maximum storm water collection whenever there is some runoff. The drains are
made very wide so that the velocity of the incoming water is kept so low that it drops off
all the silt it is carrying before entering the reservoir. The drains are therefore acting as
Silt traps as well.
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Possible problems

Corrective measures

Drains overgrowing with
weeds

Slash away the weeds once after every rainy season.

Drains filling up with
silt and letting excess
incoming water into the
valley tank reservoir.

Remove the silt from the drain once every year and use the
silt to repair gullies that will form within the dykes.

Dyke being eroded by
wind and water

Plant grass to cover it up

Dyke being eroded by
animals walking over
it especially during wet
conditions
Roots of trees dry up and
create weak points in the
dyke

•
•

Avoid moving herds of livestock over the dykes
during wet days.
Planting of Pasparam grass will address this

All trees growing on dykes should be destroyed before
they grow big and develop large roots.

Watering troughs
Watering troughs are positioned on the downstream end of the reservoir so that water can
be pumped to them for the livestock to drink from.
Possible problems

Corrective measures

Water Getting dirty and unhygienic to
livestock

The troughs should be drained every evening
and washed thoroughly

Animals being too many around the
troughs at a time

Scheduling of the watering has to be well
planned and communities encouraged to
develop some discipline

Fence
Possible problems
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Preventive or Corrective measures

Termites eating away
the live fence

•
•

Replacement of the destroyed posts.
Nurturing the live fence to ensure it grow fast to
replace the destroyable dry posts

Burning of live fence

•
•

Avoid fires at the valley tank
Slash immediately outside the tank to create a fire
break line
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Possible problems
Animal
fence

breaking

the

Children breaking the
fence to swim in the
reservoir

Preventive or Corrective measures
•
•
•
•

Avoid large herds coming to the reservoir at the same
time
Repair the broken section of the fence and provide
props on the inside.
Children have to be sensitised about the dangers of
swimming in the reservoir
Planting of thorny plants all along the fence

Annex 5E (5): The Common O & M Problems and Solutions
Objectives: To enable participants identify the common operation and maintenance
problems that may occur to the various features of the valley tank, and the corrective
measures that may be taken to rectify them.
Method: Group work & Lecture.
Materials: Newsprint, Markers
Procedure:
1) Re- introduce the main features of the valley tank and briefly explain their purpose and
operations.(i.e. reservoir, catchment area, collection drains/ dykes, watering troughs,
Fence, water pump)
2) Ask participants to form groups each not exceeding 10 members and discuss the
following:

•
•

CHAPTER 5

•

Which are the likely problems that may befall each of the main valley tank
features?
How can such problem be avoided?
How can the problem be rectified?

3) Ask each group to present in the plenary. Let them discuss the group reports
4) Wrap up by recapping on the main features, and their likely problems and respective
corrective measures. Incorporate the new ideas from the plenary discussion into a
trouble- shooting guide that can be used at the user community i.e. some of the rules
and regulations may be drawn from this guide.
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Annex 5 F: Preventive Maintenance of Diesel Water Pumping Systems
Objective: By the end of the session the participants would have:
•

Understood the management methods of a diesel water pumping system

•

Outlined measures that could be taken to improve on use and maintenance of their
diesel water pumping system.

Duration: 45 Minutes
Method: Lecture
Materials:

Newsprint, Markers

Procedure:
•

Lecture and encourage questions and plenary discussions

•

Encourage participants to reach consensus on the necessary steps or activities
required to keep a diesel water pumping system well maintained. Explain that this
list of activities/ steps will be useful during the discussion of the roles and responsibilities of the key players

Facilitators notes:
Diesel Water Pumping Systems
The O&M of the diesel water systems largely depends on the size of the system in terms
of the total yield, distribution pipe network and number of connections.
a)

Small systems

These are systems with reservoirs between 5,000 - 10,000 liters, with limited distribution
networks of public stand posts and no house hold connections. These systems are usually
under the WSC management, with the care takers manning the daily operations. O&M
(fuel, facilitation of the care taker) and security of these systems is a core responsibility
of the water Users.
In case of major break downs (blown up pumps or control systems and generator failure)
the District Water Office are alerted for action.
b)

Bigger systems

Theses are diesel engine run systems with extensive distribution networks, house hold
connections, public stand posts, kiosk and yard taps. These sizes of systems are operated
and managed by registered companies commonly referred to as Private Operators under
the supervision of the Water boards. The Private Operators are responsible for the day
to day running of the schemes i.e. fuelling of the generator, servicing and all preventive,
regular system maintainace as well as minor repair aspects such as addressing leakages,
taps replacement, fuse replacements etc.
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Such schemes are required by MWE policy to register with the Umbrella Organization
of water and sanitation in order to benefit from the technical support that they provide.
Key to note with bigger systems is that all water dispensation points are metered and
therefore water access is as per the set Government tariff plans.
Diesel preventive maintenance
•

Clearing intake area

•

Opening up water drainage

•

Mending the fence

•

Clearing surrounding growth

A Periodical checking
•

Service of generator and pump

•

Repair of minor leaks on structures or components.

•

Repair of pipe bursts

Annex 5G: Preventive maintenance of Solar Water Pumping Systems
Objective: By the end of the session the participants would have:
•

Understood the management methods of a solar water pumping system;

•

Outlined measures that could be taken to improve on use and maintenance of their
solar water pumping system.

Duration: 45 Minutes
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Method: Lecture
Materials:

Newsprint, Markers

Procedure:
•

Lecture and encourage questions and plenary discussions

•

Encourage further discussions in plenary. Encourage them to reach consensus on
the necessary steps or activities required to keep a solar water pumping system
well maintained. Explain that this list of activities/ steps will be useful during the
discussion of the roles and responsibilities of the key players

Facilitators’ notes
Solar systems
Solar water pumping systems are forms of technologies that use the energy from the sun
for water pumping. These systems are equipped with elevated water tanks and submersible water pumps which are powered by energy from the solar modules (solar panels)
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through invertors and controllers. The popularity of these systems is attributed to the low
O&M costs compared to any other water pumping technologies.
a)

Solar pumped Water Systems Management

Like the diesel systems, the management of the solar water pumping systems, depends
on the system size. Those with extensive distribution networks, house hold connections,
and public stand posts, kiosk and yard taps among others are considered bigger systems.
These systems are operated and managed by registered companies commonly referred to
as Private Operators under the supervision of the Water boards. The Private Operators
are responsible for the day to day running of the schemes. While smaller ones with no
household connections or public kiosks are managed by the WSCs.
b)

Solar Powered Mini Piped Water Systems

With the paradigm shift in to maximum utilization of the abundant renewable energy,
the Rural Water Department has turned its focus to transformation of point water sources
(boreholes) in to Solar Powered Mini Piped Water Systems. These systems range from
10-40m3 storage tanks, with a limited distribution network. This therefore means that
more robust and sustainable O&M management structures are of great significance.
The Solar Powered Mini Piped Water Systems are run by Scheme Operators (caretaker
replica for boreholes) on purely commercial basis, under the close supervision of 3 WSC
members. Monthly facilitation of the scheme operator, the security personnel as well as
the WSC member’s meeting allowances are drawn from the daily water sales. The costs
for both major and minor repairs are met by the WSC. All schemes are required to open
and deposit all collected funds to a commercial bank account to minimize funds mismanagement. The Umbrella Organizations, DWOs, Technical Support Units, and Sub-county
shall provide regular monitoring and supervisory role.
Preventive maintenance of solar powered water pumping systems
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•

Ensure regular electrical systems (wire network, inverters and controllers) check
up.

•

Conduct regular measurement of solar module output rates

•

Clean solar panels as often as possible depending on the season and the location.

•

Clear the surrounding over growth and eliminate any possible shading on the solar
panels.

•

Restrict access to the solar panels (arrays or modules) area to avoid damage.

•

Children games in and around the solar system surrounding must be discouraged
as this poses a big risk to system.

•

Look out for taps, pipes and tank leakages to minimize unnecessary water loss.

•

Periodical submersible water pumps assessment and service should be done.
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•

Mending fences, drainage and kiosk cracks.

Annex 5H: Preventive maintenance of wind mill water pumping systems
Objective: By the end of the session the participants would have:
•

Understood the management methods of a wind mill water pumping system;

•

Outlined measures that could be taken to improve on use and maintenance of their
wind mill water pumping system.

Duration:

45 Minutes

Method:

Lecture

Materials:

Newsprint, Markers

Procedure:
•

Lecture and encourage questions and plenary discussions

•

Encourage further discussions in plenary. Encourage them to reach consensus on
the necessary steps or activities required to keep a wind mill water pumping system well maintained. Explain that this list of activities/ steps will be useful during
the discussion of the roles and responsibilities of the key players

Facilitators’ notes
Wind Mill Water Pumping Systems
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The majority of wind mill water pumping systems are found in the North Eastern part of
the country, majorly for use by Karamoja pastoralists.
The O&M mandate for wind mill water pumping systems is being transferred to the Karamoja Umbrella Organization
Annex 5J : O&M of iron removal plants
Objective: By the end of the session the participants would have:
•

Understood O&M of iron removal plants.

Duration: 2hrs
Method: Lecture and practical training
Participants Caretaker and Hand Pump Mechanic
Materials:

Newsprint, Markers, sieves, pipe wrench
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Procedure:
•

Practical training with direct supervision while explaining procedures.

Facilitators’ notes
Iron filtration plants need to be part of O&M. there are two levels of maintenance
Level 1: The first level which needs to be carried out every 3 to 7 days is to make some
horizontal cuts in the filter media i.e. to cut through the iron bacteria. The depth of the cuts
do not need to be deep for the flow rates to significantly increase.
Level 2: The second level of maintenance is carried out every 1 to 3 months depending on
the inflow of iron concentration. It is more comprehensive. The best way to clean the filter
is to drain the filter using the drain plugs on both sides of the filter, then take the sand out
of the filter and wash out the sand using the outflow directly from the hand pump.
Note
•

The sieves necessary for maintenance must be specifically used for maintenance
of the iron filter and nothing else

•

A pipe wrench is needed to disconnect the inflow pipe from the borehole outlet.

Annex 5K: Women’s involvement in the O&M of the water system [hand pump]
Objective:
To help women become aware of O&M needs of the hand pump in their community, and
encourage them to identify which maintenance activities they are willing and able to take
on themselves.
Time: ½ hr
Materials: Pictures of:
a) Collecting money for pump repair
b) WSC educating village women about the cleanliness of the pump area
c) Cleaning the pump site
d) Repairing the pump
e) Digging the channel to drain waste water
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f) Preventing water stagnation by planting banana trees and growing vegetables
Procedure:
1. Begin by opening a discussion of who is involved in the current maintenance
system (local handpump Mechanics, water committee members, and so forth).
Most of the people they name will likely be men
2. Shift the discussion around the nature of maintenance and reliability, such as
frequency of breakdowns, who reports the breakdown to whom, number of days
taken to repair the system, who actually does the repair, who is inconvenienced by
delay in repair, what causes the delay, and what costs are involved
3. Next, hand out the picture of different maintenance tasks being performed by
women and men. Ask the group to study each picture carefully, analyse the relative
involvement in terms of time, labour, costs or mobility
4. Then ask the participants to sort the pictures into 3 copies: (a) tasks for which they
are willing and able to assume responsibility (b) tasks which they believe should
be done by men, and (c) those that can be done jointly.
From this analysis, the role of women in the maintenance process will emerge, followed
by what role women are willing to play in maintenance in the future.

CHAPTER 5
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Figure 26:
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Women’s involvement in O&M
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Annex 5L: Training in O&M of public latrines : Sanitation Management
Objective:
•

Enable the participants identify the importance and requirements for maintaining
public sanitation facilities

•

Enable the participants identify methods of promoting sanitation and hygiene
maintenance

Time:

1 hour & 30 minutes

Materials: Story with a Gap (SWAG) for Sanitation
Method: Group/Plenary discussion
Participants:
•

Public Latrine Management Committee

•

LC 1 Executives

Procedure:
1. Invite the participants to form groups.
2. Let one group identify the importance and requirements for O&M of sanitation
facilities using the SWAG tool.
3. Let the second group identify the methods of promoting sanitation and hygiene.
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4. Let each group make presentations in plenary.
Output:
•

Trained committees and caretakers

•

Action plan for O&M
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Annex 5M: Certificate of Commissioning
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Annex 5N: Preventive maintenance agreement form
HANDPUMP PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made on _________________ 20____
Between
_________________________
Water
Sanitation
Committee,
_________________________ Sub-county, _______________________ District
(hereinafter referred to as WSC)
And Mr./Mrs./Ms. ____________________

(hereinafter referred to as HPM)

Whereby the HPM will provide preventive maintenance service for hand pump
No.__________ at _____________________ Village, expected to start on
________________________.
1.
The work programme for half yearly preventive maintenance will be as
follows:Date
Type of Service
(i)

...................……

..............................................................

(ii) ...................……

..............................................................

(iii) ...................……

..............................................................

(iv) ...................……

..............................................................

The duration of the contract is for 01 years, renewable.

3.

The HPM will be paid a fee of:-
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2.

Ushs_______________ for minor service; and
Ushs_______________ for major service.
The fee will be reviewed after every one year service.
The above fee does not include costs of spare parts.
4.

Payment:

Payment will be made upon the HPM’s completion of each half yearly service. The
HPM shall provide the WSC with a detailed invoice together with a list of any spare
parts removed.
5.

Minor Service:

The following schedule of maintenance is recommended for the HPM to carry out with
caretakers once every six months.
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Examine the pump carefully and check:• if the handpump and the surrounding area are clean.
• if the handpump drainage is working properly.
• for insufficient lubrication.
• for loose bolts, nuts, etc.
• that all nuts, bolts and washers are in position.
• that water discharge is satisfactory.
• if handle is shaky.
• if guide bush has excessively worn out.
• if chain has worn out.
• if chain guide has worn out.
Any faults found should be reported to the WSC so that repairs are carried out.
6.

Major Service:

The following schedule of maintenance is drawn out and recommended for the
HPM to carry out once a year.
A.
•
•
•
•
•
B.
•
•
C.
7.

Pull out rods and insides of pump cylinder.
Check condition of rods and centralisers
Check condition of water tank and riser pipe holder
Pull out plunger, check valve assemblies and replace
pump buckets, upper and lower rubber seatings and ‘O’ ring.
Reinstall the plunger and rods.
Examine platform and Soak away.
Check for cracks in platform and, if present, recommend repairs.
Check that Soak-away is working and, if not, recommend repairs.
The full schedule of minor service (see no. 5 above).

Other conditions:

The WSC may contract any other HPM outside the Sub County in case of bleach of
contract by the HPM, for example by overcharging.
Similarly the HPM may not continue to abide by the terms of the agreement in case
the WSC fails to pay for the services as agreed in the contract.
If both parties agree with the terms of this agreement please fill in and sign three
copies (WSC, HPM, District).
Name:..................................

Name:….............................………..

Signature ..............................

Signature: ..........................…...............

Chairperson, WSC		
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Hand Pump Mechanic
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Annex 5P: Scheme Attendant Preventive Maintenance Agreement

SCHEME ATTENDANT PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made on _________________ 20____
Between
_________________________
Central
GFS
Committee,
_________________________ Sub-county, _______________________ District
(hereinafter referred to as Central GFS Committee)
And Mr./Ms./Mrs. ___________________ (hereinafter referred to as Scheme
Attendant)
Whereby the Scheme Attendant will provide preventive maintenance service for the
Scheme No.__________ at _____________________ Village, expected to start on
__________________.
1.
The work programme for monthly and half yearly preventive maintenance
will be as follows:Date
Type of Service
(i) ................…… ..................................................................
(ii) ...................…… ..............................................................
(iii) ...................…… ..............................................................
(iv) ...................…… ..............................................................
The duration of the contract is for 1 year renewable.

3.

The Scheme Attendant will be paid a fee of:-
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Ush._______________ for monthly checks/repairs; and
Ushs._______________ Six months checks/repairs.
The fee will be reviewed after every one year of service.
The above fee does not include costs of spare parts.
4.

Payment:

Payment will be made upon the Scheme Attendant’s completion of each monthly
and half yearly service. The HPM shall provide the Central Gravity Flow Scheme
Committee with a detailed invoice together with a list of any spare parts removed.
5.

Monthly and Six Month Preventive Maintenance:

The following schedule of maintenance is recommended for the Scheme Attendant to
carry out. Examine the Scheme carefully and check:-
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NO
a

b

c

d
e

f

ACTIVITY
WHERE
• Check on construction work, Sedimentation
leaks inlet, outlet, overflow, tank
washout and control valves
• Clean the drain tank and surrounding tank.

WHEN
• Once a month

•

Pipeline

Once a month

Washout

Once a month

Air valve

Once a month

Reservoir tank

Once in six
months

Valve box

Once in six
months

Check on leaks, line marks
joints of branch lines and
erosion
• Clear trees on the line
• Check for leaks and also
check on functionality of
valves
• Clean the open valves and
the drainage of the washout
• Check for leaks and the functionality of valves
• Clean the open valves
• Check on construction work
and for leaks.
• Examine outlet flow, wash
out and control valves
• Check on the volume of the
yield and water quality
Check on functionality of valves

•

Once a month

Any faults found should be reported to the Central GFS Committee so that repairs
are carried out.
6.

Other conditions:

The Central GFS Committee may contract any other Scheme Attendant outside the
Sub-County in case of breach of contract by Scheme Attendant, for example by
overcharging.
Similarly the Scheme Attendant may not continue to abide by the terms of the
agreement in case the Central GFS Committee fails to pay for the services as agreed
in the contract.
If both parties agree with the terms of this agreement please fill in and sign three
copies (Central GFS Committee, Scheme Attendant, District).
Name:...................................……...

Name:.............................………...

Signature: ........................…....

Signature: .....................…...............

Chairperson, Central GFS Committee		
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Scheme Attendant

CHAPTER 6

POST-CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Conducting regular WSC/VTUC meetings
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the activities aimed at promoting continuous O&M of WASH
facilities, and behaviour change. After construction is completed, operation and
maintenance becomes the responsibility of communities who have received the
necessary training. However, communities will require continued and on-going
external support so that the impact of water supply and sanitation interventions and their
sustainability is maintained over time. In addition, the support will also help to sustain
hygiene behaviour improvements.
The role of the extension worker during this phase is to follow up, monitor and provide
back up support to communities. This is aimed at identifying progress of implementation,
challenges and advise communities and WSCs/VTUCs on the best remedial actions.
Activities to be undertaken in this phase are:
a. Monitoring to see that the community is performing its roles
b. Monitoring to see that the WSC/VTUC is performing its roles
c. Water quality surveillance and assurance
d. Conducting quarterly Extension Workers meetings
e. Facilitating reactivation of WSC/VTUC
6.2 Post construction support (monitoring) to the community
Facilitators notes:
Duration: 1 day
The Facilitator should refer to the community action plans and O&M plan as a benchmark
for monitoring purposes. Annex 6A provides the monitoring checklist. To examine
progress the Extension Worker should check to see:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Are the activities carried out as required/planned for?
Are they implemented correctly (quality wise)?
Are they within the time schedule?
If not, then why?
Any new innovations done by the community to mitigate challenges
Facilitate the community to re-plan actions to undertake to improve the situation.

The following issues should be put into consideration as crosscutting issues whilst
monitoring:
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Crosscutting issue

Issues to focus on

Gender

Training: Both Women and men trained as Caretakers &
Technicians
Monitoring and Evaluation:
•
•
•
•

Women and men participate in monitoring and evaluation
of water and sanitation activities including O&M
Assess impact of women’s time spent fetching water
Impact on energy saved when water points are nearer to
home
Impact on time and resources saved when children are less
ill

Out of school children

•

Encouraging the children to visit each other’s’ homes to
check on hygiene, sanitation and the general environment

HIV/AIDS

•

Make careful consideration on charges for O&M
contributions for families affected by HIV/AIDS so that
they are able to afford water and sanitation services.
Continuously sensitise PLWHA and affected communities
on the importance of proper hygiene and sanitation e.g.
hand washing at the three critical times, proper maintenance
and use of latrines and safe food handling practices

•

Climate change adaptation
and mitigation
Environment

•

Monitor climate change and variability prone areas and
how communities are mitigating and adapting to the climate change impacts (detail in Section 8.2 & 8.3)
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That the Caretaker is:
• Showing the users how to use the water source properly,
• Maintaining the fence around the pump,
• Keeping the area around the water point clean,
• Undertaking environmental protection measures, such as
planting high water absorbing plants at the end of the drainage channel, protection of the water catchment and ensuring that users do not pollute the water point,
• Promote hygienic handling of water by using clean containers among users,
• Monitoring the water yield
To effectively monitor the environment aspects, the Extension
Worker should use the Environmental Monitoring Template for
Water and Sanitation

Integration of human
rights

•

Vulnerable groups are not excluded from enjoying WASH
services due to physical, economic, social aspects

The Extension Worker will identify by probing whether the activities are progressing
or not started at all. Identify who is responsible, why the activities are not being carried
out, what can be done, what is needed to facilitate progress. This is done through
consultations with the people responsible (as stated in the work plan), community leaders
and the community themselves.
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Discuss with the people concerned how to solve the problem. The community knows
what they need. The Extension Worker’s responsibility is to guide and assist them,
provide knowledge and facilitate to solve the problem.
After discussion, it will be assumed that people concerned are ready to solve the problem/
constraints. The guidance here will be to assist in drawing up a workplan to solve the
problem (which can be solved at their level) hindering the implementation of planned
activities.
Even where tremendous success has been registered, the Extension Worker should
establish factors facilitating such successes /innovations.
Remember follow-up is a continuous process. The activity already followed up on may
need another follow up.
A range of typical areas of support and associated roles of the Extension Worker is given
in Table 1 below:
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Technical

Assist in
design,
maintenance,
repairs

O&M training
of caretakers
; WSC/
VTUC; HPMs
or Scheme
Operators

Monitoring
O&M status
of facilities
(by visiting
the water /
sanitation
facility)

Advise
on private
companies that
can provide
reliable
services

Areas of support/
roles and
responsibilities

Technical assistance

Re-fresher training

Monitoring and
information collection

External coordination
and facilitation
Organise
community
fundraising events

Monitoring
financial
management of
WSCs/VTUCs

Training book
keepers and WSC/
VTUC treasurers

Assist in budgets,
accounting and
setting user fees

Administrative
and financial

Assist with
legal status of
community
organisations

Monitoring
the WSC
implementation
of rules and
regulations
governing the
water point &
compliance with
land agreement

Training
Sub County
authorities,
SCWSSB and
systems

Advise on
legal issues
including rules
and regulations,
norms and
standards

Legal

Table 1: Areas of support and associated roles of Extension Workers
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Encourage and
increase the
confidence of the
WSC/VTUC

Monitoring
the status and
performance of the
WSC/VTUC

Re-training
WSC/VTUC in
management,
planning and
running meetings

Conflict
management
&resolution; reelection; revitalise
WSC/VTUC

Organisation and
management

Seek specific
advice
on health
concerns

Collecting
information
on sanitation
& hygiene
practices
(household
visits)

Hygiene
promotion
training

Provide
guidelines
and standards
in latrine
construction

Sanitation
and health

Connect the
community with
the forestry &
environment
department to plant
appropriate tree
species around water
sources

Collecting
information on
household solid
waste disposal

Re-training in
environment
and catchment
protection; climate
change adaptation
and mitigation
measures

Advise on
environment
protection;
catchment protection
and reforestation

Environment

Connect
community with
organisations that
provide HIV/
AIDS services;
assistance to
elderly and other
vulnerable groups

Collect
information on
involvement of
women, PWDs,
children , elderly
and HIV/AIDS
mainstreaming

All refresher
training to include
crosscutting issues

Advise on how to
involve women,
elderly, children,
PWDs and those
affected by HIV/
AIDS

Gender and
vulnerable
groups

Points to note:
• Remedial actions should be done whenever they are required and records kept at
all stages.
• The preventive maintenance schedules for the different technological options are
presented in Annex 5N and 5P
• Tools for WSC /VTUC re-fresher training are presented in Annexes in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5
6.3 Water quality surveillance and assurance
The Extension Worker should:
• Coordinate with the district to conduct monthly water quality testing
• Provide timely feedback to the community
• Discuss with the community any appropriate remedial measures e.g. water treatment
(refer to Technology Development Handbook), environmental protection around
the water source (Section 8.3) and /or conduct a sanitary survey (Annex 6C).
6.4 Quarterly Extension Workers’ Meetings
Introduction:
Sub-county Extension Workers must prepare timely reports on software and hardware
activities implemented during a particular reporting period (format in Annex 6B). After the
reports have been prepared, they must be presented during Extension Workers’ quarterly
meetings organized by the District Water Office and copies submitted to the respective
departmental heads. (Refer to Section 10.5 on how to conduct effective meetings). The
meeting will be chaired by the Chief Administrative Officer.
Objectives of the quarterly meetings:
•
•
•
•
•

To review progress for water supply and sanitation activities
To share experiences and best practices during the implementation of WASH
activities
To identify implementation challenges and devise strategies for addressing them
To recognize achievers (this could be an individual Extension Worker who has
performed well or a Sub County)
To set new targets for Extension Workers

Duration: 1 Day
Tools/resources: Masking Tape, Newsprint, markers and Extension Workers’ reporting
form
Participants: Extension Workers (ACDO & HA), Engineering Assistants, District
Community Development Officer, Assistant District Health Officer- Environmental
Health, District Education Officer, District Water Officer HPM representative, Borehole
Maintenance Technicians Representative
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Program:
SN

Activity

Methodology

Time

Responsible

1.

Brief from the District
Staff on the
Water Supply and
Sanitation program

Mini Lecture

30 minutes

DWO

2.

Progress reports,
implementation
challenges and
recommendations

Presentation

2hrs

CDOs/Health

Sharing

Discussions

3.

of Best

Assistants, Engineering
Assistant
1hr

Operational Practices
4.

CDOs/Health
Assistants, Engineering
Assistant

Strategies for
addressing
implementation
challenges

Plenary
Discussion

5.

Recognition of
achievers

Plenary
discussion

6.

Way Forward

1hr

DWO, ADHOEnvironmental Health,
CDOs,
HAs and Engineering
Assistant

20 min

DWO

20mins

DWO/DHI

Expected outputs:
•
•
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•

Software implementation status reports
Documented best operation practices on software e.g. functional WSCs,
innovations on community management and sanitation improvement, gender
mainstreaming, etc.
New targets for Extension Workers
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Annex to Chapter 6
Annex 6A: CHECKLIST FOR POST CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW UP
Annex 6A (1): Checklist for competence of WSC/VTUC
Checklist
Records and book-keeping of WSC
•
•
•
•

Up-to-date records of user list
Up-to-date records of minutes of WSC meetings
Up-to-date records of WSC and community
meetings
Up-to-date records of O&M plan

Functional water facility
Up-dated lists on household visits indicating hygiene
and sanitation facilities
Community meetings held and decisions taken
Leaders promoting water and sanitation through active
participation evidenced by minutes
Community members aware of financial position of
WSC/VTUC accounting
Community members pleased with WSC/VTUC
Re-election, introduction and on-the-job training
recorded as carried out in minutes.
O&M aspects
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water point fenced
Environment clean
Soak pit well maintained
Periodic maintenance of handpump
Spring retention wall not cracked
Spring steps not cracked

Mechanism for regular collection of user fees in place

Mechanism for regular collection of user fees in
used
Water users pay their user fees in time ( in remarks percentage of those who pay)
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Yes

No

Remarks

Annex 6A (2): Checklist for competence of communities
Checklist

Yes

No

Remarks

Community members conversant with policies
etc. evidenced from follow up visits. Community
participates in decisions evidenced from the monitoring
form “who decided what”?
Motivation reflected in participation in community
meetings (number and activity)
Awareness reflected in adoption of hygiene and
sanitation facilities recorded through household visits.

Annex 6A (3): Checklist for functionality of water facilities
Checklist

Remarks

Average breakdown time during rainy and dry
seasons respectively.
Caretakers records on flow per minute (filling of
a jerrican of 20 litre)
Proportion of households paying for their water
use and money available for O&M.
Records on O&M and spare parts purchased
Private sector spare parts bought and private
technicians contracted

Annex 6A (4): CHECKLIST FOR HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE AND
SANITATION
Checklist

Yes

No

Remarks

CHAPTER 6

Latrines and their cleanliness
Cleanliness of area surrounding latrine
Is latrine free of unpleasant odours and flies
Is area around latrine free from surface water
Existence of hand washing facilities
Storage of water in the home
•
or
•

Raised platform, covered container separate
scoop
Clean covered jerrycan

Maintenance of a safe water chain from source to
mouth
Clean homesteads free from excreta and rubbish
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Rubbish pits or rubbish spread in gardens as manure
Bath shelters
Proper drainage from bath shelters
Drying racks for household utensils.
Cloth drying line
Animal shelter

Annex 6B: SUB-COUNTY EXTENSION STAFF QUARTERLY PROGRESS
REPORT
District: …………………………

Sub-county .......................................

Reporting Period:..............................................
Name(s): ……………………………... Designation …………………………………
1) Meetings held
Type of
meeting

No. of
meetings
planned

No. of
meetings
held

Attendance by
gender

Key Issues
Discussed

Action
agreed

Village
advocacy
meetings

2) Water and Sanitation Committees formed
Parish

Village

WSC Formed
(name)

Gender

Planned

M

Formed

F

At least one
Remarks
woman holding
key position
Y
N

3) Water and Sanitation Committees trained
Parish

Village

WSC Trained (name)

Gender

Planned

M

Trained

4) Old Water sources that were followed up
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F

At least one woman
holding key position
Y
N

Parish

Village

Name of
Water
source
Visited

Water
Source
Functional
(Y/N)
Y

N

WSC
Functional
(Y/N)
Y

N

At least
one
woman
in key
position
Y
N

Remarks

5) Non-functional WSC that were followed up and reactivated
(replaced and/or retrained)
Parish

Village

Gender

WSC

At
least
one woman
holding key
position

F

Replaced

M

Y

Remarks

N

Retrained

Totals

6) Household Hygiene and Sanitation Status
Sub County ………….. Parish…………Village ……………..
No. of
households
visited

No.of
households
with latrines

No.of
Latrines
with firm
floor

No.of
Latrine
with super
structure

No.of
No.of
Latrine Latrine
with roof with
shutter

No.of
Latrine
with
HWF

No.of
HWF
with
soap

%

CHAPTER 6

7) Overall functionality of WSC
………… Sub County water point functionality status for ……..
Quarter FY ………….
Number of functional water Number of un- functional
points
water points
%

8) Next quarter action plan
………… Sub County action plan for ……..quarter FY …..

Objective

Activity

Time
frame

Output

Key person
responsible

Resources
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Annex 6C: SANITARY INSPECTION CHECKLIST AS ADOPTED FROM
WHO GUIDELINES TO DRINKING WATER QUALITY
Annex 6C (1): TUBEWELL WITH HAND-PUMP

1. General information:
Health centre.........................................................................
				
Village..................................................................................
2. Code no. ………………….. Address...............................................................................
3. Water authority/community representative signature.......................................................
4. Date of visit......................................
5. Water sample taken? ............ Sample no. ......... Thermotolerant coliform grade.........
Specific diagnostic information for assessment Risk
1. Is there a latrine within 10 m of the hand-pump? 					

Y/N

2. Is the nearest latrine on higher ground than the hand-pump? 				

Y/N

3. Is there any other source of pollution (e.g. animal excreta, rubbish, and surface water?)
within 10m of the hand-pump?								
Y/N
4. Is the drainage poor, causing stagnant water within 2m of the hand-pump? 		

Y/N

5. Is the hand-pump drainage channel faulty? Is it broken, permitting ponding?
Does it need cleaning? 									

Y/N

6. Is the fencing around the hand-pump inadequate, allowing animals in? 			

Y/N

7. Is the concrete floor less than 1m wide all around the hand-pump? 			

Y/N

8. Is there any ponding on the concrete floor around the hand-pump? 			

Y/N

9. Are there any cracks in the concrete floor around the hand-pump which could permit
water to enter the well?									

Y/N

10. Is the hand-pump loose at the point of attachment to the base so that water could enter
the casing?											
							

Y/N

Total score of risks.................... /10

Contamination risk score: 9–10 = very high; 6–8 = high; 3–5 = intermediate; 0–2 = low
Results and recommendations
The following important points of risk were noted: ................................. (List Nos. 1–10) and
the authority advised on remedial action.

Signature of Sanitarian.........................................
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Annex 6C (2): TUBEWELL WITH HAND-PUMP

1. General information:

Health centre.................................................................................

: 				

Village...........................................................................................

2. Code no. ………………….. Address.......................................................................................
3. Water authority/community representative signature...............................................................
4. Date of visit......................................
5. Water sample taken? ............ Sample no. ......... Thermotolerant coliform grade......................
Specific diagnostic information for assessment Risk
1. Is there a latrine or sewer within 15–20 m of the pump-house? 				

Y/N

2. Is the nearest latrine a pit latrine that percolates to soil, i.e. un-sewered? 		

Y/N

3. Is there any other source of pollution (e.g. animal excreta, rubbish, and surface water)
within 10 m of the borehole?								

Y/N

4. Is there an uncapped well within 15–20 m of the borehole? 				

Y/N

5. Is the drainage area around the pump-house faulty? Is it broken, permitting ponding
and/or leakage to ground?								

Y/N

6. Is the fencing around the installation damaged in any way which would permit any unauthorized entry or allow animals access?							
Y/N
Y/N

8. Is the well seal unsanitary? 								

Y/N

9. Is the chlorination functioning properly? 							

Y/N

10. Is chlorine present at the sampling tap? 							

Y/N

Total score of risks.................... /10
Contamination risk score: 9–10 5 very high; 6–8 5 high; 3–5 5 intermediate; 0–2 5 low
Results and recommendations
The following important points of risk were noted: ................................. (List Nos. 1–10) and
the authority advised on remedial action.

Signature of Sanitarian .........................................
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7. Is the floor of the pump house permeable to water? 					

Annex 6C (3): SURFACE SOURCE AND ABSTRACTION
1. General information:

Health centre.........................................................................

				

Village..................................................................................

2. Code no.—			

Address.................................................................................

3. Water authority/community representative Signature......................................................
4. Date of visit......................................
5. Water sample taken? ....... Sample no. ......... Thermotolerant coliform gra
de....................................

Specific diagnostic information for assessment Risk
1. Is there any human habitation upstream, polluting the source? 				

Y/N

2. Are there any farm animals upstream, polluting the source? 				

Y/N

3. Is there any crop production or industrial pollution upstream? 				

Y/N

4. Is there a risk of landslide or mudflow (causing deforestation) in the catchment area? Y/N
5. Is the intake installation unfenced? 							

Y/N

6. Is the intake unscreened? 									

Y/N

7. Does the abstraction point lack a minimum-head device (weir or dam) to ensure
minimum head of water)?									

Y/N

8. Does the system require a sand or gravel filter? 						

Y/N

9. If there is a filter, is it functioning badly? 						

Y/N

10. Is the flow uncontrolled? 									

Y/N

Total score of risks.................... /10
Contamination risk score: 9–10 = very high; 6–8 = high; 3–5 = intermediate; 0–2 = low

Results and recommendations
The following important points of risk were noted: ................................. (List Nos. 1–10)
and the authority advised on remedial action.

Signature of Sanitarian.........................................
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CHAPTER 7

WATER AND SANITATION
ACTIVITIES DURING
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
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7.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with water supply and sanitation provision during emergency and
other special situations in order to protect public health. Even during emergencies it is
important to put people at the centre of any action affecting their lives.
7.2 Emergency Sanitation
Introduction
Indiscriminate disposal of human excreta is normally the initial health hazard in refugee
camps. When a large group of people are excreting indiscriminately, it is necessary, first
of all, to protect the food chain and water supplies from contamination. This brief outlines
ways in which sanitation related hazards can be controlled temporarily while long-term
solutions are devised.
7.2.1 Sanitation options
Immediate measures
The technical options for emergency excreta disposal are limited and simple. If they are
to work, however they must be managed well and be understood and supported by the
community. The immediate tasks at the new camp include:
• Obtaining the services of a good translator and consulting with all interested parties
including representatives of the refugees, aid agencies and Government officials.
• Surveying the sites to gather information on existing sanitation facilities (if any),
the site lay out, population clusters, topography, ground conditions and available
construction materials.
• Preventing defecation in areas likely to contaminate the food chain or water supplies
• Selecting areas where defecation may safely be allowed
• Preventing defecation in certain areas
In order to protect the food chain and water supplies from contamination, people should
be stopped from defecating on:
• The banks of rivers, streams, or ponds, which may be used by the water source.
If water is to be abstracted from shallow wells, then it is important to ensure that
these wells are situated upstream of the defecation areas;
Or
Agricultural land planted with crops, particularly if the crops are to be handled or
harvested for human consumption
Keeping people away from such areas may not be easy, particularly where traditional
habits make such practices common. It may be necessary to construct a physical barrier,
such as a fence, which may need patrolling. Immediate measures to control indiscriminate
defecation should not be solely negative, therefore it is much better to also designate areas
where defecation is allowed.
•

Available public sanitation facilities
Every effort should be made to allow people to use the existing latrines/toilets. Where
necessary, public facilities may need to be provided by allowing access to schools or
community centres, or by setting up temporary public toilets.
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Defecation/ excretion fields
Defecation/excretion field are used in the absence of public sanitation facilities. These
are used for the first two to three days when a huge number of people need immediate
facilities
These are areas with fixed boundaries within which defecation is permitted. The use of
these fields localizes pollution and makes the management and the cleaning of the site
easier. Defecation fields should be organized as follows:
•

Located carefully so that they are easily reached by the community but do not
pollute water supplies or source of food.

•

There should be a number of fields at roughly equal intervals over the site area.
This will reduce the walking distance for most users and allow for flexibility of
operation and separation of sexes.

•

Be as large as possible but not be open for use all at once. It is better to divide the
field into strips so that a different strip can be used each day. The area of the field
farthest from the community should be used first, so that people do not have to
walk across contaminated ground to reach the designated area.

Intermediate measures for sanitation
The intermediate phase can run up to two months. In the early days it is not possible to
provide each family with a pit latrine so trench latrines should be constructed. A trench
latrine is a rectangular hole in the ground (Figure 27). Refer to the detailed design in the
Technology Development Handbook.
Figure 27:

Trench Latrine for emergency areas
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The lifespan of trench latrines is not long. Their purpose is to allow for latrines to be built.
Management of the trench latrine:
•

A trench latrine system is very labour-intensive and requires constant supervision.

•

Contents of the latrine must be covered every day, and the latrine cleaned every
day.

•

Each week the contents of the trench are covered by 100 to 150mm deep layer of
soil. This will reduce the smell and prevent flies from breeding.

•

When the trench has risen to within 300mm of the surface, the trench is filled and
the latrine is closed.

•

New ones must be constructed once the old one is filled in.

A poorly maintained trench latrine will quickly become offensive to the community and
will not be used.
The trench latrine can be complemented by plastic mobile toilets which are procured from
the open market.
Long-term solutions for sanitation
Long term solutions are made as soon as it become obvious that the community is likely
to remain disrupted for a long time. These are latrines as described in the Technology
Development Handbook and some are depicted in Section 9.5.1.
7.2.2 Community mobilisation for sanitation
Introduction:
The safe disposal of excreta in refugee camps is primarily the result of good supervision
and management, and this can only be achieved with the full cooperation of the
community. It is essential therefore that the community is fully consulted at all times and
that their views are considered and their suggestions implemented. Problems may arise as
immediate sanitation measures usually conflict with personal habits and social customs,
but strict control measures at the outset, when people are still disoriented, will help them
to become accustomed to new ideas and methods. Later the supervision of the excretion
fields and the policing of protected areas can easily be done by the community itself.
The co-operation of the community will only be gained and retained if it is kept fully
informed of what is being done, where and why. Information is communicated best
through group meetings and personal contact.
Approaches: the following approaches should be used to promote sanitation.
a. Group meetings:
In the early stages the community is usually too tired and confused to contribute to the
proposals, but this stage quickly passes and soon the community will start to take a lively
interest in the surroundings. The Extension Worker should:
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•

Advise the community about what is proposed

•

How the systems will operate and

•

Why they operate that way

•

Why they are important

•

Give the community an opportunity to question and advise on what is being
proposed.

•

Include as many of their views as possible.

b. Individual contact:
Group meetings are effective at passing on general information, but there is a possibility
that some sections of the community will not be reached and these meetings are not
appropriate for dealing with individual problems. For these situations personal contact is
more appropriate. For example improving hygiene awareness particularly among mothers
is usually better achieved on a one to one basis or within very small groups. Such education
is long term and slow, but it should be started as soon as possible since it is often easier to
establish new behavior patterns in a community before it becomes established.
c. Labour:
The day to day operation of latrines and programs of education require substantial labour.
While key management posts are likely to be provided from outside the area, much of the
initial routine work can be done by the community. In most cases the community is only
too willing to help since it gives people something to do, prestige and possibly a source
of income.
Objective: to organize community management of WASH facilities
Approach:
Community identifies persons to manage the latrines

•

Extension Agency motivates latrine supervisor with stipend, uniform and
protective clothing or installing special bathing facilities for supervisors

•

Extension Agency trains Health Educators in their roles

•

Extension Agency provides regular support supervision and technical assistance
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7.3 Emergency Water Supply
As well as food, shelter and medical aid, providing clean water is usually one of the
highest priorities in case of an emergency. It should be considered alongside immediate
sanitation measures.
Responding to an emergency
An appropriate response to an emergency depends on whether the emergency affects
people where they live, such as in the case of an earthquake or flood, or whether the
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population is displaced as a result of other pressures such as famine or war. Although the
measures may differ, planning considerations for water supply are similar in all situations.
Planning what to do
There are several planning considerations. These questions must be considered as soon as
an emergency occurs.
• Demand assessments i.e. How much water is needed
•

Location and protection of water sources i.e. where are the nearest/most
convenient sources of water? How can they be protected?

•

Water treatment i.e. what is the level of water treatment required for use/
consumption? What methods are available for treatment?

•

Water distribution i.e. where will people collect water from?

•

Collection and storage i.e. How will the water be collected? How will it be stored
for domestic use?

It is also important to prioritise action. A phased action plan comprises:
•

Immediate measures (to sustain life):- 2.5 liters per person per day.

•

Intermediate measures (from about 2-6 weeks after the disaster, or the arrival of
refugees in a camp): 8-10 liters per person per day

•

Long-term solutions (from about 6 weeks) 15-20 liters per person per day

The actual duration of these phases is usually determined by three factors:
•

Accessibility of disaster area or refugee camp for local, national and international
assistance

•

The nature of the disaster and

•

The availability of water, materials, and skilled labour.

Location of water sources:
There are three types of water sources:
•
•
•
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Existing water sources - When disaster occurs where people live, it may be
possible to revive some or all of the existing water supplies.
Local water sources - Local sources of water in areas where refugees gather.
These may include shallow wells, boreholes, springs, streams, ponds or rainwater.
Distant water sources - Water will usually be available from existing communitieswhich may be some distance away from the disaster area or refugee camp. The
impact on these communities of an increase in the volume taken from a water
source must always be considered.
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This section emphasizes important issues that have to be deliberately mainstreamed in the
promotion of community development and management of WSS.
8.1 Mainstreaming HIV/AIDS in WASH Activities
HIV/AIDS is not a water-borne disease. However there are significant linkages between
HIV/AIDS and Water. These linkages hold serious long term implications for the
effective management of water resources and the provision of safe water to individuals
and communities. PLWHA have a compromised immune system thus a safe water chain
is very important to their health. Therefore: PLWHA require the following (Figure 28)
•

High quantities of water supply per day (average 20ltrs) and their caregivers to adhere
to improved hygiene approaches.

•

Safe drinking water for taking medication.

•

Spacious, easily accessible, user friendly and hygienic toilets to enable caregivers to
easily assist their patients in using the toilet.

•

Need to practice personal hygiene and hand washing to prevent spreading of disease.
Hand washing facilities must be accessible, provided with water and soap.

Water and sanitation activities may implicitly lead to HIV transmission. These are
•

The long distances travelled to water collection points and long hours spent where
there are few safe water sources expose women and children to rape and unplanned
sex hence leading to HIV/AIDS transmission.

•

The many days spent out of the family home during construction of water and
sanitation facilities expose water and sanitation service providers to the risk of HIV/
AIDS infection/transmission. At the time, the community is vulnerable because the
Contractor has money.

•

The lack of water during emergency situations or drought may lead to emergency
workers luring women and girls into sex in exchange for water, increasing their
vulnerability to HIV/AIDS.

The following can be done to reduce vulnerability to HIV/AIDS
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•

The Extension Worker should sensitise water and sanitation service providers and
beneficiary communities on the dangers of HIV/AIDS

•

Contractor should relate responsibly with the local community to reduce their
vulnerability to HIV/AIDS.

•

The Extension Worker should sensitise water and sanitation service providers and
beneficiary communities on how to avoid stigmatization of infected people, practice
positive living and how to access other care and support services

•

Provide adequate safe water sources nearer to the community

•

Provide HIV/AIDS prevention materials such as condoms and IEC materials

•

Make careful consideration on charges for O&M contributions for families affected
by HIV/AIDS so that they are able to afford water and sanitation services
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WASH requirement for People Living with HIV/Aids
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8.2 Mainstreaming environment in WASH activities
Mainstreaming environmental issues during the planning and implementation of water
and sanitation services, especially the potential environmental impacts and how they can
be mitigated, is very critical for sustainability.
Environmental impact and mitigation measures
When planning for construction of a water point, location should be at least 50 metres
from a pit latrine, existing graveyards and kraals. For up-hill pit latrines, the distance
should be at least 80 metres. Water points should not be sited in road reserves.
Table 2 below also describes what can be done to address adverse environmental impacts
related to water and sanitation developments. The Extension Worker will ensure that
these activities are implemented as part of the tasks of the various stakeholders involved.
Table 2: Environmental Impact and mitigation measures
Activity/ Technology

Impact The activity or technology
may have

Mitigation Note: Mitigations apply to
specified project phase: planning and design
(P&D), construction (C), or operation and
maintenance (O&M).

General
Soak ways and drains

•

Cause erosion (O&M); Alter
the natural flow of rainwater
runoff (O&M); Create pools of
stagnant water (O&M)

•

Use riprap (cobbled stone), gravel or
concrete as needed to prevent erosion of
drainage structures (P&D) (C); Monitor
and sensitise communities to keep drains
and soak ways clear (O&M)

•

Contaminate water with human
pathogens (O&M)

•

Include focus on proper use and
maintenance of the improvement as
part of behavior change and education
program (P&D); Construct spigot or
similar system that prevents people from
touching impounded water with their
hands or mouths (P&D) (C);

•

Contaminate water with animal
manure

•

Use fencing or equivalent that will
keep livestock from grazing uphill
or up gradient of the water supply
improvement (P&D), (C)

•

Create pools of stagnant water
(O&M)

•

Do not allow animals to drink directly
from the water source (O&M); Monitor
drains and soak ways and keep
them clear of debris (see entry on soak
ways and drains above for more detail)
(O&M);

•

Exhaust water supply (not
applicable to improved springs
or hand-dug wells) (O&M)

•

Monitor and repair leaks from cracked
containment structures, broken pipes,
faulty valves and similar structures
(O&M); Put in place a system for
regulating use, such as a local warden
or appropriate pricing (P&D); Give the
community training in operating the
improvement (P&D) (O&M) Monitor
water levels in wells or impoundment
structures to detect overdrawing (O&M)

Water Supply Improvements
Hand-dug wells, seasonal
ponds, improved springs,
ground-level catchment and
similar structures
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Activity/ Technology

Impact The activity or technology
may have

Wells

•

Contaminate water with
nutrients and bacteria from
animal waste (O&M)

•

Do not let animals graze or be watered
up-gradient from wellhead (P&D)
(O&M)

•

Create pools of stagnant water
(O&M)

•

Monitor and repair leaks from cracked
containment structures, broken pipes,
faulty valves and similar structures
(O&M)

•

Create pools of stagnant water
(O&M) (This problem can be
more severe when water table
is high, clay soils are present,
or population/tap density is
high)

•

Ensure that spilled water and rainwater
drain to a soak way or equivalent
structure and do not accumulate and
create stagnant standing water (C);
Monitor and repair leaks from cracked
containment structures, broken pipes,
faulty valves and similar structures

•

Cutting of trees for latrine
construction results in
deforestation

•

Sensitise communities to plant trees to
replace the trees that are cut for latrine
construction

•

Increase transmission of
vector-borne diseases (O)

•

Devote adequate attention to identifying
and addressing social barriers to using
latrine (P&D); Use the ventilated
improved pit latrine design that traps
insect vectors (P&D)

•

Contaminate groundwater
supply with pathogens (O);

•

Evaluate depth to water table, including
seasonal fluctuations and groundwater
hydrology. The size and composition
of the unsaturated zone determine
the residence time of effluent from
the latrine, which is the key factor in
removal and elimination of pathogens.
Pit latrines should not be installed
where the water table is shallow or
where the composition of the overlying
deposits make groundwater or an aquifer
vulnerable to contamination (P&D)

•

Contaminate water supplies,
damage water quality and/
or transmit disease at other
locations if waste is not
properly handled and treated
during or after servicing (O)

•

Ensure that a reliable system for safely
emptying latrines and transporting the
collected material off-site for treatment
is used. This should include use of a
small pit-emptying machine such as the
vacuum that relies on an engine-driven
vacuum pump. The Vacutug was tested
for UNCHS in low -income areas of
Nairobi, Kenya, and was found to give
workers much greater protection from
disease than conventional methods. See
Wegelin-Schuringa, Small Pit-Emptying
Machine: An Appropriate Solution in
Nairobi Slum, for more details) (O&M)

Stand pipes

Mitigation Note: Mitigations apply to
specified project phase: planning and design
(P&D), construction (C), or operation and
maintenance (O&M).

Sanitation Improvements
Pit latrine
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Activity/ Technology

Composting toilets

Dry Toilets
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Impact The activity or technology
may have

Mitigation Note: Mitigations apply to
specified project phase: planning and design
(P&D), construction (C), or operation and
maintenance (O&M).

•

Cause injury to people or
animals

•

Ensure that collected material is
adequately treated and not directly
applied to fields or otherwise disposed
of improperly (O&M); properly
decommission pit latrines. Do not leave
pits open. Fill in unused capacity with
rock or soil.

•

Increase transmission of
vector-borne diseases (O)

•

Maintain humidity of composting
material above 60% and supplement
excreta with generous quantities of
carboniferous material (dry leaves,
straw, etc). The pile should then remain
aerobic, odor-free and insect-free
(O&M).

•

Contaminate groundwater
supply with pathogens (O);

•

Construct sealed vaults to hold
composing material if using fixedbatch systems. If using movable-batch
systems check removable containers for
leaks before installing (O&M)

•

Cause disease transmission to
field workers and consumers of
agricultural products (O)

•

Test samples from active chamber and
mature after fallow period for Ascaris
eggs and fecal coliforms (O&M)

•

Allow sufficient residence time in
mature chamber. This may vary from 6
months in warm climates to 18 months
in cooler climates (O&M)

•

Ensure that the systems will be properly
operated and maintained so that the soil
amendment taken out after the treatment
period is truly sanitized (O&M)

•

Increase transmission of
vector-borne diseases (O)

•

Maintain humidity of composting
material above 20% and supplement
excreta with alkaline material (ashes
or lime). The pile should then remain
both odor free and insect free (O&M).
Generous applications of ashes will help
ensure that pathogens are destroyed.
pH is the most important factor for
sterilization (O&M)

•

Cause disease transmission to
field workers and consumers of
agricultural products (O)

•

Construct sealed vaults to hold
dehydrating and curing material (C)

•

Ensure that the systems will be properly
operated and maintained so that the soil
amendment taken out after the treatment
period is truly sanitized (O&M)

•

Test samples from active chamber and
mature after fallow period for Ascaris
eggs and fecal coliforms to assess level
of sterilization (O&M)

•

Allow sufficient residence time in
mature chamber. This may vary from 6
months in warm climates to 18 months
in cooler climates (O&M)
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8.3 Mainstreaming Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation Measures
Uganda is experiencing signs of climate change as exhibited by the current average
temperatures, rainfall and prolonged draughts. Therefore, the country is highly
vulnerable to climate change and variability. This coupled with poor land use practices
and catchment degradation have led to the following (Figure 29):
• Declining water levels
• Drying up of water sources
• Pollution of water resources
• Destruction of sanitation facilities
• Outbreaks of hygiene and sanitation diseases e.g. cholera and dysentery
However, climate change problems can be turned into opportunities by implementing
appropriate mitigation and adaptation measures (Figure 30) by mainstreaming of climate
change adaptation and mitigation into water supply and sanitation programs. These
measures are highlighted in Chapter 6 (Table 1) of the handbook.
Other measures include:
Prevention measures e.g. afforestation and wetland protection. Tree planting will
encourage precipitation and removal of carbon dioxide

•

Catchment area protection to prevent ground water contamination. The catchment
area is the area around the water source where rainfall naturally collects and feeds
into the source. The way the land is managed in the catchment area has an enormous
effect on the quality of water it provides. The community should fence the water point
to protect it from interference and contamination by animal and human activities.

•

Avoiding depletion of the water source through over pumping of the water resource

•

Proper siting of the water facility to avoid degradation
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Figure 29:
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Climate change effects on WASH
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Figure 30:

Mitigation measures for climate change
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8.4 Mainstreaming Human Rights Based Approaches in WASH
The importance of the right to water and sanitation in ensuring people’s wellbeing and
dignity is increasingly acknowledged by the Government of Uganda. These rights are
enshrined in the Constitution of the Republic of Uganda (1995) reflecting a political
and financial commitment to increasing access to safe and adequate water in the country.
Empowered local communities are also more aware of their rights than ever before.
The Extension Worker should promote integration of a Human Rights Based approach to
WASH service delivery by:
•
•
•
•
•

Guiding the Sub-county local government to integrate human rights aspects into plans
by ensuring equal participation in decision making of all people irrespective of social
class, ethnicity, vulnerability or gender.
Ensuring that WASH interventions respond to the needs of vulnerable and marginalized
groups in society
Empowerment of communities to demand for better service delivery from Sub-County
Local Governments and wider Government.
WASH technology designs are appropriate and inclusive for different categories of
users
Vulnerable groups are not excluded from enjoying WASH services due to physical,
economic, social aspects.

8.5
Mainstreaming Governance in WASH activities
Governance is about decision making and how this takes place in relation to public goods
and services. It also includes processes by which decisions are made and implemented to
ensure optimal services.
The Extension Worker should note that all those with a legitimate interest in the outcome
of a decision making process have a right to be involved. This includes all categories
of people within the community, Local Government and Civil Society. Therefore good
governance for WASH services requires participatory approaches agreeable to the
community.
To ensure good governance for sustainable WASH services, the Extension Worker should
facilitate/coordinate all relations, mechanisms, processes and institutions through which
stakeholders can mediate their interests, exercise their rights and obligations, make
decisions for service delivery and provision of services water governance is also about
who gets what water, when and how.
8.6
Mainstreaming Gender into WASH activities
Women generally carry the main responsibilities related to WASH and they are also the
ones who suffer the most if the water supply breaks down. They have therefore a strong
interest and commitment to improving the WASH situation. Women are often amongst
the best managers of water resources in their areas. They are also the main educators
of their children and would be able to teach them improved sanitary practices. They do
however often require additional knowledge, skills and resources to actually undertake
improvements in their situation. You as an Extension Worker have an important role to
play in enhancing the status of women in the management of WASH facilities.
The involvement of men, especially in the hygiene and sanitation activities is also
important for several reasons, one being that their understanding and support is needed
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for investments in sanitary facilities. The greater involvement of men will also reduce the
burden of women.
Some tools for integrating gender in water supply and sanitation development are included
as Annexes to Chapters in this Handbook.
Checklist for women involvement
Planning phase:
•
•
•

Women invited to community meeting on WASH (50% women and 50%men)
Women present in the meeting
Prioritization carried out separately for men and for women if there are different
priorities among women and men

Pre-construction phase:
• Women elected to WSC/VTUC
• Women holding Executive positions on the WSC
• Women participating actively in Committee discussions
• Etc
Training
• Women trained as Facilitators and Trainers at all levels
• Women selected and trained as Caretakers
• Women selected and trained as Technicians
• Women participate in planning the construction schedule
• Women participate in supervising the construction works
• Women participate in the commissioning of the facilities
Monitoring and evaluation
•
•
•
•

Community women participate in supervising of water and sanitation activities
including O&M
Impact on women’s time spent fetching water is assessed
Impact on energy spent carrying water
Impact on time spent attending children sick of sanitation related diseases
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Additional notes for
facilitators
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9.1 Hygiene and Sanitation promotion
9.1.1 Hygiene and Sanitation promotion in schools
Introduction:
Children are the most vulnerable to health hazards and subsequently are also affected the
most. This affects their ability to learn and therefore influence their prospective in life.
The school environment becomes unsafe for children due to: non-existent, insufficient,
poorly designed and /or poorly maintained water supply, sanitation and hand washing
facilities; which fail to cater for gender disaggregation and menstrual hygiene needs.
Justification for targeting school children:
Children are eager to learn - schools can stimulate and support positive behavioral
change in children

•

Children have and play important roles in the household chores related to hygiene

•

Depending on the culture, children may question existing practices in the
household and become agents of change within their families and communities

•

Children are future parents. What they learn at school is likely to be passed on to
their own children

•

Lack of facilities and poor hygiene affects both girls and boys. Although poor
sanitation and hygiene conditions at school have a stronger negative impact on
girls especially during their menstruation period hence contributing to school
dropout during puberty.
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What the Extension Worker can do
Although the responsibility for school sanitation lies with the school authorities, the
Extension Worker needs to work with the school authorities to promote hygiene and
sanitation in schools. This can be done by:
•

Organizing discussions with School Management Committees, Parent Teachers
Association and teachers to plan for water, hygiene and sanitation activities, and
appropriate facilities.

•

Promote establishment of School Health Clubs

•

Conducting hygiene and sanitation education among pupils

•

Promoting proper Menstrual Hygiene Management e.g. demystifying
menstruation amongst both boys and girls; promoting personal hygiene ; building
capacity in making re-usable sanitary pads where necessary and safe disposal of
used disposable sanitary pads

•

Promote the reward of good hygiene practices
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For more details on school hygiene and sanitation, refer to the Ministry of Education
and Sports Guidelines.
The Out of School Children
The out of school children must also be targeted for hygiene and sanitation education
activities during the community sensitization meetings. The Extension Worker should
ensure:
•

That the voices of children are heard - This can be done by having separate children
groups and thereafter having their representatives present to a bigger group during
plenary presentations and discussions

•

Participation in group activities e.g. community mapping, transect walks

•

That children are facilitated to compose poems and songs related to proper
hygiene and sanitation

•

Participation in formulating action plans for improving hygiene and sanitation of

Figure 31:
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Out of school children participating in hygiene and 		
Sanitation activities
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the village/community (Figure 28)
9.1.2 Hygiene and sanitation promotion in the community
Community hygiene and sanitation can be promoted through Community Led Total
Sanitation, and/or Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation. These are
elaborated below:
Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS):
This is an integrated participatory approach to achieving and sustaining an Open Defecation
Free (ODF) status. It entails the facilitation of the community’s analysis of their sanitation
profile, their defecation practices and the consequences, leading to collective action to
become ODF. CLTS concentrates on ending open defecation (OD) as a first significant
step and entry point to changing behavior.

•

Based on the principles of fear, shame and disgust.

•

Aimed at helping communities to stop open defecation.

•

Focused on igniting a change in sanitation behavior by the whole community
rather than promoting latrine construction. It does this through a process of social
awakening stimulated by facilitators.

•

Enables people to do their own sanitation profile through appraisal, observation
and analysis of their practices of OD and its effects. This ignites feelings of
shame and disgust, and often a desire to stop OD and clean up their villages
and neighborhood. The approach does not involve any subsidies and does not
recommend latrine designs/models.
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CLTS is:

Total sanitation includes a range of behaviors such as:
•

Stopping all open defecation

•

Use of a hygienic latrine

•

Hand washing with soap at critical times,

•

Proper food and water handling in a hygienic manner and

•

Safe disposal of animal and domestic waste.

The major tools and methods of CLTS are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction and rapport building
Situation/household mapping
Defecation area mapping
Transect walk
Glass in water demonstration
Calculation of Medical Expenses
Shit calculation
Flow diagram
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• Action planning
For CLTS to be successfully implemented, it is crucial for the facilitators to have a
combination of boldness, empathy, humour and fun. It demands hands off approach, not
teaching or lecturing, but facilitating to enable people confront their undesirable realities
Advantages of CLTS
•

It is a non-subsidy approach

•

Empowers the community

•

Visual approach

•

Delivers quick results: The speed of going total i.e. for an entire community to be
ODF is a matter of weeks.

•

Sustainability: It promotes sustainable sanitation and hygiene practices.

•

Social solidarity: It enhances social solidarity leading to other actions. The
community solidarity and sense of achievement from a successful CLTS process
can be an entry point for other livelihood initiatives beyond WASH.

Challenges with CLTS
It will not be effective in a community where there is/have:
• Been earlier attempts for sanitation improvement
• a current, previous or nearby national programme of sanitation hardware subsidy
to households, or one is known to be proposed
• Lack of scope for follow up encouragement and support after triggering
• Reactionary local leadership and lack of active structures in the community
Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation (PHAST) approach:
PHAST is a method which encourages participants/ individuals to participate in a group
process no matter their age, sex social class or educational background. PHAST seeks to
help communities:
• Improve on their hygiene and sanitation behaviors
• Encourage community management of water and facilities.
It does this by:
Demonstrating the relationship between sanitation and health status
Increasing the self-esteem of community members
Empowering the community to plan environmental improvements and to own and
operate water and sanitation facilities.
Some of the common tools in PHAST;
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Community Mapping
Transect walk
Sanitation ladder
Faecal-oral routes and barriers
Hygiene behaviors
Story With a Gap; bore hole, spring, sanitation and environment
Safe Water Chain
Gender Task analysis
Gender resource analysis
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Advantages of PHAST
• Communities gain confidence and responsibility for their own projects and have a
clear say in what they want and do not want.
•

Effective involvement of the community in monitoring and evaluation ensures that
the services put in place respond to the needs of the community. Such engagement
can provide essential direct feedback to change activities as necessary.

•

Extension Workers are able to get an insight on the main issues within the
community and can therefore propose solutions taking the community’s desire
and dynamics into account.

Challenges of the PHAST approach:
Requires well trained and experienced Extension Workers

•

Requires the Extension Workers to facilitate the community to participate but is
prone to be directive. Therefore Extension Workers must be closely monitored
and corrective action taken if the approach is excessively directive in practice.

•

The approach requires that community workers have certain character traits:
e.g. they must be outgoing, with a good sense of how the community responds
to the participatory tools so that immediate adaptations can be made during
implementation.

•

Requires an intensive management structure. This is feasible in smaller “grassroots” projects but becomes problematic if the aim is to “go to scale” at a
programmatic or national level.

•

The PHAST tools are relatively time intensive in their use. The approach requires
that the beneficiary communities are available to go through the participatory
exercises; this may be seen as a burden if not properly discussed with the
community beforehand.
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Criteria for making PHAST successful
The facilitators have to be sensitive to each situation and changing environment. The
method has a high risk of being abandoned because it is time consuming and doesn’t elicit
immediate results.
The Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation (PHAST) tools, which you
can use, are reflected in this Community Management Handbook.
9.2 Management Options for Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Facilities
The Extension Worker will guide the Sub-county and community on the best / alternative
management options to ensure sustainable functionality of the water facilities. The
different options are discussed below:
9.2.1 Community Based Management Systems (CBMS)
This is where water users are responsible for the operation and maintenance of their
water supplies, while Sub-Counties and districts are responsible for offering them back
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up support. Water Users therefore elect Water and Sanitation Committees (WSCs/
VTUC). A WSC/VTUC is selected by the community that is to collect water from that
particular source, regardless of political or administrative boundaries.
Factors that make successful CBMS are:
•

Developing a one year realistic O&M plan to guide community activities. This
plan is developed by the community/water users

•

High levels of social cohesion

•

Active and well trained WSC/VTUC on its roles and responsibilities

•

Back up support through regular monitoring and follow up by the Extension
Worker to ensure that WSC perform their expected roles and responsibilities

Membership of WSC:
Experience has shown that those who directly benefit from a water source care about
its maintenance. Therefore the actual users are the best people to manage and maintain
their own source. Therefore communities should be encouraged to form a WSC. The
composition of WSC shall include at least 50% women in key decision making positions
in the WSC (i.e. chair, vice-chair, secretary, treasurer). The WSC shall comprise of five
(05) members. The WSC shall report to the LC1 Chairperson. The positions are:
a. Chairperson
b. Vice chairperson
c. Treasurer
d. Secretary
e. Mobiliser
Whilst selecting a WSC, the community should put into consideration the geographical
representation within the user community. This will avoid family affairs on the water
point management. The 02 Caretakers should not be members of the WSC because they
receive payment for services rendered. The Caretakers are ex-officios in the WSC.
The water user group (community) may choose to manage the O&M fund by forming
a Savings and Credit Cooperative (SACCO) or Village Savings and Loan Association
(VSLA). This will keep the users interested in water point management and operation
because meetings are regularly held there.
Membership of the VTUC
There will be a Valley Tank User Committee at the community level. The VTUC shall
comprise of the following 7 members at least two (02) of the members shall be women
and the positions shall be; Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer, 2 Caretakers and 2 members.
The criteria for selection of VTUCs is as follows: Permanent residents of the village;
Trust worthy; Dedicated to self-help community work and the caretakers should be living
near to the water facility
The VTUC shall always be elected through voting by the users of the tank. They VTUC
will serve for a period of three (03) years.
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Term of office of WSC/VTUC
The WSC/VTUC will serve for three years. After the expiry of the WSC/VTUC term of
office, the community with the guidance of the Extension Worker will hold a meeting
to elect a new committee. This election may either replace the entire committee or the
non-active members or those that have dropped out. Before the three years elapse an
individual WSC/VTUC member or the entire committee may be replaced under the
following conditions;
Failure to hold regular WSC/VTUC meetings

•

Failure to organize users’ meetings and provide accountability for the O&M
funds

•

Misuse of Operation and Maintenance Funds

•

Death or migration from the village
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9.2.2 Private Management
A District/Sub-county may decide to engage a private operator to manage the water
sources on their behalf. In this case the district/sub-county can cluster the water sources
depending on the type of technology and award a contract for their management to a
private individual. For hand pumps a meter is installed along the spout. Advantages of
such an approach include:
•

Ability by the community to track the progress of the business of the operator.
This enables them to pay agreed tariffs without complaints

•

Enabling the regulating authority (District/Sub County) to track the amount of
money collected from the water source hence easing tariff setting.

•

Enabling the Private Operator to match re-imbursements from caretakers against
the amount of money collected. This eliminates any losses made through giving
free water or pocketing some of the re-imbursements without accounting.

•

More sustained functionality than community-based managed facilities.

Under this privatized management, the following aspects must be put in place
Structure

Role

Water Board at the District

Overlooks all the water boards set up within jurisdiction

Water Board at the Sub County

Regulates the tariffs set by the operator

Private Operator

Deposits an agreed monthly fee with the sub County
Water Board for tariff replacement

Water Boards
The Minister of Water and Environment appoints a water authority. The Authority is
responsible for management of assets, water and sanitation services. The Authority does
not own assets.
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The Water Board is composed of five persons;
•

Three persons drawn from the water users

•

The Sub County Chief / Town Clerk

•

LC III Councilor responsible for water and sanitation

The term of office of the Water Board is 3 years.
The Sub County Chief / Town Clerk and the councilor on the WSSB represent their
positions, and not individuals.
The LC III council appoints the three persons on the Water Board, with the following
observations;
•

The selected person must be a holder of an O level Certificate of Education.

•

Ability to read and write English.

•

The selected person must be a person from within the water area (water user).

•

The Water Board must have at least 1 woman among the 3 persons selected
from users.

•

The selected person must be hardworking, honest and trust worthy.

•

Person should not be an active holder of a political office.

•

Should be a person who can spare some time for the scheme; not very busy to
attend to the scheme.

9.2.3 The Sub-County Water Supply and Sanitation Board (SCWSSB)
This is an alternative management arrangement (model) for the O&M of Rural Water
Supply Facilities developed to address the inadequate management capacity of the WSC/
VTUC.
To ensure effective management, the SCWSSB submits monthly, quarterly and annual
reports to the CAO through the DWO. The SCWSSB also meets on a quarterly basis.
The SCWSSB are financed by revenue from user fees hence it is important for SCWSSBs
to mobilise community participation in O&M of rural water facilities.
Membership of SCWSSB:
The SCWSSB will comprise of seven (7) members. However, in extremely large subcounties, membership can be considered up to nine (9) to ensure representation of
Parishes. Gender representation is critical in the board composition. The following is an
ideal representation:
1. Chairperson
2. Vice Chairperson
3. Treasurer
4. Secretary
5. Other 3-5 members may include;
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 Community Development Officer and or Health Assistant
 Secretary Health and Community Based Services
 Representatives from the water users (communal and institutional)
 Parish Chiefs
Specific roles of the SCWSSB:
a) Management of all water sources in a particular Sub-county including; piped
schemes, bore wells , springs and valley tanks.
b) Through a contract, manage the services of HPMs and appoint Operators to
operate and maintain piped water scheme and conduct preventive maintenance.
c) Maintain a database on the number and state of functionality of water points; and
number of water users
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d) Financial management and accountability
e) Create awareness of the roles and responsibilities of the users in O&M, payment
of user fees
f) Conflict management
g) Report to the District Water and Sanitation Coordination Committee (DWSCC)
through the District Water Office (DWO) on matters concerning the performance
of the SCWSSB.
9.2.4 Hand Pump Mechanics, Scheme Attendants/Rural Water Artisans’Associations
Trained Hand Pump Mechanics, Gravity Flow Scheme Attendants, springs and Rainwater
Harvesting construction masons may form an association. The aim of the Association
is to:
• Enable the sharing of tools, experiences and providing support to each other.
• Provide preventive and maintenance services to communities.
• Provide members with opportunities for training
• Improve members’ access to the market.
• Improve access of artisans to quality spare parts and tools
Promote improved information flow between WSCs and artisans hence supporting DWOs
in conducting major repairs for water sources.
9.2.5 Tariff setting
The Extension Worker should sensitise the community about the importance of setting
tariffs. The tariff is set to manage expenditure on O&M. The appropriate tariff rate
is determined by the nature of technology, cost of spare parts, labour, and inflation
assumptions. Depending on what the community finds appropriate, the following cost
calculations can be considered:
Basic Tariff (BT): these are the minimum costs to keep the water supply functioning, i.e.
small repair, cleaning etc.
BT = Operation costs + administration costs + maintenance cost
		

No of users

Efficiency Tariff (ET): this tariff includes the costs of replacements. The percentage
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should be related to the lifetime of the part to be replaced.
ET= BT + 25% BT
No of users
Environmental Efficiency Tariff (EET): these are costs related to water source and
catchment area protection necessary to guarantee the water quality and quantity.
EET =

ET + 25% BT
No of users

Leakage Tariff (LT): These are costs linked to leakages in the system. This tariff should
be considered in case an electrical or diesel powered pump is used.
LT = EET + 25% BT
No of users
9.3 Identification of Technicians for maintenance
The Community and Extension Worker will assist the Sub-County in the selection of
artisans and co- ordinate with the District Water Office for their training. Depending on the
type and number of water supplies installed, the Sub-County Council will select private
individuals to train as technicians. In order for these artisans/technicians to be financially
self-sufficient through this work it is suggested to have an artisans /technician for
approximately 20-30 hand pumps. Technicians will work on contract with communities.
Qualities of a Technician/Hand Pump Mechanic
•

Be permanent resident of the sub-county

•

Have ability to read and to write English properly (minimum Primary 7 Standard)

•

Have ability to work with and train other people

•

Trustworthy and honest as demonstrated by earlier conduct

•

Be of any sex, but women are greatly encouraged to be selected

The Sub-County Technical Committee together with the LC III Council shall identify and
select the Technician/HPM from the Sub-county.
9.4 Community mapping
In order for a community to make improvements on their condition, it is important to
know at what level it is. The role of an Extension Worker is to facilitate the community
(men, women; girls and boys, elderly and youth, persons with disabilities) to:
• Understand their situation.
• Know what resources they have and what they lack.
• Know the available potentials and constraints.
• Know that based on these factors they can decide on their priorities and how to
carry out improvements in their lives.
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The process should be participatory to enable self-discovery thus appreciation of their
situation, therefore the community should:
• Collect information
• Use the information for improvement of their water supply and sanitation situation.
• Make action plans
• Implement the action plans
• Monitor the implementation process
Some of the tools the communities can use for collecting information and establishing
at these level include: community mapping, transect walks, sanitation ladder, and
gender analysis tools. These tools are presented as Annexes in the various chapters in this
Community Management Handbook.
9.5 Technology options
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9.5.1 Sanitation Technology options
The sanitation technology options (Figure 32) include:
• Traditional pit latrine
• Traditional pit latrine with a sanplat
• Lined pit latrine
• Alternating pit latrine
• Ventilated improved pit latrine
• Urine Diversion Dry Toilet (UDDT) Ecological Sanitation
• Latrine designs for people with physical disabilities
• Fossa Alterna Ecological Sanitation
• Arborloo Ecological Sanitation
• Latrine designs provided with incinerators for safe disposal of used pads
• Water Closets
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Figure 31:
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Sanitation technological options
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9.5.2 Water technology options
There are a number of technologies in the sector that are used to develop water sources.
Some are community water points while others are self-supply. The technology options
to be promoted are detailed in the Technology Development Handbook, and these
include:
• Rainwater harvesting tanks (ferro cement, lined, HDPE polyethylene, etc.) (for
self-supply, communal and institutions)
• Rope pump (for self-supply)
• Gravity flow schemes
• Shallow wells (hand dug, drilled and augered)
• Deep wells
• Protected Springs (ordinary and Spring with a tank)

Figure 32:
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Water technological options
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Simple piped schemes for rural growth centres
Valley Tanks
9.6 Community contribution to the capital cost of construction
•
•

The community contribution will be required to be paid up-front before the community
application for a water source can be successful. The community of users should be told
that this is not a tax levied on them, but rather to inculcate the spirit of ensuring O&M
of the water facility. It is the payment made by the community as their input towards
the construction of a new water source or before undertaking a major rehabilitation of
a water source.
The community contribution per technology option is as shown in Table 3.

Type of Technology
Springs
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Table 3: Community Capital Cost Contribution
Community Capital Cost Contribution
(UGX)
Small 50,000
Medium 50,000
Extra Large 75,000

Deep borehole
Shallow well (drilled or hand dug)
Rehabilitation of Shallow Well
Borehole rehabilitation
Gravity Flow Scheme
Valley Tanks and Dams
RWHT (Public)

200,000
100,000
50,000
100,000
50,000 per tap stand
1% of investment cost
1% of investment cost

These prices may change over time due to inflation, changes in subsidy levels and other
market forces.
The funds should be banked on the District General Account under the “others” vote line.
The funds should be clearly specified as Community Contribution towards Capital Cost.
The WSC Treasurer should avail a copy of the deposit bank slip to the DWO for record
purposes.
9.7 Self-supply of water services:
Self-supply involves the improvement of household or community water supply through
user investment in water treatment, supply, construction and upgrading, including rain
water harvesting. Self-supply has the potential to improve access to clean and safe water
if supported by Government or CSOs. It is therefore prudent that Extension Workers
mainstream self-supply initiatives as one of the available service models for water
delivery.
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Extension Workers should conduct sustained advocacy, demonstration and mobilization
which are required to convince politicians, policy makers, development partners, opinion
leaders and communities. These require evidence to prove that new approaches can work.
In Uganda’s case it has been 20 years of advocacy and demonstration that has resulted
into increased appreciation and investment in self-supply through.
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•

Training of local masons in RWH, manual drilling etc.

•

District Water Officers and Extension Workers are in addition offering technical
expertise to private water source developers

•

Converting family water sources into community water sources
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TIPS ON HOW
TO WORK
WITH
An Extension Worker must have good working
relations with the
community. Without
good relations, it will be difficult to promote and get maximum co-operation from
COMMUNITIES
community members for activities relating to water, sanitation and hygiene. In order to
Introduction

promote good working relations, the Extension Worker should:
•
•
•

Have appropriate mobilization skills
Manage conflict –this is because if there is tension in a community you cannot
get people to come together to work for a common purpose e.g. contributing
towards the maintenance of a facility.
Collect timely and relevant information, and ensure effective communication on
WASH

10.1 Community Mobilisation
Approaches for community mobilization
There are a number or approaches that are utilized to mobilize communities for improved
WASH, namely;
Use the services of the LC I Councilor responsible for information to move houseto-house
• Home visits
• Make announcements on the village (community) public address system, places of
worship, funerals, Speech days etc.
• Placing of informative posters in strategic places where the community can be able
to view them
• Distribution of flyers and other print promotional materials
• Organizing drama groups to pass on/disseminate water supply, hygiene and
sanitation messages
These approaches are not cast in stone, therefore the Extension Worker should exercise
creativity and flexibility depending on the nature of the community.
•

Importance of community participation
Community participation has various purposes, namely;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As an end in itself – it is a right for people to participate in making decisions which
directly affect them;
Participation is a valuable learning process, preparing people to deal successfully
with problems in other spheres of life;
Participation makes a project more effective by making the outputs conform better
to the real needs of the people;
Participation makes a project more efficient by stimulating peoples willingness to
invest their time and resources;
When communities participate, there is a sense of ownership for the programs;
It creates a sense of responsibility for facilities installed/constructed and therefore
facilities are better operated and maintained;
Creates harmony within the community.
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Introduction
An Extension Worker must have good working relations with the community. Without
good relations, it will be difficult to promote and get maximum co-operation from
community members for activities relating to water, sanitation and hygiene. In order to
promote good working relations, the Extension Worker should:
•
•
•

Have appropriate mobilization skills
Manage conflict –this is because if there is tension in a community you cannot
get people to come together to work for a common purpose e.g. contributing
towards the maintenance of a facility.
Collect timely and relevant information, and ensure effective communication on
WASH

10.1 Community Mobilisation
Approaches for community mobilization
There are a number or approaches that are utilized to mobilize communities for improved
WASH, namely;
Use the services of the LC I Councilor responsible for information to move houseto-house
• Home visits
• Make announcements on the village (community) public address system, places of
worship, funerals, Speech days etc.
• Placing of informative posters in strategic places where the community can be able
to view them
• Distribution of flyers and other print promotional materials
• Organizing drama groups to pass on/disseminate water supply, hygiene and
sanitation messages
These approaches are not cast in stone, therefore the Extension Worker should exercise
creativity and flexibility depending on the nature of the community.
•

Importance of community participation
Community participation has various purposes, namely;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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As an end in itself – it is a right for people to participate in making decisions which
directly affect them;
Participation is a valuable learning process, preparing people to deal successfully
with problems in other spheres of life;
Participation makes a project more effective by making the outputs conform better
to the real needs of the people;
Participation makes a project more efficient by stimulating peoples willingness to
invest their time and resources;
When communities participate, there is a sense of ownership for the programs;
It creates a sense of responsibility for facilities installed/constructed and therefore
facilities are better operated and maintained;
Creates harmony within the community.
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Principles of Social Mobilization
• Start from where people are
• Work with the people and not for the people
• Respect the people and their cultural values and believe in their potential for
developing their own lives
• Speak the common language
• Go to people as learners and not as teachers
• Be humble, honest, dedicated, patient and sensitive
• Maintain a simple and reasonable life style. Be one of or appear to be seen as one
of them i.e. identify yourself with the community;
• Have the capacity and humility to withdraw as soon as people are ready to manage
their own affairs.
Principles of Adult Learning
•
•
•
•

Adults are voluntary learners and will perform best when they have decided to
attend a training or sensitization session for a particular reason
Adults learn best when the context of the training, meeting or sensitization session
is relevant to their own lives and experiences
Adults have experience and can help each other learn through an atmosphere of
sharing
Adults learn best when they are actively involved. The training should provide
opportunities for feedback, reinforcement and practice e.g. group work, simulations,
role plays, etc.

10.2 Conflict Management
Conflict is tension within the community. The potential for conflict exists whenever and
wherever people have contact. These conflicts may be on a small or large scale or arise
from differences in values, beliefs, and attitudes regarding particular issues.
Types of Conflicts: The Extension Worker may experience conflict amongst these kinds
of groups:
Group

Nature of conflict

Within the WSC/
VTUC e.g. between
the chairman and
the treasurer or the
secretary and the
chairman.

Members of the WSC/VTUC feel that they have been left out in
decision making
•
•
•
•

Some WSC members are not well informed about the
operations
The chairman makes all the decisions
The WSC/VTUC Chairman does not organize Committee
meetings
The WSC /VTUC Treasurer diverts O&M funds
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Group
Between the WSC/
VTUC and water
users e.g. between
the caretaker and a
community member.

Nature of conflict
•
•
•
•

Between
water
users e.g. between
people of different
religious beliefs, or
between
leaders
and sections of the
community

•

Political
conflicts
within
the
community

•

•

•
•

There is no co-operation between the local leaders
and the WSC/VTUC
Community members do not understand why they should
contribute to the O&M fund
WSC/VTUC members do not account regularly for how
O&M funds are spent
It is time to organize communal labour to clean the water
point but community members are reluctant to participate
There is a dispute between some indigenous community
members and migrant settlers
Landowners change their minds about constructing
water supply and sanitation facilities on their land.
Community members who have contributed most want to
influence the location of water facilities
These happen when the community members belong to
different religions or have different political inclinations
Political conflicts are more intense during years of election
When Extension Workers belong to a different political or
religious affiliation from the community

Conflict Resolution
Conflicts will always arise among communities. An extension Worker should be able to
manage them when they arise. Failure to take steps to deal with them as soon as they
arise, may end up creating delays in implementation as some community members may
withdraw or fail to participate in planned activities.
Conflict resolution is a way for two or more parties to find a peaceful solution to a
disagreement among them. The Extension Worker needs strong facilitation skills and the
trust of the community, ideally backed-up by local community rules and regulations.
Stages of managing conflict at community level
Stage 1: Conflict cause and effect analysis
The following steps will help the Extension Workers to identify the causes and effects of
the conflict:
•

Visit the dispute scene to gain more in-depth information about the causes of the
conflict.

•

While at the scene seek opinions and views of neighbors and hold private
consultations. These visits will help the Extension Workers to stay up to date on
the current stage of the conflict and the community perception towards the conflict
and its management.

Stage 2: Identify and mobilize key social and political leaders
•
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Identify the key parties engaged in the conflict.
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•

Establish the possibility of encouraging leaders to play the role of negotiator in
resolving the conflict. Most importantly, identify a neutral or unbiased negotiator
who can easily communicate with both sides to address the conflict. Social and
political leaders play a catalytic role in managing conflict at the community level.
Generally, the high level of respect for these leaders put them in a strong position
to persuade and negotiate with the community. Conflicting parties are more likely
to accept guidance from these mediators than from other sources because an
elder’s decision does not entail any loss of face and is backed by social pressure.

•

The end result is ideally, a sense of unity, shared involvement and
responsibility, and dialogue among groups in conflict.

Stage 3: Consultations for finalizing conflict management strategy
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Encourage parties to the conflict to make compromises and negotiation. The goals of
negotiation are:
• To produce a solution that all parties can agree to
• To work as quickly as possible to find this solution
• To improve, not hurt, the relationship between the groups in conflict
Organize and support the community to make consultations and interactions to prevent
negative effects on social harmony. Conflict resolution through negotiation is good for all
parties involved.
Stage 4: Adopt win-win and compromising strategies
The Extension Worker should endeavor to create a win-win situation between the
conflicting parties when managing conflict. In dealing with conflict, it is important to:
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize, understand and accept that there is a problem.
Find out the causes of the problem- What happened, How it happened, Who did
what, and What could the action lead to?
State the sides of the argument and then allow those in conflict to explain their
positions
If possible, get the conflicting parties and some neutral people to look at the
strengths and weaknesses of each position and come to an agreement. Try to
create a situation where there is no loser!
Summarize conclusions and get the conflicting parties to commit themselves to
what was agreed upon.

10.3 Work Planning
The Extension Worker should always organize his/her activities and get the community
members together to do things. Therefore it is important the Extension Worker develops
plans showing how, when and with whom various activities will be carried out in
the community.
The Extension Workers plan should include: what will be done; how it will be done; by
who and when; expected results; stakeholders involved and follow up measures. This
should be in line with all phases of WASH and activities. The plan should consider and
not conflict with the community calendar.
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10.4 Team work
Working together as a team is very important. When you work as a team you will be able
to;
• Do a lot of things within a short time
• Share tasks, so that nobody is overloaded with work
• Complete tasks on time
• Build trust and confidence in one another
• Support each other
• Share ideas and experiences
How to promote team work:
• Provide support to one another e.g. when you attend community meetings be
attentive so that you can help another Extension Worker or community leader
who is finding it difficult to explain a point
• Take decision affecting your work jointly by involving everyone out because you
have the same objectives and mission i.e. improved WASH
• Plan your activities together
• Share ideas and experiences
• See yourselves as belonging to one group/family. Remember that you succeed or
fail together.
10.5 Meetings and Services
Meetings and Services are an important part of the extension work. Organize meetings
among Extension Workers to:
•
•
•
•
•

Share new information and ideas amongst yourselves
Discuss what is happening to facilities acquired by communities
Solve problems and take decisions for action
Share responsibilities – who does what and when?
Plan together

Organize community meetings and services to:
•
•
•
•
•

Discuss problems about water, sanitation and hygiene in the community
Let people know what you are doing
Give new information
Get peoples’ ideas on the water facilities and how to use them for better health.
Plan hygiene education activities with the community

Having successful meetings
Here are some ideas which will help the Extension Worker to have successful meetings:
•
•
•
•
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Take one topic at a time. Discuss it. Take a decision and decide on who is
responsible before moving on to the next topic
Follow the agenda. Do not waste time talking about things that are not on the
agenda.
Keep order
Do not allow only a few people to talk all the time. Facilitate all participants to
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express themselves.
Keep to time. Do not let discussions drag on for long.

How to prepare for a meeting
When planning for a meeting, it is good to think about the following:
•
•
•

NEED- it is important that you see the need for a meeting before you call one. The
decision to hold a meeting should come from the chairman or any other person
within the committee.
TIME and PLACE- Meet at times which are acceptable to both men and women
and at places known by all.
AGENDA- This is a list of things to be talked about at a meeting. It needs to be
planned carefully. More people will come to the meeting if they know what will be
talked about. The agenda should be discussed among participants and agreed upon
before the meeting.
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10.6 Effective Communication
Communication is a two-way process involving a communicator, a receiver and
feedback. It involves the transmission and reception of messages.
The purpose of communication is to:
•
•
•
•

Get others to think and act the way we want them to think or act.
Inform others
Ask and answer questions
Listen to others (listening is an important communication skill)

What effective communication can achieve:
•
•
•
•
•

Better understanding of the organisation/program’s roles and policies
Quicker response to community demands
Accurate transmission of messages hence giving improved results
Better relationships between stakeholders
Higher esteem and morale among stakeholders

Poor Communication may lead to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reluctance to participate or carry out responsibilities
Frustration of community members
Rumors and wrong information being passed around
Misunderstanding and suspicion
Time wastage
Low morale
Poor results

The five “C”s of effective messages
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•
•
•
•
•

Clear
Concise
Complete
Convincing
Capable of being carried out

How to be a good communicator
• Tell others and get feed back
• Ask for information, advice feedback, etc
• Listen to get the correct information and encourage participation
• Observe to verify information
• Understand – interpreting messages from others
• Convincing – feel confident so as to “sell” the messages.
• Choosing the proper TIME to communicate, the right PEOPLE to communicate
with, and the right PLACE to communicate.
10.7 Participatory approaches
The use of the participatory approach for community mobilisation, sensitisation and
training is recognised as a powerful method for empowering communities for sustainable
WASH service delivery. The participatory approach, which is learner-centred, has evolved
over the past decades as a means of helping learners take greater control of their lives and
their environment by developing skills in problem-solving and resource management.
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) approaches consist of two main elements – Behavior
and Attitude, and Methods:
PRA Behaviour and Attitudes: these are key to successfully facilitating PRA methods.
The kinds of behaviors and attitudes that are key to successful facilitation are:
•

•
•

Respect for local knowledge: this means learning from local people instead of
teaching or lecturing them. This requires active listening and awareness of the
fact that as outsiders we may be better educated and have more exposure, but
local people know much more about their situation than we do, no matter how
concerned we may be.
Flexibility and informality: this translates into both verbal and nonverbal
communication, e.g., using simple language, observing local norms, etc.
Offsetting biases: brainstorm with participants about when outsiders visit rural
communities, where they tend to go, who they talk to and how long they stay.
Through this facilitate a discussion on how to offset these biases.

Difference between Conventional and Participatory approaches
Training should be viewed as a learning process which involves the creation and acquisition
of knowledge, awareness and skills. In the following table, the main differences between
conventional and participatory training methodologies are summarised.
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Elements

Conventional Training

Learner’s
Role

°
°
°
°

Follow instructions
Passive participation
Receive information

Participatory Training
°

Offer ideas based on experience

°

Active participation (ask questions,
make mistakes as part of the
training process). Share ideas and
experiences

°

Take ownership of learning process

°

Is a facilitator. Respects participants’
knowledge and experiences.

Little responsibility for
learning process

Trainer’s
role

°

Is an authority figure

°

Ignores learner’s
knowledge and
experiences.

Training
content

°

Trainer-controlled

°

Learner-centered

°

Little choice provided on
topics.

°

Based on participants’ training needs

Method
focus

°

One way flow of facts/
°
information from trainer to
learner.
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Two-way communication building
on knowledge and experiences of
participants and trainer.

PRA Methods: Within the water supply and sanitation sub-sector, there are a number of
participatory methods and tools that are utilized to collect data, mobilise, sensitise and
train communities towards improved water supply, hygiene and sanitation improvement.
Most of the tools have been elaborated and provided as annexes in this Community
Management Handbook.
While undertaking community mobilization and training for WASH, the Extension
Worker should familiarize themselves with the concept of participatory training and the
attributes (knowledge, attitude and skills) essential for effective facilitation.
The role of a facilitator
While implementing water supply and sanitation activities, the Extension Workers role
will mainly be to facilitate meetings and trainings. The role of a facilitator is to make things
easy by creating a learning environment conducive to sharing ideas and experiences. To
create this environment, the facilitator DOES NOT have to be an expert BUT needs to
have skills, knowledge and an appropriate attitude.
Knowledge:• About the subject matter of the training
• About the local context
Attitude:• Friendly and honest
• Gender-sensitive
• Respectful of local norms
• Impartial and fair
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Skills:•
•
•

Communicating effectively
Responding to group dynamics
Administrative skills

Qualities of a good facilitator
• Identify himself/herself with the community (empathy)
• Must be confident
• Must have the ability to learn from community’s knowledge (use of appreciative
inquiry)
• Must possess excellent communication skills, namely; active listening, be
observant, audible, empathetic, good paraphrasing, knowhow to use and interpret
body language, ability to record events, use sense of humor
• Must be exemplary
• Must remain emotionally stable (composed)
• Dress appropriately
• Be time conscious
• Respect differing views, cultures and traditional norms
• Be result-oriented
10.8 How to tell if there are problems: A trouble shooting guide for Extension
Workers
When carrying out your work you will encounter several problems. Table 4 below
gives the possible causes and solutions to these problems.
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Table 4: Trouble shooting guide
Problem
Lack of quorum/
poor turn-up for
meetings and
construction
activities. No
motivation.

Possible reason/cause
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Not involved enough
Difficult local leaders
Lack of trust
Lack of time
Other social/economic
activities
Attitude of facilitator.
Facilitator may express
an attitude of superiority
and gives orders instead
of facilitating.
False promises

Possible solution
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too few women turn
up (less than 50 %)

•
•

Late arrival for
meetings
& Training

•

The community has
not been informed to
particularly invite women
Purpose of inviting
women not fully
understood or accepted
due to community
traditions

•

Time is not an issue in
rural areas.

•

•

•
•
•
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•

Get support from leaders; political, civil and religious
Stress joint responsibilities. Build
credibility
Write invitations together and follow up.
Let the community members select
time suitable to them
Plan the content, time and place
of the meeting together with the
members.
Find out before the meeting; what
the participants think of the subject, what they feel and what they
want regarding the subject for the
meeting. Also start the meeting by
discussing it briefly before getting
into subject/training etc.
Investigate reasons for poor turnup including investigation of your
own role. Discuss informally with
some of the participants before
the meeting and also start up the
meeting by finding out what they
think.
Give justifications for
inviting
women as the main users and collectors of water and in charge of
sanitation.
Refer to guidelines for formation
of water and sanitation committees and their composition
Agree on the time to start despite
late arriving. Facilitators being on
time as good example.
Use participatory methodologies
which create interest.
Facilitators take it up for discussion
and find out reasons
Explain consequences in terms
of need to meet again to cover
training content
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Problem
Poor interest in
training, poor
attendance

Possible reason/cause
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
Inactive Communities •
•
•
•
•

Possible solution

No motivation
Not involved enough
(not participatory)
Presence of too
dominating facilitator
or local leaders not
enabling proper
community participation
Lack of trust
Lack of time
Attitude of facilitator
Other social/economic
activities
Difficult local leaders

•

No motivation
No feedback
No acknowledgement of
efforts
Members may have
moved etc.
Lack of time. Too
engaged in other
activities

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

False reports from
the community

•
•
•

Cover up real problems
Fear to expose others
Lack of transparency

•
•
•
•
•

Misunderstanding
of messages

•
•
•
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Training may have
been too short or
disrupted
Some members may
have arrived too late
The messages may be in
conflict with the views
of the member and thus
suppressed/forgotten.
(you remember more
easily)
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•
•
•
•
•

Build on their knowledge do not
repeat what they already know.
Use participatory methodologies
explain reasons for participatory
approaches for local leaders and
participants.
Avoid attitudes of supremacy
(knowing it all)
Plan ahead what you want them
to know, do and feel; about
the subject after your meeting.
Centre your training around the
participants and their experiences
not the other way round
Discuss reasons
Find ways of motivating them
Give
them
encouragement
and praise
Find out if they are the ones who
can devote time for this work.
Review tasks/time of Committee
members
Discussion
Organize exchange visits
Keep giving feedback
Facilitate re-election
Establish introduction procedures
for new members
Consult community members on
how they see performance of the
committee
Verify information while on
other duties
Contact community members to
find out.
Review
minutes,
accounting
procedures etc
Analyse cause
Discuss with leaders
Arrange follow up training/
meeting.
Check that messages are well
understood.
Let
participants
explain or summarise them.
Always summarise at the end
Plan your meeting by prioritizing
your messages.
Do not try to cover too much (5
main points are enough)

Problem
Siting conflicts

Possible reason/cause
•
•

Personal interests
Poor communication

Possible solution
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of
appreciation of
latrines and hygiene

•
•
•

Lack of knowledge, poor
attitudes.
Cultural, social factors.
Lack of support of
leaders

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Poor maintenance
of sources

•
•

Lack
of
active participation
of women in
management
committees.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Hygiene Education and promotion
Target children
Highlight the benefits and the
social costs involved
Scrutinise the “buts”
Exemplary behavior of staff and
leaders
Arrange drama group performance
Home improvement competitions
Monitor progress through community participative monitoring
Give positive feedback and recognition to those adopting new
hygiene and sanitation behavior.

Misunderstanding of
role of caretakers and
WSC/VTUC
No motivation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Give feedback
Encourage, advise
Give facts
Exchange visits
Engage users in maintenance
Discussion

Fear of speaking up
in group meetings
Lack of experience in
working with groups
Meetings held far
from homes and at
inconvenient times for
women.
Fear of criticism for
overstepping
Customary rules
Lack of skills in
planning and problem
solving
Women’s workload
Husbands prohibiting
the wives to participate
actively

•

Consult women separately in
meetings or p l a c e s w h e r e
t h e y gather for daily activities.
During committee elections.
Guide communities to elect at
least 50% women to balance interests and either the chairperson
or treasurer should be a woman
Efforts should be made to enhance positive attitudes of men
and women towards women’s
leadership.
Use
both female and male
Extension Workers.
Involve women in selecting sites
of water points
Use the p a r t i c i p a t i v e t o o l
f r o m gender analysis when
discussing the roles of men and
women. Ensure that the element
of complementing roles comes up
in discussions.

•

•

•
•
•
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•
•

Refer to siting guidelines
Involve community and committee
members
Discuss reasons behind the site
selection
Discussion with committees
Joint work planning
Use conflict resolution skills
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